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SUMMARY 
This thesis presents a study of the class of equiradial 
experimental designs for use in response surface methodology. The re­
search surveys the field of response surface methodology and the use of 
second order experimental designs in fitting and optimizing response 
surfaces. 
The construction of second order experimental designs is studied, 
with particular emphasis on the class of equiradial designs. The concept 
of rotatability and other design criteria are developed and illustrated 
in the construction of equiradial designs. 
A representative selection of two factor equiradial designs is 
constructed and applied to a variety of known response surfaces under 
various controlled conditions. A similar application is made of several 
standard central composite designs. The results for all of these designs 
are collected into several logical groups for analysis. Conclusions 
drawn from this analysis are that the best performance is provided by 
those equiradial designs derived from equiradial pentagons and hexagons, 
in particular, by uniform precision designs so derived. Pentagon and 





1.1 Response Surface Methodology 
Response surface methodology is a collection of mathematical and 
statistical techniques first produced by Box and Wilson (4). The goal of 
response surface methodology is to find the optimum of a response y, where 
y = 0(x l 5x 2,...,x k) (1.1) 
is a function of several variables , x^, x^. The true functional 
relationship 0 is unknown and successive observations on y are obscured 
by random error. 
In general, response surface methodology approximates the relation­
ship (1.1) by a regression model of the form 
y = x'£ + e , (1.2) 
where x is a vector of the independent variables, | is a vector of re­
gression coefficients, and e is the random error associated with the ob­
servation on y. The procedure is sequential in nature, usually first 
applying a linear regression model to fit a first order response equation 
(surface) until a lack of fit is detected and then fitting a higher order 
response surface, usually of second order. The form of the approximating 
function is usually a polynomial such as 
2 
y = p Q + p l X l + P 2 x 2 + . . . . + p k x k + e (1.3) 
for the first order approximation, and 
(1.4) 
for the second order approximation. 
Fitting a second order regression model requires the use of a 
second order experimental design. The most widely known and used classes 
of second order experimental designs are factorial and central composite 
designs. Another, less widely used, class of second order experimental 
designs is the equiradial class. By far, the majority of studies on con­
struction and performance of second order experimental designs have dealt 
primarily with central composite designs. The purpose of this study is 
to investigate the class of second order equiradial designs. 
class of equiradial designs. 
2. To analyze the effectiveness of designs from this class in 
comparison to central composite designs. 
3. To draw conclusions regarding this class of designs. 
These objectives will be accomplished by surveying response surface 
methodology and second order experimental designs, with particular atten­
tion to the class of equiradial designs. A representative group of equi-
1.2 Objectives 
The objectives of this thesis are: 
1. To investigate the properties, construction, and use of the 
3 
radial designs will then be constructed and applied to several known 
response surfaces under various controlled conditions. Central composite 
designs will be applied in the same manner. The results will then be 
compared and evaluated, and conclusions will be drawn. 
1.3 Assumptions 
The following assumptions are made: 
1. In the testing of various designs on the surfaces to be dis­
cussed later, it is assumed that a region has already been encountered 
where there is a "lack of fit" for the first order model. At this point, 
fitting of a second order model is deemed appropriate. 
2. The equiradial designs from pentagon (5 vertices) to decagon 




RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGY 
2.1 General 
Response surface methodology seeks to optimize a response by 
approximating the unknown functional relationship between the response 
and its independent variables and then optimizing the approximating func­
tion. This approximation makes use of the general linear regression 
model 
z = x £ + 1 > ( 2 - D 
where y_ is a vector of response observations, X is a matrix in which the 
th 
i row represents the levels of the independent variables associated 
th 
with the i response observation, g_ is the vector of regression coeffi­
cients, and s is a vector in which the i*"*1 element represents the random 
th 
error associated with the i observed response. In general, v_ is (N x 1 ) , 
X is (N x p ) , £ is (p x 1 ) , and e is (N x 1 ) • 
It should be noted that this model is linear only in the (3fs and 
is therefore applicable to any order response surface. Consider the first 
order response model 
k 
y = p n + E 0.X. + e . (2.2) 
0 i=i i i ' 
Here the j3 vector is 
5 
and a typical row of the X matrix is 
x. = [l, x n , x. k] 
The second order response model is 
k k o 
y = B + S B x + Z B x + 2 Z B x x + e . (2.3) 
u i=l 1 1 i=l 1 1 1 i<j XJ 1 J 
In this case the £ vector is 
£« - [B Q, B ^ p k , p u , B k k , B 1 2 , B ) k ] , 
and a typical row of the X matrix is 
- h 2 2 , 
x. Li, x U V x i l , , , , , x i k ' X i l X i 2 , # # # > xi(k-l) Xik J * 
In fitting the model we wish to estimate the £ vector in such a 
manner as to minimize the sum of squares of the error. Our problem then 
is 
k 2 minL = min Z e. = min e'e (2.4) i=l i 
Solving equation (2.1) for e, gives 
(2.5) 
6 
Substituting equation (2,5) intP equation (2.4) and simplifying yields 
minL = min [y_'y_ - 2£' X y_ + £' X'X £] . 
Taking the partial derivative of L with respect to £ and setting it equal 
to zero yields 
| | = - 2X'y_ + 2(X«X)£ = 0 . 
Solving this for j3 provides the least squares estimator of 
£ = (X'X)' 1 X'y. . (2.6) 
A response surface analysis usually begins with a first order in­
vestigation and proceeds in this manner until a lack of fit is encountered 
and a near optimum condition is suspected. 
Numerous first order optimization methods are available. Among 
the most commonly used methods are steepest ascent, univariate, factorial, 
and random search. The steepest ascent and univariate are sequential 
search methods, As its name implies, the steepest ascent method deter­
mines the steepest gradient in a small region and ascends in that direc­
tion until another gradient determination is necessary. In the univariate 
method, one factor at a time is varied over the region of interest while 
all others are held constant. This is repeated until no further improve­
ment in response is achieved. The factorial method uses a single fac­
torial experiment for the entire region of interest. In the random method, 
7 
trials are made at random throughout the region of interest. 
Brooks (5) made a comparative study of these four first order 
methods. He tested each method on the four surfaces shown in Figures 
1(a) through 1(d). The results of his study indicated that the sequen­
tial methods performed best and that the steepest ascent method performed 
better than the univariate method, on the average. 
2.2 Second Order Investigation 
Consider the second order fitted response model 
A a K. a K. A o A 
y = P „ + S p.x. + 2 p..x. + E E P . . x . x . 0 ._, i i -i ii l ... ii I i i=l i=l i<j J J 
This may be rewritten in matrix form as 
A 
y = b Q + x'b + x'B £ » 
where 
and 
x — [x^, X2» • • •» Xk"^ ' 
b 0 " P 0 ' 
A A 
b» = Pfc] 
B = 
A A 
P l l **12 
A 
2 P l k 
(s * 
y m P 2 2 
I A 
^ 2 k 
m 
6 t 




To find the factor combination which optimizes y we differentiate 
8 
equation (2.7) with respect to x and set the results equal to zero. This 
yields 
= b + 2Bx = 0 , 
or 
X Q = - %B~lb , (2.8) 
the estimated point of optimum response. Substituting equation (2.8) into 
equation (2.7) and simplifying gives the predicted optimum response: 
y 0 - b 0 + fe^b (2.9) 
The stationary point X Q i s> °f course, not necessarily a maximum. 
In fact it may be either a maximum, a minimum, or a saddle point. To 
determine the nature of the surface at the stationary point one must con­
duct a canonical analysis. The canonical analysis translates the variable 
axes to the stationary point and then rotates the axes to correspond to 
the principal axes of the contour system. Substituting the transforma­
tion z = x - X Q into equation (2.7) and simplifying yields 
y = y 0 + z'Bz , (2.io) 
the response in terms of the jz variables. This accomplishes the trans­
lation of the axes to the stationary point. Setting z_ = Mw, equation 
(2.10) may be expressed as 
k 2 y = y„ + w'M'BMw = y n + £ \.w. , (2.11) 0 ~ — 0 ,•—i i I ' 
9 
where w represents the principal axes of the contour system, M is the 
orthogonal transform of w onto ẑ , and 
M'BM = 
where the X^ are the eigenvalues of the matrix B. 
Inspection of the X^'s will reveal the nature of the surface at 
the stationary point. From equation (2.11) it is clear that, if all X^ 
a r e negative, then a move along any w axis away from the stationary point 
(origin of the w axes) will reduce the response, and hence we have a 
maximum. Similarly, if all X^ are positive we have a minimum, and if the 
X^ have mixed signs we have a saddle point. 
2.3 Selection Criteria for Second Order Designs 
In order to conduct a second order analysis, a second order ex­
perimental design must be used to estimate the model parameters. Several 
performance criteria have been developed for the selection of response 
surface designs. These will be discussed in this section, but first it 
is useful to introduce the concepts of design moments and precision. 
2.3.1 Design Moments and Precision 
The design moments are expressed in terms of the levels of the de­




X 1 N "•• X k N 
th th where the i row represents the variable levels to be set for the i 
observation. In general the design moments are 
[1 al 2
0 i 2 
k 0*] = i E 
N al a2 ak 
N u = i X l u X 2 u " "" (2.12) 
The order of the moment is equal to the sum of the a^'s. The moment is 
even if all a 's are even and odd if any a. is odd. If only one a. is i l l 
nonzero, then the moment is said to be a pure moment, otherwise it is 
mixed. 
th 
The moments of a d order experimental design are of order through 
2d. Hence a second order design will have design moments of order through 
four. These include the second pure moment 
N 2 r n 1 w [ii] = £ E x. 
N u = i I U 
(2.13) 
the fourth pure moment 
r----i 1 v 4 (2.14) 
and the fourth mixed even moment 
L I I J J J = r : E, x. x. 
N u=l iu ju 
(2.15) 
11 
The moment matrix for an experimental design is defined as N ^"(X'X). For 
example, a second order design in two variables (k=2) has moment matrix 
N" 1(X'X) = 
1 [i] [2] 
m m 
'So 
[11] [22] [12] 
[111] [122] [112] 
[112] [222] [122] 




The inverse of the moment matrix, that is N(X'X) ^, is called the 
precision matrix. The elements of the precision matrix represent the 
variances and covariances associated with the estimators of the model 
parameters produced by the design. For a second order experimental design 
in two variables this is 
(2.17) 
Var(b Q) C o v O b ^ ) C o v ^ b ^ C o v ( b 0 b u ) C o v ( b 0 b 2 2 ) C o v ( b 0 b 1 2 ) ' 
Var(b x) Cov(b 1b 2) C o v O ^ b ^ Covft^b^) C o v O ^ b ^ ) 






Var(b 2) C o v ( b 2 b 1 1 ) C o v ( b 2 b 2 2 ) C o v ( b 2 b 1 2 ) 
V a r ( b n ) C o v ( b n b 2 2 ) C o v ( b u b 1 2 ) 
Var(b 2 2) C o v < b 2 2 b 1 2 ) 
V a r ( b l 2 ) 
The precision matrix and design moments are important concepts in 
the development of design criteria. 
12 
2.3.2 Rotatability 
Box and Hunter (3) suggested that a desirable characteristic for a 
A 
response surface design is that Var(y), the variance of the fitted re­
sponse surface, be a function of distance from the design center alone 
and not of direction from the design center. That is, the design should 
produce variance contours which are hyperspheres, and hence the variance 
of the fitted surface is unaffected by the orientation of the design about 
any given design center. Box and Hunter called this design characteris­
tic rotatability, and developed a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a rotatable design. 
A design of order d is rotatable if and only if for all moments of 
order through 2d 
k 
\ a n (a±)l i=l (2.18) 
if all a. are even, and 
[1 al na2 (2.19) 
k 
if any a. is odd, where a = 2 a. is the order of the moment. 
i 1=0. i ' 
For a second order design this condition implies that 
13 
X (2J2J) 
[ 1 1 2 2 ] = [ 2 2 1 1 ] = ~ = \ . , ( 2 . 2 2 ) 
22(l.'l.) 4 
and all other moments (i.e., odd moments) are zero. 
The moment matrix for a rotatable second order design, therefore, 
must be of the form 
N" 1(X'X) 









X 1 X 2 
\ - l \ 
0 0 . . . 0 I x2 x2 
k "1 " 2 \ X 1 X 2 
X 2 | 0 . . . 0 
- 4 ,







3X, 0 4 . 
3X, 
T 
It should be noted at this point that X 2 is just a "nuisance" par­
ameter altered by the choice of scaling convention. In fact, when a value 
is selected for X 2 , all designs which have that same X 2 value are said to 
be scaled to the same convention. The "usual" scaling convention is X 0 = 1. 
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2.3.3 Other Design Criteria 
Consider now the precision matrix. Box and Hunter showed that, 
for a second order rotatable design under the usual scaling convention, 
the elements of the precision matrix are 
Var(b Q) = 2%l (k+2)A (2.23) 
4 Var(b.) = 1 (2.24) 
^ V a r ( b . . ) = [<k+l)X 4 - (k-l)]A (2.25) 
^ V a r O ^ ) = x"1 (2.26) 
^ Cov(b 0,b..) = -2X 4A (2.27) 
and 
4 Cov(b..,b ) = (1 - \ )A , (2.28) 
a n iJ 
where 
A = [2X 4{(k+2)X 4-k]]"' 1, 
and all other covariances are zero. 
N 
It is readily observable that \ , = 1 will make —7 Cov(b..,b..) = 0 
4 0" 1 1 J J 
and hence give an orthogonal rotatable design. One can also note that, 
if X 4 = k/k+2, then A = oo} and the variances are undefined. This implies 
a singular (X'X) matrix and hence a design which cannot be used. 
15 
Clearly the variances are functions of \,. Consider the variance 
4 
of the fitted response surface, say 
4 Var(y) = \ [var(b Q) + x 2 Var(b.) + x* Var(b..) (2.29) 
+ E £ x 2 x 2 Var(b. .) + 2 £ x 2 Cov(b n,b..) + 2 £ £ x 2 x 2 Cov(b..,b..) i<j 1 J ij i=l i 0' ii i<j i j ii' j j . 
Substituting equations (2.23) through (2.28) into equation (2.29) and 
simplifying yields 
4 Var(y) = A{2\ 2 (k+2) + 2p 2\ 4(\ 4-l)(k+2) + p 4[(k+l)^ 4 - (k-1)]} 
where 
2 $ 2 p = £ x. 
i=l 1 
~2" Var(y) can now be plotted as a function of p for various values of 
o 
Such a graph can be found in Myers (8). 
Box and Hunter observed that large values of \^ tend to admit heavy 
biasing if the fitted model is of a lower order than the true response 
surface, while small values of \^ tend to give poor results at p = 0 and 
N * 
cause ~~2 Var(y) to behave poorly for p > 0. They suggested that \, should 
0" ^ 
be selected so as to make — ^ Var(y) at the design center (p = 0) equal to 
a 
~2 Var(y) at p = 1. Designs which satisfy this condition are called uni-
a 
form precision designs. Values of \^ which produce second order uniform 
precision designs for various numbers of factors (k) are given in Table 1. 
16 
Table 1. X^ Values for Second Order Rotatable Uniform 
Precision Designs 
k 2 3 4 5 6 7 
\ 0.7844 0.8385 0.8704 0.8918 0.9070 0.9184 
The design criteria presented so far have been variance oriented. 
That is, rotatability is based entirely on variance, and uniform preci­
sion, while acknowledging bias effects by avoiding large values of X^> is 
primarily concerned with variance. 
Box and Draper (1) discussed the importance of considering bias, 
that is, the errors in a fitted model due to the true surface being of a 
higher order than the model. They proposed a criterion which considers 
both variance and bias. Their criterion is based on integrated mean square 
error. 
Consider the equation 
J = 3£ f E[y - g ] 2 dx (2.30) 
wh ere y represents the fitted surface of order d^, g represents the true 
surface of order d^ (d^ > d ^ ) , R is the region of interest, and 
K = £J* d xJ . Clearly this represents the mean square error between 
y apd g integrated over the region of interest R. Expanding the squared 
portion of equation (2.30) and taking the expectation of each term gives 
J [E(? 2) " 2 gE(y) + g 2 ] dx . (2.31) 
17 
It is well known (see Myers (8)) that equation (2.31) can be written as 
J = f ? J { [ E ( y 2 > - E <y) 2 ] + ^ E ( y ) 2 - 2s E(y> + s 2 l } (2.32) 
or J = V + B , (2.33) 
where 




is the integrated variance of y, and 
[E(y) - g ] 2 dx 
is the integrated squared bias. 
Unfortunately J cannot be directly minimized without knowledge of 
the coefficients missing from the fitted model. The approach usually 
followed is to minimize either V or B. Box and Draper called designs 
which minimize V "all variance" designs and designs which minimize B "all 
bias" designs. 
In a subsequent paper, Box and Draper (2) showed that even if the 
variance term is eight times the value of the bias term the optimal design 
which minimizes J is very close to the "all bias" design. They also pro­
vided a series of curves which describe the optimal design moments from 
"all bias" to "all variance" for various numbers of factors. For the 
second order "all bias" design they found the design moments should be 
2 2 
X.2 — (0.515) and = 1.887. These design moments will be used later 
to construct designs which will minimize the effects of bias. 
18 
2*4 Second Order Designs 
2.4.1 Equiradial Designs 
The class of designs which this thesis will investigate consists 
of polygon designs such that all points are equidistant from the design 
center. 
Consider the design matrix for a general equiradial design, say 
D = 
X l l X 2 1 
X 1 2 X 2 2 




Since all points are equidistant from the design center 
S 2 2 E x . = p , 
i=l 1 U H 
where p is the distance of each point from the center, i.e., the radius 
of the polygon. 
Now consider the quantity 
N i k N o -1 N r k 2 1 -1 N 2 9 
E E x. = N E E x. = N E p = p (2.34) 
1=1 u = i iu u = l L i = 1 iuj u=i The first term in equation (2.34) can also be written as 
k T -1 N 21 
E N E x . . Noting that the term inside the brackets is the second i=l L u=l iuj 
pure moment [ii], which by the usual scaling convention is equal to one, 
19 
we have 
2 k r i N 21 k r n k p = Z N Z x I = Z [ii] = Z (1) = k (2.35) i=l L u =i iuj i =i i =l 
2 
Thus, under the usual scaling convention, p is equal to k. 
Now consider the quantity 
4 -1 N T k 21 -1 N r S 4 2 21 p = N Z Z x. = N Z Z x + I I x x (2.36) F u=l Li=i iuj u = i Li=l iu x j iu juj 
(ifj) 
k r _i N 4-1 T -1 N 2 21 = Z N Z x. + Z Z N Z x. x. i=l L u=i iuj i J L u=i iu juj 
We can see that, in the last line of equation (2.36), the first quantity 
in brackets is simply the fourth pure design moment [iiii] and the second 
quantity in brackets is the fourth even mixed moment [iijj]. Substituting 
this into equation (2.36) and completing the summations yields 
ktiiii] + k(k-l)[iijj] = p4 . 
Since the designs must be rotatable, we can substitute \^ for [iijj] and 
3X^ for [iiii]. Also, by applying the usual scaling convention, we can 
2 4 
substitute k for p . These substitutions yield 
3kX 4 + k(k-l)X 4 - k 2 , 
or 
( 2 - 3 7 > 
This value of X^ makes ( X ' X ) singular. This situation can be remedied in 
20 
either of two ways: 
1) Combine two or more equiradial sets of different radii about 
the same center, or 
2) Augment the equiradial design with one or more center points. 
We shall see shortly that method 2) is just a special case of method 1 ) . 
Box and Hunter (3) show that, for a combination of s equiradial 
rotatable sets 
4 s 2 2 ' (k+2)(wg1 n w p w) 
til where n is the number of points in the w set, p is the radius of the w r r w 
th w set, and N = E n . Now the case of adding center points to an equi-w w 
radial set is merely the case of s = 2, p 2 = 0. Substituting these values 
into equation (2.38) provides an expression for X^ when there are n^ 
points in the equiradial set and n 2 points at the center, 
k(n + n ) 
*4 = (k;2) n[ • <2'39> 
For k=2, X^ = (n^+n 2)/2n^. Clearly in this case setting the number of 
center points equal to the number of radial points will make an orthogo­
nal design. The values of n 2 that make uniform precision (or near uniform 
precision) and near minimum bias designs for k=2 are given in Table 2. 
Note that the values for near minimum bias are based upon a second pure 
moment of [ii] = (.515]?, while those for uniform precision are based upon 
the usual scaling convention. 
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Table 2. Values of n 0 for Uniform Precision and Minimum 
Bias Equiradial Designs, k=2 
n x 5 6 7 8 9 10 
n 2 (up) 3 3 4 4 5 6 
n 2 (mb) 1 2 2 2 2 3 
Now consider the concentric combination of two equiradial sets 
with p 2 0. Equation (2.38) becomes 
4 4 N(n, p, + n 0 p ) 




P 2 = p P x (2.41) 
Substituting equation (2,41) into equation (2.40) yields 
4 4 4 N(n x p x + n 2 P p x) 
X/ = 4 2 4 A 2 D2 4 A 0 4. 2(n L p + n 2 P p x + 2 n x n 2 p x) 
Simplifying this equation and collecting terms we have 
r 2 < n i + n 2 ) 1 4 2 r 2 < ni + n2> 1 
[X 4n 2 - 2 n2J P 4 + 2 n i n 2 X 4 P + [ x ^ - 2 n j = 0 (2.42) 
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For any combination of n^ and n 2 > we can substitute the desired 
values of \^ into this equation and solve for the appropriate value of P. 
It should be noted that, for any particular values of n^ and \^, the 
value of n 2 which can be combined concentrically has a lower bound. This 
lower bound is equal to the number of center points which produced the 
same value of \^ when added to an equiradial set of n^ points. Any value 
of n 2 less than the lower bound would require an imaginary value for P, 
hence the design could not be constructed. For the case of orthogonal 
combinations where \,=1, this means that we can never have n« < n,, i.e., 
4 2 1 
an orthogonal combination design with a radial octagon (n^=8) can never 
be constructed with an interior set of less than eight points. In the 
uniform precision case (X^ = .7844) for example, combination designs with 
radial decagon (n^=10) can never be constructed with an interior set of 
less than six points. For the minimum bias case \^ is sufficiently small 
that there is not a lower bound on the size of the interior equiradial 
set. 
Table 3 gives the values of P which make various concentric combi­
nations result in orthogonal, uniform precision, and minimum bias designs. 
Note that again the P values for minimum bias designs are based on a sec-
2 
ond pure moment of [ii] = (.515) , while those for orthogonal and uniform 
precision designs are based on the usual scaling convention of [ii] = 1. 
2.4.2 Central Composite Designs 
We shall compare various equiradial designs against the class of 
central composite designs. Box and Wilson (4) proposed this class of de-
k k signs which consists of a 2 factorial (first order) design of F = 2 
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Table 3. Values of P = P 2 / P ;L ^ o r Orthogonal, Uniform Precision, 
and Minimum Bias Equiradial Designs, k=2 
n l N 2 R(orth) ^(unif prec) ( m m biai 
5 5 .000 .374 .581 
6 .204 .413 .597 
7 .267 .438 .607 
8 .304 .455 .614 
9 .330 .467 .618 
10 .348 .475 .620 
6 5 .321 .560 
6 .000 .374 .581 
7 .189 .408 .595 
8 .250 .431 .604 
9 .287 .447 .611 
10 .314 .459 .615 
7 5 _ .256 .537 
6 .330 .563 
7 .000 .374 .581 
8 .176 .404 .593 
9 .235 .425 .602 
10 .273 .441 .608 
8 5 _ _ _ _ _ .170 .513 
6 .279 .545 
7 .337 .566 
8 .000 .374 .581 
9 .167 .401 .592 
10 .223 .420 .560 
9 5 .488 
6 .217 .525 
7 .295 .550 
8 .342 .568 
9 .000 .374 .581 
10 .158 .398 .591 
10 5 .462 
6 .129 .505 
7 .246 .534 
8 .306 .554 
9 .346 .569 
10 .000 .374 .581 
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factorial points augmented by n^ center points and 2k axial points to 
allow fitting of a second order model. The design matrix for a central 












Since the factorial portion will always contain F = 2 points and the axial 
portion will always contain k pairs of points such that one factor at a 
time has the values +a and -awhile all other factors are zero, we can see 
that in general all odd moments will be zero, and 
r i N 4 4 
Ntiiii] = E x. = F + 2a 
u=l l u 
(2.43) 
r i N 2 2 
Ntiijj] = E x. x. = F . 
u=l l u J u 
(2.44) 
To make these designs rotatable we must require that 
[iiii] = 3[iijj] . (2.45) 
2 5 
Substituting equations ( 2 . 4 3 ) and ( 2 . 4 4 ) into equation ( 2 . 4 5 ) and solving 
for a gives 
a = ( F ) * , ( 2 . 4 6 ) 
the value of oi which will insure rotatability. 
It can also be shown that, if we multiply each point by a factor 
2 — 
of [N / ( F + la. ) ] 2 to scale the design to the usual convention of [ii] = 1 , 
then 
X 4 = N / ( F + 4 F 2 + 4 ) . ( 2 . 4 7 ) 
Desired values of \^ can be achieved by varying the number of center 
points and thus varying N. 
Values of and a for the central composite designs which we will 
use in this study are given in Table 4 below. 
Table 4 . Values of n 2 and of for Orthogonal, 
Uniform Precision, and Minimum Bias 
Central Composite Designs, k = 2 
n 0 a 
Orthogonal 8 1 . 4 1 4 
Uniform Precision 5 1 . 4 1 4 





In Evans' (6) masters thesis and a subsequent paper by Montgomery 
and Evans (7) the basic work of Brooks (5) was taken as a starting point 
for the study of second order response surface designs as applied to 
digital simulation. To the four surfaces of Brooks, Evans added two more. 
One was a modification of Rosenbrock's curved valley, and the other was 
a very irregular surface derived from an inverse polynomial function. 
Evans fitted each of the designs in his study at several points on each 
surface and at various values of the experimental error variance. He 
then compared the performance characteristics of the designs. 
An investigation similar to that of Evans will be conducted to 
study further the class of equiradial designs. 
3.2 The Response Surfaces 
The six response surfaces used by Evans, which will also be used 
in this study, are shown in Figure 1. Surfaces 1 through 4 in Figure 1 
were employed by Brooks, and each has a single maximum y=l at x^=l, 
X 2 = l . Figure 1 shows the contour lines y=0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 for these 
four surfaces. Surface 5 is Evans' modification of Rosenbrock's curved 
valley. This surface has a maximum of y= -1 at x^=l, X2=l. Figure 1(e) 
shows the contour lines y= -9, -5, - 2 , and -1.5 for Surface 5. Surface 6 
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is Evans 1 inverse polynomial surface. This surface has a maximum of 
y=4.173749909 at x =2.4475, x 2=3.8875. Figure 1(f) shows the contour 
lines y=4.15, 4.05, 3.85, and 3.75 for Surface 6. Mathematically, the 
surfaces are defined as follows: 
Surface 1 
y = (0.5 + 0.5 x x ) 4 x 4 exp[2 - (0.5 + 0.5 x ^ 4 - x 4 ] + e . 
This is a response surface in which the two factors are independent of 
each other. 
Surface 2 
4 4 y = (0.3 + 0.4 x l + 0.3 x _ K (0.8 - 0.6 x + 0.8 x 2 ) 
exp[2 - (0.3 + 0.4 x + 0.3 x £ ) 4 - (0.8 - 0.6 x + 0.8 x 2 ) 4 ] + e . 
This is equivalent to Surface 1 rotated approximately 37 degrees, repre­
senting a dependence between x^ and x-,. 
Surface 3 
2 2 2 y = x^ exp[l - x^ - 20.25 (x^-x-.) ] + e . 
This surface is a sharp narrow ridge with large flat areas of low re­
sponse . 
Surface 4 
y = (0.3 x 2 + 0.7 x 2 ) 3 exptl - 0.6(x x 2 ) 2 - (0.3 x 2 + 0.7 x 2 ) 3 ] + e . 
This surface is a relatively flat curvilinear ridge. 
Surface 5 
y = - [l + 100 ( x 2 - x 2 ) 2 + (l-x x) 2] + e . 
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Figure 1. Response Surfaces 
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This surface is a steep curved ridge. 
Surface 6 
2 2 
y = [(x 1x 2)/(.9 + .066 x1 - .001 x 2 - .01 + .03 x 2 
2 2 2 2 + .005 x^x 2 + .01 x^x 2 - .017 x^x 2 + .013 x ^ ) ] + e . 
This is a low, bumpy, irregular surface. 
3.3 Comparison Between Designs 
In order to make valid comparisons between experimental designs 
and their performance on a group of surfaces, it is necessary that the 
"spread" of the designs be equal. 
The usual measure of spread is the second pure design moment 
[ii] = X 2 « The problem is to insure that designs to be compared are 
scaled to the same convention. As mentioned previously, the usual scaling 
convention is X 2 = 1. In this study, however, we wish to compare a group 
which includes minimum bias designs. As noted earlier, the minimum bias 
2 
design for two factors should have X^ = (.515) . Therefore, throughout 
2 
this investigation we will use X 2 = (.515) as our scaling convention. 
In the case of central composite designs this can be accomplished 
by multiplying each design point of a central composite design scaled to 
the usual convention by a factor of (.515). In the case of equiradial 
designs it is simpler to scale the design by appropriate selection of the 
design radius p^. 
The design matrix for a rotatable equiradial design in two vari­
ables can be generated by the relationship 
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x.. = p cos[G + (2nu)/n.] 
X l u = 
xn = L2u 
x 
x 2(n x+v) 
Pi COS [9 + (2nu)/n 1] 
p, sin [9 + (2rru)/n 1] 
Pp^^ cos[G + (2nv)/n 2] 
Pp sin[9 + (2TTv)/n2] 
(u=0,l,... , 1^-1) 
(v=0,l,...,n 2-l) 
(3.2) 
It can be shown that the second pure design moment for such a design is 
[ii] = \ n = 
2 2 + n-P ) 
2 2(n L + n 2 ) ' (3.3) 
Solving equation (3.3) for p^ gives 
2NX. 
n l + n 2 P 
(3.4) 
For the case of an equiradial set augmented by n 2 center points, P is 
zero and equation (3.4) reduces to 
(u=0,l,...,n rl) (3.1) 
x 0 = p. sin[G + (2TTu)/n..] 2u r l 1 
where 0 is the angle that the first design point makes with the axis, 
and n^ is the number of points in the equiradial set. Center points must 
of course be added to complete the design generated by equation (3.1). 
To generate a combination design with n^ radial points, n 2 inner 
points, and p^/p-. = P we use the relationship 
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(3.5) n 1 
We can use equations (3.4) and (3.5) to give us the design radii which 
2 
will make = (*515) in each of our equiradial designs. Appendix A 
contains representative examples of the design matrices generated in this 
manner and their associated moment matrices. 
A second point which concerns us in the comparison of designs is 
the coding of the design on the region of interest, i.e., the area of the 
surface to be investigated. In order that each design investigated cover 
the same area of the true response surface, a coding factor of CF = p^/.29 
for equiradial designs and CF = a/.29 for central composite designs is 
used. This will insure that each design covers an area with a radius of 
.29 surface units. The coding of the designs to the surfaces is given by 
the relationship 
Evans (6) conducted a series of steepest ascent experiments on 
each of the surfaces in Figure 1. He calculated an average linear devia­
tion of the optimum found by steepest ascent from the true optimum. This 
linear deviation was 0.11 surface units for surfaces 3 and 5, and 0.18 
for the remaining surfaces. 
In this investigation thirty design centers are selected for each 
surface. On each surface these design centers are equally spaced along a 
circle about the true optimum with the radius of the circle equal to the 
average linear deviation determined by Evans. The coding scheme estab-
x. (design) 
x.(surface) = CF (3.6) 
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lished for this investigation insures that the true optimum will always 
lie within designs centered as described above. 
3.4 The Computer Program 
This investigation required the use of seven main programs and one 
common subroutine. The main programs differ only in the portion of the 
program which generates the designs. The main programs correspond to the 
following groupings of designs: 
1) Equiradial sets augmented by center points 
2) Orthogonal equiradial combinations 
3) Uniform precision equiradial combinations 
4) Minimum bias equiradial combinations 
5) Orthogonal central composite 
6) Uniform precision central composite 
7) Minimum bias central composite 
The subroutine contains the response functions for the six surfaces. 
Appendix B contains a listing of one main program and the surface 
subroutine. A generalized flow chart of the computer program appears in 
Figure 2. 
The random error component used in the program is assumed to be 
normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation a . The error 
e 
standard deviation takes on values from zero, representing no error in 




Select Design Center 
Fit Model, Estimate 
Stationary Point, 
Determine y^ 
Repeat for all 
Error Levels (6) 
Repeat for all 
Design Centers (30) 






Figure 2. Generalized Flow Chart of Computer Program 
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CHAPTER IV 
The second measure of effectiveness compares the estimated optimal re­
sponse against the true optimal response. Defining y^ as the estimated 
optimum and y^ as the true optimum, the response achievement is then 
yo 
R - :p • (4.2) 
This is simply the percentage of optimal response which is achieved by 
the estimated response y^. 
Due to the large number of designs investigated and the fact that 
the nature of the surface is usually unknown in a response surface inves­
tigation, experimental results will be evaluated by design groups only. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
4.1 Measures of Effectiveness 
This study applies two measures of effectiveness to the designs 
investigated. These measures are stationary point deviation (D) and re­
sponse achievement (R) . The first measures the average distance of the 
estimated optimal factor combination from the true optimal factor com­
bination. Defining ( X^Q > x2(p a s t* l e estimated optimal combination and 
(x^ y f, ^2^) as the true optimal combination, the stationary point devia­
tion measure is then 
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A total of 133 designs was investigated. Each design was fitted on 
each of the six surfaces at 30 different design centers for each surface 
and six different error levels for each design center. This amounts to 
1080 experiments for each design, or a total of 143,640 experiments. The 
30 design centers for each surface were preselected to be equally spaced 
on a circle about the true optimum. The radius of the circle in each 
case was equal to the average linear deviation of the steepest ascent 
method as determined by Evans (6). The performance results for each de­
sign are averaged over all design centers and tabulated by surface and 
error level. The individual design performance results may be found in 
Appendix C. 
It is impractical to analyze and compare the individual performance 
characteristics of 133 designs. Instead, designs will be collected in 
certain logical groupings, these groups analyzed, and then the "best per­
formers" of each group will be compared. The groupings will be as 
follows: 
1) Equiradial sets augmented by center points 
2) All uniform precision designs 
3) All orthogonal designs 
4) All minimum bias designs 
5) "Best performers" from each of the above. 
4.2 Experimental Results by Design Groups 
In this section the performance of designs within the various 
groupings will be analyzed. The results of this analysis should provide 
insight for the experimenter in the selection of an experimental design 
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for investigation of an unknown response surface. 
4.2.1 Equiradial Sets Augmented by Center Points 
This group of designs includes all designs with n^ ranging from 5 
through 10 and ranging from 1 to n^. 
Table 5 shows the average distance (D) and response (R) achievements 
for equiradial pentagon designs with from 1 to 5 center points. The best 
results among these designs is achieved when n^=3 which corresponds to a 
uniform precision design. The performance of pentagon designs improves 
as center points are added up to the uniform precision case and declines 
thereafter. 
Table 6 shows the average D and R achievements for equiradial hexa­
gon designs with from 1 to 6 center points. The best results among these 
is also achieved when n Q = 3 , the uniform precision configuration. As with 
the pentagon designs, the hexagon design performance improves with the 
addition of center points up to uniform precision and then declines. 
Table 7 shows the performance achievements for equiradial heptagon 
designs with from 1 to 7 center points. The best results among the hep­
tagons is achieved when nQ =l» Performance of the other designs in this 
group is irregular and there is no apparent trend associated with the 
addition of center points. 
Table 8 shows performance achievements for equiradial octagon de­
signs with 1 to 8 center points. The best performance in this group is 
achieved with !• The D achievement is irregular throughout; however, 
the R achievement declines from nQ=l to nQ =3 and improves thereafter. 
Table 9 shows performance achievements for equiradial nonegon 
designs with from 1 to 9 center points. For these designs the best R 
Table 5. Distance (D) and Response (R) Achievement for Pentagon Designs 
no a e 
0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg Remarks 
1 D .20886 .22227 .37046 1.16629 .67986 .35625 .50067 Min Bias 
R .89848 .90559 .90945 .91161 .91117 .90289 .90653 
2 D .20886 .25029 .21209 .27349 .19440 .20438 .22392 
R .89848 .90536 .91214 .89831 .90339 .90701 .90412 
3 D .20886 .17828 .19105 .19817 .18536 .21288 .19577 Unif Prec 
R .89848 .90798 .90230 .90146 .91495 .90575 .90500 
4 D .20886 .33023 .17538 .20812 .45318 .21397 .26496 
R .89848 .90470 .91511 .89801 .89045 .89580 .90043 
5 D .20886 .17868 .20773 .19896 .53203 .71468 .34016 Orth 
R .89848 .90532 .90587 .90928 .87151 .87318 .89394 
Table 6. Distance (D) and Response (R) Achievement for Hexagon Designs 
n o 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg Remarks 
1 D .35644 .23694 .29346 2.04580 .27965 .25582 .57802 
R .91273 .92604 .92502 .92131 .91685 .91226 .91903 
2 D .35641 .23676 .32523 .49703 .26240 .26807 .32432 Min Bias 
R .91273 .92592 .92523 .92181 .91760 .91321 .91942 
3 D .35641 .24143 .46032 .25932 .31836 .29018 .32100 Unif Prec 
R .91273 .92499 .92566 .92346 .92026 .91669 .92063 
4 D .35642 .95807 .94970 .50812 .37444 .37640 .58719 
R .91273 .88726 .80951 .88992 .89806 .89171 .88153 
5 D .35643 .91918 .42379 .37815 2.10942 .36475 .75862 
R .91273 .85424 .89816 .89631 .89080 .86883 .88684 
6 D .35643 .53235 .32173 .34171 .39284 .79841 .45725 Orth 
R .91273 .88527 .89725 .89442 .87167 .81816 .87992 
OO 
Table 7. Distance (D) and Response (R) Achievement for Heptagon Designs 
n o a £ 
0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg Remarks 
1 D .23230 .45381 .26752 2.30610 .28417 .48981 .67228 
R .91268 .92331 .92178 .91768 .91261 .90702 .91585 
CM D .23230 .45359 1.99721 2.48976 1.63027 .81217 i—> .26922 Min Bias 
R .91268 .91430 .79214 .73536 .79179 .80286 .82485 
3 D .23230 .36103 .35481 .37217 .43864 9 .31214 1 .84518 
R .91268 .87610 .87739 .86819 .82209 .75815 .85243 
4 D .23230 .39514 .34608 .35044 .73220 1 .01151 .51128 Unif Prec 
R .91268 .87851 .86759 .84384 .78699 .70611 .83262 
5 D .23230 .31658 .34969 .63438 .64425 308 .65037 51 .80459 
R .91268 .87993 .86780 .82276 .73962 .68238 .81753 
6 D .23230 .52578 .32613 .35713 .48177 8 .01068 1 .65563 
R .91268 .87788 .87952 .87176 .83467 .77874 .85921 
7 D .23230 .35285 .33629 .35867 .44116 .92768 .44149 Orth 
R .91268 .87792 .87597 .86942 .82576 .76523 .85450 
Table 8. Distance (D) and Response (R) Achievement for Octagon Designs 




















































































































Table 9. Distance (D) and Response (R) Achievement for Nonegon Designs 



































































































































achievement is reached when nQ=9, the orthogonal case. The corresponding 
D achievement, however, is the worst of all the nonegon designs. The 
best D is achieved when ^q~^>» and the corresponding R is only slightly 
lower than the best. Again there is no apparent trend in D achievement; 
however, R achievement improves throughout except when H Q = 8 . 
Table 10 shows performance achievements for equiradial decagon 
designs with from 1 to 10 center points. The best R performance for the 
decagon designs is achieved by the orthogonal design (nQ=10). However, 
the best D performance is achieved when n Q = 9 , and the R achievement of 
this design is only slightly less than that of the orthogonal decagon. 
Among equiradial decagon designs there is no apparent trend associated 
with the addition of center points. 
Considering the entire group of equiradial designs augmented by 
center points, it can be observed that, when the error level is zero, 
the addition of more center points to a design has little or no effect 
on design performance. While this is not true in the presence of error, 
there is no clear trend for all of these designs as the number of center 
points is increased. This is shown graphically in Figure 3. The penta­
gon and hexagon designs perform consistently better than other designs 
with the same number of center points. The best D achievement was by the 
uniform precision pentagon, and the best R achievement was by the uniform 
precision hexagon. 
4.2.2 Uniform Precision Designs 
Table 11 shows the distance and response achievements for all uni­
form precision designs. This includes the six uniform precision designs 
from the previous section which were achieved by an appropriate number of 
Table 10. Distance (D) and Response (R) Achievement for Decagon Designs 






















































































































































Figure 3. Distance (D) Achievement for Equiradial Designs with Various Center Points n 4 S 
Table 11. Distance (D) and Response (R) Achievement for Uniform Precision Designs 
n i n 9 P 9/pi a 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg Remarks 
5 3 .000 D .20886 .17828 .19105 .19817 .18536 .21288 .19577 Center Points 
R .89848 .90708 .90230 .90146 .91495 .90575 .90500 
5 .374 D .23162 .18474 .20796 .20838 .23741 1.14090 .36850 
R .88712 .89794 .89512 .90429 .90079 .85206 .88955 
6 .413 D .29792 .21266 .22579 .42690 .89346 .46019 .41949 
R .88186 .89206 .89549 .88084 .83311 .85187 .87254 
7 .438 D .28724 .21688 .32438 .45984 .77806 .33213 .39976 
R .87319 .88082 .88290 .86094 .79984 .84404 .85695 
8 .455 D .31281 .20886 .69960 .25850 .34600 .46489 .38178 
R .87479 .88179 .88643 .88386 .86696 .84604 .87331 
9 .467 D .41386 .21944 .32102 .29534 .36478 1.13810 .45876 
R .87073 .88081 .88149 .85989 .85784 .85132 .86701 
10 .475 D 1.62323 .23930 .26526 .35324 .52733 .72058 .62149 
.86426 .87701 .86537 .86143 .85800 .85120 .86288 
6 3 .000 D .35641 .24143 .46032 .25932 .31836 .29018 .32100 Center Points 
R .91273 .92499 .92566 .92346 .92026 .91669 .92063 
5 .321 D .27075 .58612 .37350 .72400 .38192 .75159 .51465 
R .91850 .87544 .89855 .89492 .88223 .84606 .88595 
6 .374 D .23133 .48852 .36184 1.00694 1.12334 2.13162 .89060 
R .91780 .86895 .89487 .88759 .85268 .79731 .86986 
7 .408 D .22192 .59168 4.61824 .47302 .49456 .52328 1.15378 
R .91482 .88658 .81396 .86855 .85769 .82980 .86190 
8 .431 D .22442 .32682 4.91450 1.55632 .64692 .66704 1.38934 
R .90739 .92083 .84122 .79449 .82329 .82698 .85237 
Table 11. (Continued) 
n 2 p 2 / p l a e 
0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg 
9 .447 D .24381 .30314 .61057 1.58918 2 .30237 1 .44793 1.08283 
R .88703 .91866 .91072 .80867 .72550 .74336 .83232 
10 .459 D .31634 .35671 .82893 1.27718 .77620 2 .12712 .94708 
R .87159 .91024 .80227 .80979 .78022 .80962 .83062 
4 .000 D .23230 .39514 .34608 .35044 .73220 1 .01151 .51128 
R .91268 .87851 .86759 .84384 .78699 .70611 .83262 
5 .256 D .23699 .45341 1.28675 .40516 1 .07796 .88524 .72425 
R .90831 .87120 .85846 .80763 .72979 .67905 .80907 
6 .330 D .28328 .50829 5.53907 .59719 .66068 5 .01003 2.09976 
R .90076 .87666 .87929 .85121 .78807 .72624 .83704 
7 .374 D .39567 .64036 .87797 .56750 1 .61557 1 .27002 .89452 
R .89532 .87496 .87478 .85231 .79297 .73307 .83723 
8 .404 D .76416 .52214 .43304 .45928 .43673 .67102 .54773 
R .89594 .88022 .87409 .85760 .80400 .74757 .84324 
9 .425 D .86656 .35727 .40264 .35604 .73476 1 .11869 .63933 
R .89039 .87368 .87186 .84914 .79865 .74375 .83791 
10 .441 D .65562 .39585 .45463 .37186 .76173 .48616 .52098 
R .88575 .85492 .86059 .82907 .77001 .72926 .82160 
4 .000 D .22013 .37223 .47859 1.19587 1 .93390 1 .35333 .92568 
R .91756 .88303 .85786 .74326 .59756 .60977 .76817 
5 .170 D .21459 .42348 .34103 .43792 3 .89313 .91511 1.03754 
R .91949 .88708 .87452 .84742 .79439 .72096 .84064 
6 .279 D .21673 .31692 .32211 .37016 .64675 1 .28950 .52703 




Table 11. (Continued) 
10 
n 2 p 2 / p l a e 
0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg 
7 .337 D .23657 .28236 .43698 .33179 .41857 .87331 .42993 
R .92387 .89572 .87407 .84807 .79887 .73007 .84511 
CO .374 D .29242 .29880 .32786 .32759 .41103 .79024 .40799 
R .92475 .89613 .87352 .84799 .79648 .72569 .84410 
9 .401 D .53802 .47050 .31668 .36555 1 .30288 .97865 .66205 
R .92519 .88760 .86587 .82915 .76173 .68281 .82539 
10 .420 D .92071 .46200 .34623 .37914 .90471 1 .63489 .77461 
R .92527 .89082 .86632 .83103 .76690 .69579 .82936 
5 .000 D .21997 .36337 .51063 .68612 1 .99586 2 .60746 1.06390 
R .91862 .88984 .84829 .82220 .75015 .65938 .81475 
6 .217 D .21339 .28087 .60043 .48432 .57236 5 .22649 1.22964 
R .92141 .90439 .86199 .81012 .76854 .68129 .82462 
7 .295 D .21961 .25791 .41394 1.02556 .75877 .70232 .56302 
R .92330 .90855 .86277 .81402 .77113 .69678 .82942 
CO .342 D .24083 .25255 .43754 .92009 1 .34032 1 .66638 .80962 
R .92440 .90485 .84381 .77988 .67949 .64422 .79611 
9 .374 D .29347 .24866 .31408 .98289 .64960 .87962 .56139 
R .92500 .90838 .85953 .80758 .74742 .64395 .81531 
10 .398 D .47961 .25992 .26334 .36882 1 .03791 1 .12222 .58864 
R .92529 .91247 .88635 .83299 .78257 .72045 .84335 
6 .000 D .21990 .38599 1.26147 .40078 .39950 .52937 .53283 
R .91861 .90022 .88308 .86659 .82750 .75223 .85804 
6 .129 D .21620 .36801 .62473 .43424 .40632 .53670 .43103 




Table 11. (Continued) 
n l n 2 P 2 / P l c e 
0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg 
10 7 .246 D .21389 1.97701 .60013 .58084 1.24926 13.36485 2.99766 
R .92209 .85723 .87674 .84700 .77706 .66838 .82475 
8 .306 D .22239 .50408 .41929 .76818 .47612 .61363 .49895 
R .92357 .86199 .87524 .85634 .80300 .69572 .83598 
9 .346 D .24417 .28169 .34419 .44784 .56594 .83026 .45235 
R .92448 .91802 .90219 .85382 .83101 .78602 .86926 
10 .374 D .29353 .27528 .48957 .35064 .49061 .60934 .41816 
R .92501 .92067 .88414 .86579 .82690 .79767 .87003 
CCD D .22006 .25483 .31944 1.21097 .77591 .44144 .53711 
R .91756 .91905 .91525 .84334 .79089 .88840 .87908 
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center points, all uniform precision equiradial combination designs 
achieved by an appropriate value of p^lv-^* and the uniform precision ccd. 
The best performances in this group are achieved by the same de­
signs which were best in the last group. That is, the uniform precision 
pentagon has the best distance achievement, and the uniform precision 
hexagon has the best response achievement. There are no clear trends 
associated with the number of points in the interior equiradial set. 
However, it can be observed that, for each combination of equiradial sets, 
the best performance is generally achieved when the larger set has the 
smaller radius. For example, it is seen that the pentagon with interior 
hexagon performs better then the hexagon with interior pentagon. This 
is shown graphically for pentagon combinations in Figure 4. It can also 
be seen that the pentagon and hexagon designs perform consistently better 
than larger designs when the same equiradial sets are used for the interior 
portion. 
These observations are somewhat gratifying since they indicate that 
better performance and economy in the number of observations can be gained 
simultaneously. In this respect it should be noted that the uniform pre­
cision pentagon and hexagon both performed considerably better than the 
uniform precision central composite design. 
4.2.3. Orthogonal Designs 
This section analyzes the performance of all orthogonal designs 
as shown in Table 12 including the six obtained by augmenting equiradial 
sets with center points, 15 obtained by appropriate selection of 9^^\ 
for equiradial combinations, and the orthogonal ccd. 
Figure 4. Distance (D) Achievement for Uniform Precision Combination Designs 
with Radial Versus Interior Pentagons 
o 
Table 12. Distance (D) and Response (R) Achievement for Orthogonal Designs 
n l n 2 P 2 ^ p l °z 0 0 0 0 , 0 3 0 , 0 6 0 , 0 9 0 , 1 2 0 , 1 5 A v g Remarks 
5 5 .000 D .20886 .17868 .20773 .19896 .53203 .71468 .34016 Center Points 
R .89848 .90532 .90587 .90928 .87151 .87318 .89394 
6 .204 D .23285 .19876 .22661 .42125 .38805 .26589 .28890 
R .89570 .90517 .90128 .88126 .84906 .87737 .88497 
7 .267 D .28949 .18804 .35663 .57526 .26260 .26026 .32205 
R .88747 .89857 .88215 .82551 .87552 .85759 .87114 
8 .304 D .36576 .21146 .21403 .27078 1.18130 1.26082 .58403 
R .88474 .89326 .89779 .89066 .84717 .78883 .86707 
9 .330 D .42978 .19170 .24993 .23876 .31726 .82822 .37594 
R .88470 .89063 .89320 .89006 .87850 .83027 .87789 
10 .348 D .44283 .18870 .20680 .26774 .41592 1.45325 .49587 
R .88198 .89004 .89439 .87415 .85943 .76542 .86090 
6 6 .000 D .35643 .53235 .32173 .34171 .39284 .79841 .45725 Center Points 
R .91273 .88527 .89725 .89442 .87167 .81816 .87992 
7 .189 D 1.96130 .80166 .43259 .47982 .40180 .49533 .76208 
R .91688 .89539 .87875 .89724 .88605 .86045 .88913 
8 .250 D .40348 .81806 .45280 .45635 .42682 .51057 .51135 
R .91856 .89429 .87781 .89586 .88239 .85425 .88719 
9 .287 D .29003 .44034 3.12861 .69551 .44802 .49995 .91708 
R .91895 .89255 .81129 .88052 .87607 .85835 .87295 
10 .314 D .25244 .39620 2.20645 1.14886 .41282 .41430 .80518 
R .91857 .91186 .82454 .87967 .87507 .85499 .87745 
7 7 .000 D .23230 .35285 .33629 .35867 .44116 .92768 .44149 Center Points 
R .91268 .87792 .87597 .86942 .82576 .76523 .85450 
Table 12. (Continued) 
n l n 2 P 2 / P X a e 
0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg Remarks 
7 8 .176 D .22856 .38896 .34222 .40664 .76698 1.00882 .52370 
R .91219 .87258 .88132 .86792 .82467 .76372 .85373 
9 .235 D .23184 3.27039 .38135 .68129 .59979 .98944 1.02568 
R .90945 .87229 .88232 .86762 .82281 .76077 .85254 
10 .273 D .24110 .62858 .38719 .64470 .83082 3.94874 1.11352 
R .90549 .87195 .87527 .85362 .80256 .73180 .84012 
8 8 .000 D .22013 .40307 .33326 .41561 1.02726 .77859 .52965 Center Points 
R .91756 .89353 .87777 .85816 .82587 .77336 .85771 
9 .167 D .21223 .44648 .35406 .41321 1.43192 .86797 .62098 
R .92055 .88779 .87803 .85284 .80846 .73966 .84789 
10 .223 D .20884 .62125 .38582 1.18015 .42472 1.10431 .65418 
R .92248 .89427 .88026 .85669 .81371 .75603 .85391 
9 9 .000 D .21997 20.45302 .77091 .44755 .54126 1.06284 3.91592 Center Points 
R .91862 .89703 .87286 .83675 .80358 .75828 .84785 
10 .158 D .21276 .28469 .42191 .51274 .41589 .43018 .37970 
R .92112 .91103 .88379 .85352 .82553 .79356 .86476 
10 10 .000 D .21990 .30356 .60134 .61624 .51594 .42173 .44645 Center Points 
R .91861 .91314 .86859 .87262 .84596 .80943 .87139 
— CCD D .22006 .26912 .87281 .74201 .76577 .77383 .60727 CCD 
R .91756 .91014 .83659 .84382 .81905 .75745 .84744 
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The best performances in this group are provided by two of the 
pentagon designs. The center point configuration of the orthogonal penta­
gon gave the best R achievement, and the pentagon with interior hexagon 
gave the best D achievement. As in the uniform precision case, both of 
these designs performed considerably better than the central composite 
design. It can also be seen again in this group that pentagon and hexagon 
designs perform generally better than larger designs with the same interior 
sets, although the distinction is not always as clear in this group as 
it was among uniform precision designs. This is shown graphically in 
Figure 5. 
4.2.4 Minimum Bias Designs 
Table 13 shows the performance achievements for all minimum bias 
designs, including six center point cases, 36 equiradial combination cases, 
and the central composite case. 
The best performances in this group, as in the other groups, were 
achieved by pentagon and hexagon designs. The best response achievement 
was given by the hexagon augmented by two center points. The equiradial 
combination of a pentagon inside a pentagon gave a slightly better dis­
tance achievement, but a much poorer response achievement. 
Once again, the pentagon and hexagon consistently out performed 
larger designs of similar configuration, and the best combination designs 
were those with n 2 > n ^ . These results are shown in Figures 6 and 7. 
4.2.5 "Best Performers" 
Table 14 and Figure 8 show a summary of the best performing designs 
from each of the preceding groups. Since all of these were equiradial de­














Figure 5. Distance (D) Achievement for Orthogonal Combination Designs 
with Various Interior Equiradial Sets 
4 N 
Table 13. Distance (D) and Response (R) Achievement for Minimum Bias Designs 
n n 2 p 2 / p l a e 
0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg 
1 .000 D .20886 .22227 .37046 1 .16629 .67986 .35625 .50067 
R .89848 .90559 .90945 .91161 .91117 .90289 .90653 
5 .581 D .22230 .26293 .30122 .23974 .31482 .48988 .30515 
R .86661 .87394 .88466 .89063 .88550 .86369 .87750 
6 .597 D .26234 .33121 .34293 1 .14951 .56656 .54690 .53324 
R .86604 .88040 .88710 .87607 .86864 .86418 .87374 
7 .607 D .30938 1.57676 .38433 1 .74427 .56598 . 71587 .88276 
R .86095 .87349 .87996 .87321 .86314 .85620 .86782 
8 .614 D .54199 .85541 .83647 .87519 .55989 .44120 .68503 
R .85479 .86775 .85822 .85948 .85919 .85944 .85981 
9 .618 D 1.50289 .86947 5.82923 .54067 .48328 .44565 1.61186 
R .84956 .85464 .87418 .89175 .89771 .89723 .87751 
10 .620 D .92969 .66572 .56271 .48035 .44725 .48945 .59586 
R .84389 .85982 .87215 .88419 .88583 .89071 .87277 
2 .000 D .35641 .23676 .32523 .49703 .26240 .26807 .32432 
R .91273 .92592 .92523 .92181 .91760 .91321 .91942 
5 .560 D .30405 1.00728 .62236 .67204 .49711 .43903 .59031 
R .87738 .87520 .84372 .86805 .85776 .82444 .85776 
6 .581 D 1.33722 .63722 .40496 .70504 2.35223 2.01375 1.24174 
R .88477 .85024 .85214 .82802 .80113 .76156 .82964 
7 .595 D .40585 .47091 .68207 1 .72175 4.39966 3.86369 1.92399 




Table 13. (Continued) 
n. n 2 P 2 / P l a e 
0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg 
8 .604 D .32133 .27511 .75652 .85780 .51527 .42476 .52513 
R .88803 .90193 .90037 .89937 .88663 .87309 .89157 
9 .611 D .40232 .29627 .30467 1 .75401 .36454 .41385 .58928 
R .88861 .90377 .90776 .89671 .89049 .86877 .89269 
10 .615 D .24613 .58931 .37594 .44178 .58812 1.29733 .58977 
R .89276 .90132 .90182 .86857 .83808 .73427 .85614 
2 .000 D .23230 .45359 1 .99721 2 .48976 1 .63027 .81217 1 .26922 
R .91268 .91430 .79214 .73536 .79179 .80286 .82485 
5 .537 D .30297 .66928 .97826 1 .95662 .71570 1.22093 .97396 
R .89719 .84850 .82468 .75156 .70302 .66406 .78150 
6 .563 D .31861 .32094 .46231 .93393 12 .66450 .66424 2 .56076 
R .89390 .87136 .82368 .78369 .74343 .71835 .80574 
7 .581 D 1.29916 .36018 1 .06864 .40087 .55965 2.46331 1 .02530 
R .88944 .85526 .83369 .83169 .77301 .73194 .81917 
8 .593 D .29354 .36617 3 .94349 .58394 .88159 1.43925 1 .25133 
R .89661 .87723 .82415 .80542 .76816 .73635 .81799 
9 .602 D .29905 .41356 .81775 .66108 1 .10188 .60088 .64904 
R .89690 .86246 .81992 .79793 .75978 .73398 .81183 
10 .608 D .29845 .47551 .67180 1 .42092 .60808 1.36779 .80709 
R .89939 .83768 .80619 .77895 .74522 .70578 .79554 
2 .000 D .22013 .37447 .47941 .84407 1 .62640 1.44613 .83177 




Table 13. (Continued) 
n, n p /p 1 a 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg Remarks 
5 .513 D .35051 .88788 .57607 53491 5 .03161 1.10313 1 .41402 
R .90341 .85485 .82036 75913 .67836 .61948 .77260 
6 .545 D .21718 .35564 2.35298 53966 3 .01705 1.39529 1 .31297 
R .91556 .87005 .82877 • 75635 .66654 .58260 .76996 
7 .566 D .23198 .29965 .63218 2. 13299 .91248 1.44099 .94171 
R .91214 .87469 .83005 • 77355 .68389 .61271 .78117 
8 .581 D .21506 .29318 .41934 86753 .65479 1.38928 .63986 
R .91329 .87600 .82364 77809 .72905 .68724 .80122 
9 .592 D .21163 .40259 .49984 1. 09105 1 .49494 3.28756 1 .16460 
R .91938 .85929 .80019 • 75480 .68536 .60573 .77079 
10 .560 D .21825 .37418 .49340 90678 .51136 1.47173 .66262 
R .91785 .85845 .80731 • 75785 .72995 .68737 .79313 
2 .000 D .21997 1 .13358 .55306 1. 07063 2 .57669 1.21563 1 .12826 
R .91862 .81178 .79560 • 59917 .55717 .58265 .71083 
5 .488 D .36324 .29772 .55330 2. 14029 4 .89869 2.89077 1 .85734 
R .92369 .88759 .75816 72179 .61338 .64203 .75777 
6 .525 D .21072 1 .65128 .60917 1. 23479 .68113 4.96055 1 .55794 
R .92359 .86354 .78003 73406 .70380 .61092 .76932 
7 .550 D .27852 2 .43588 .88698 2. 34281 .71241 1.26718 1 .32063 
R .89697 .88334 .80658 67894 .71062 .65190 .77139 
8 .568 D .23208 .36346 .61467 83290 .89311 15.87416 3 .13506 
R .90338 .87551 .78837 70902 .64984 .59744 .75393 
9 .581 D .22337 .29783 2.17575 4. 97808 .96659 3.93374 2 .09573 
R .91068 .88074 .81365 69435 .67728 .62903 .76762 
Table 13. (Continued) 
9 
10 
n 2 P 2 / P l 0 e 
0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 Avg 
10 .591 D .24247 .26519 .36012 5.00554 .51163 .56579 1.15845 
R .90435 .89102 .84151 .79078 .74102 .69173 .81007 
3 .000 D .21990 .35664 .87498 .41219 .76165 .47474 .51669 
R .91861 .90598 .88070 .86891 .83205 .76979 .86267 
5 .462 D .79204 .36074 .36717 .53101 .87756 .55883 .58123 
R .92351 .91413 .89496 .80263 .74487 .74449 .83743 
6 .505 D .21987 .64853 .45182 1.65271 .38825 .44030 .63358 
R .92478 .90669 .87179 .76786 .81865 .78033 .84502 
7 .534 D .20363 1.18650 1.23455 .34233 .47679 2.59240 1.00603 
R .92404 .81420 .82887 .83949 .74364 .68039 .80510 
8 .554 D .32332 3.91808 2.82684 .36637 .36489 .65217 1.40861 
R .89324 .82646 .87328 .85564 .81035 .71047 .82824 
9 .569 D .25069 .44319 .51534 2.36629 .58099 .37540 .75532 
R .90487 .89685 .87323 .85403 .83745 .83489 .86689 
10 .581 D .23219 .27974 .90946 .49351 1.02912 .57291 .58616 
R .90610 .90190 .85170 .87262 .83405 .82555 .86532 
— CCD D .22006 .51976 .37006 1.25218 1.19974 .75740 .71987 




F i g u r e 6 . D i s t a n c e (D) Achievement f o r Minimum B i a s Combina t ion D e s i g n s 
w i t h R a d i a l V e r s u s I n t e r i o r P e n t a g o n s 
A - R a d i a l P e n t a g o n 
B - R a d i a l Hexagon 
C - R a d i a l Heptagon 
D - R a d i a l Oc tagon 
E - R a d i a l Nonegon 
F - R a d i a l Decagon 
10 
F i g u r e 7 . D i s t a n c e (D) Achievement f o r Minimum B i a s Combina t ion D e s i g n s 
w i t h V a r i o u s I n t e r i o r E q u i r a d i a l S e t s 
T a b l e 1 4 . D i s t a n c e (D) and Response (R) Summary f o r " B e s t P e r f o r m e r s " 
L l n 2 p 2 / p l a e 
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 9 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 5 Avg Remarks 
5 3 .000 D .20886 .17828 .19105 .19817 .18536 .21288 .19577 Uni f P r e c 
R .89848 .90708 .90230 .90146 . 9 1 4 9 5 .90575 .90500 C e n t e r P o i n t s 
6 3 . 000 D . 3 5 6 4 1 .24143 .46032 .25932 .31836 .29018 .32100 Uni f P r e c 
R .91273 .92499 .92566 .92346 .92026 .91669 .92063 C e n t e r P o i n t s 
5 5 . 000 D .20886 .17868 .20773 .19896 .53203 .71468 .34016 O r t h o g o n a l 
R .89848 .90532 .90587 .90928 .87151 .87318 .89394 C e n t e r P o i n t s 
5 6 .204 D .23285 .19876 .22661 .42125 .38805 .26589 .28890 O r t h o g o n a l 
R .89570 .90517 .90128 .88126 .84906 .87737 .88497 Combina t ion 
6 2 . 0 0 0 D . 3 5 6 4 1 .23676 .32523 .49703 .26240 .26807 .32432 Min Bias 
R .91273 .92592 .92523 .92181 .91760 . 9 1 3 2 1 .91942 C e n t e r P o i n t s 
5 5 . 5 8 1 D .22230 .26293 .30122 .23974 .31482 .48988 .30515 Min B i a s 
R . 8 6 6 6 1 .87394 .88466 .89063 .88550 .86369 .87750 Combina t ion 
.- — CCD D .22006 .25483 .31944 1.21097 . 77591 .44144 . 5 3 7 1 1 Uni f P r e c 
R .91756 .91905 .91525 .84334 .79089 .88840 .87908 CCD 
CCD D .22006 .26912 . 87281 . 74201 .76577 .77383 .60727 O r t h o g o n a l 
R .91756 .91014 .83659 .84382 .81905 .75745 .84744 CCD 
CCD D .22006 .59176 .37006 1.25218 1.19974 .75740 .71987 Min B ia s 
R .91757 .87166 .85644 .64454 .58832 .71170 .76504 CCD 
I I t f I I I 1 1 
UP UP OR OR MB MB UP OR MB 
5 / 3 CP 6 / 3 CP 5 / 5 CP 5 /6 COM 6 /2 CP 5 /5 COM CCD CCD CCD 
F i g u r e 8 . Average D i s t a n c e (D) and Response (R) Achievement f o r " B e s t P e r f o r m e r s " 
ON Ni 
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f o r a f i n a l c o m p a r i s o n . C l e a r l y t h e b e s t of t h i s g roup a r e t h e u n i f o r m 
p r e c i s i o n p e n t a g o n and h e x a g o n . I n t h e c a s e of no e x p e r i m e n t a l e r r o r , t h e 
p e r f o r m a n c e of a l l d e s i g n s i n t h e g roup i s c l o s e l y s i m i l a r . 
4 . 3 D i s c u s s i o n 
The u n d e r l y i n g r e a s o n s f o r s e v e r a l of t h e o b s e r v e d r e s u l t s a r e n o t 
c l e a r l y a p p a r e n t , b u t t h e p o s s i b l e c a u s e s a r e w o r t h d i s c u s s i n g . I t was 
seen t h a t d e s i g n s d e r i v e d from p e n t a g o n s and hexagons c o n s i s t e n t l y o u t ­
pe r fo rmed d e s i g n s d e r i v e d from l a r g e r e q u i r a d i a l s e t s . The r e a s o n f o r 
t h i s c a n n o t be s t a t e d c o n c l u s i v e l y ; h o w e v e r , i t may be r e l a t e d t o t h e d i s ­
t r i b u t i o n of d e s i g n p o i n t s o v e r t h e r e g i o n of i n t e r e s t . The d e s i g n p o i n t s 
of p e n t a g o n and hexagon d e s i g n s a r e d i s t r i b u t e d r a t h e r e v e n l y o v e r t h e 
e n t i r e r e g i o n of i n t e r e s t . On t h e o t h e r h a n d , a s t h e s i z e of t h e e q u i ­
r a d i a l s e t i n c r e a s e s t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n of d e s i g n p o i n t s becomes more h e a v i l y 
w e i g h t e d toward t h e p e r i p h e r y of t h e r e g i o n of i n t e r e s t . T h i s w e i g h t i n g 
e f f e c t c o u l d a l s o e x p l a i n t h e o b s e r v a t i o n t h a t e q u i r a d i a l c o m b i n a t i o n d e ­
s i g n s p e r f o r m b e s t when c o n f i g u r e d such t h a t n 2 > n ^ . I t was a l s o o b s e r v e d 
t h a t t h e b e s t d e s i g n s among t h o s e d e r i v e d from e q u i r a d i a l p e n t a g o n s and 
hexagons were t h e u n i f o r m p r e c i s i o n d e s i g n s . T h i s i s i n t u i t i v e l y a g r e e ­
a b l e w i t h t h e deve lopmen t of t h e u n i f o r m p r e c i s i o n c r i t e r i a . The m o d e r a t e 
v a l u e of X^ f o r t h e s e d e s i g n s does n o t admi t heavy b i a s e f f e c t s , h e n c e , 
p e r f o r m a n c e s h o u l d be comparab l e t o t h a t of minimum b i a s d e s i g n s . More­
o v e r , t h e u n i f o r m p r e c i s i o n c r i t e r i o n i m p l i e s t h a t v a r i a n c e of t h e p r e ­
d i c t o r i s c o n s t a n t a c r o s s t h e r e g i o n of i n v e s t i g a t i o n . S i n c e t h e t r u e 
optimum was w i t h i n t h i s r e g i o n f o r a l l d e s i g n s c o n s i d e r e d , t h e r e s u l t s 
s h o u l d be a n t i c i p a t e d . 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5 . 1 C o n c l u s i o n s 
S e v e r a l c o n c l u s i o n s can be drawn from t h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n . The 
b e s t d e s i g n s of t h e e q u i r a d i a l c l a s s a r e t h o s e d e r i v e d from e q u i r a d i a l 
p e n t a g o n s and h e x a g o n s . These c o n s t i t u t e a v a l u a b l e g roup of d e s i g n s 
which g e n e r a l l y o u t p e r f o r m t h e more w i d e l y u s e d c e n t r a l c o m p o s i t e d e s i g n s . 
Among d e s i g n s d e r i v e d from e q u i r a d i a l p e n t a g o n s and h e x a g o n s , t h e b e s t 
a r e t h e u n i f o r m p r e c i s i o n d e s i g n s . I n d e s i g n s c o n s t r u c t e d by t h e combi ­
n a t i o n of e q u i r a d i a l s e t s , t h e b e s t c o n f i g u r a t i o n i s f o r t h e s e t w i t h t h e 
l a r g e s t number o f p o i n t s t o be t h e i n t e r i o r s e t . 
5 . 2 Recommendations 
The r e s u l t s of t h i s s t u d y i n d i c a t e t h a t f u r t h e r s t u d y of t h e 
c l a s s of e q u i r a d i a l d e s i g n s would be of v a l u e . I n t h e c a s e of e q u i r a d i a l 
d e s i g n s i n two v a r i a b l e s , d e s i g n g e n e r a t i o n was e a s i l y a c c o m p l i s h e d by 
a p p l y i n g a s i m p l e t r i g o n o m e t r i c r e l a t i o n s h i p . For t h e c a s e of more t h a n 
two v a r i a b l e s , d e s i g n c o n s t r u c t i o n becomes more c o m p l i c a t e d . The o n l y 
e q u i r a d i a l d e s i g n s f o r k g r e a t e r t h a n two which a r e found i n t h e l i t e r a ­
t u r e a r e t h e i c o s a h e d r o n and t h e d o d e c a h e d r o n ( s e e Box and H u n t e r ( 3 ) ) , 
b o t h f o r t h r e e v a r i a b l e s . Box and H u n t e r p o i n t o u t t h a t i n f i v e o r more 
d i m e n s i o n s t h e r e a r e o n l y t h r e e r e g u l a r f i g u r e s . They show t h a t second 
o r d e r r o t a t a b l e d e s i g n s can be o b t a i n e d by combin ing two of t h e s e f i g u r e s , 
t h e c r o s s - p o l y t o p e and t h e h y p e r c u b e . The r e s u l t i n g d e s i g n can be seen t o 
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be a member of t h e c e n t r a l c o m p o s i t e c l a s s , however . F u r t h e r i n v e s t i g a ­
t i o n i s recommended i n t o t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n and p e r f o r m a n c e of e q u i r a d i a l 




REPRESENTATIVE DESIGN AND MOMENT MATRICES 
Uniform P r e c i s i o n Pen tagon 
D = 
. 9 2 1 .000 
.285 .876 
- . 7 4 5 . 5 4 1 
- . 7 4 5 - . 5 4 1 




1.000 .000 .000 .265 .265 .000 
.000 .265 .000 .000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .265 .000 .000 .000 
.265 .000 .000 .169 .056 .000 
.265 .000 .000 .056 .169 .000 
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .056 




- . 4 4 6 
- . 8 9 2 






. 7 7 3 
.772 
.000 
- . 7 7 3 





1.000 .000 .000 .265 .265 .000 
.000 .265 .000 .000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .265 .000 .000 .000 
.265 .000 .000 .158 . 0 5 3 .000 
.265 .000 .000 . 0 5 3 .158 .000 
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 . 0 5 3 




- . 8 3 3 .605 
- . 8 3 3 - . 6 0 5 







1.000 .000 .000 .265 .265 .000 
.000 .265 .000 .000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .265 .000 .000 .000 
.265 .000 .000 . 211 .070 .000 
.265 .000 .000 .070 . 211 .000 
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .070 
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O r t h o g o n a l C o m b i n a t i o n : R a d i a l P e n t a g o n / i n t e r i o r Hexagon 
1.054 .000 
.326 1.003 
- . 8 5 3 .620 
- . 8 5 3 - . 6 2 0 
.326 - 1 . 0 0 3 
.215 .000 
.107 .186 
- . 1 0 7 .186 
- . 2 1 5 .000 
- . 1 0 7 - . 1 8 6 
.107 - . 1 8 6 
1.000 .000 .000 
.000 .265 .000 
.000 .000 .265 
.265 .000 .000 
.265 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.265 .265 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.211 .070 .000 
.070 .211 .000 
.000 .000 .070 
Minimum B i a s Hexagon 
D = 
. 841 .000 
.420 .728 
- . 4 2 1 .728 
- . 8 4 1 .000 
- . 4 2 0 - . 7 2 8 
.421 - . 7 2 8 
.000 .000 
.000 .000 
1.000 .000 .000 .265 .265 .000 
.000 .265 .000 .000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .265 .000 .000 .000 
.265 .000 .000 . 1 4 1 .047 .000 
.265 .000 .000 .047 . 141 .000 
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .047 
Minimum Bias C o m b i n a t i o n : R a d i a l P e n t a g o n / i n t e r i o r Pen tagon 
D = 
. 891 .000 
.275 .847 
- . 7 2 0 . 523 
- . 7 2 0 - . 5 2 3 
.275 - . 8 4 7 
.517 .000 
.160 .492 
- . 4 1 9 .304 
- . 4 1 9 - . 3 0 4 
.160 - . 4 9 2 
1.000 .000 .000 .265 .265 .000 
.000 .265 .000 .000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .265 .000 .000 .000 
.265 .000 .000 . 1 3 1 .044 .000 
.265 .000 .000 .044 . 131 .000 
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .044 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
" i '/I < ( ) » Al;(6,"n j , XnX (is, 6) . XPV .xH (_,2d) » V (2) ,CP(3u. 3.2) t I'r- ( > . t . ( 20) , Yl i20, l > , _rTA (.',, l j ,rv . . ,_M(_»2) .SP( 1 .2) .i< (20) . 




(c.< ij» = ., . v n . 
"• - T ( -j ] ~u. noo 
r i-f ft~o.In9 
I («- » y)~u;.'>'j7? 
•~T(^•1T)-..3137 
; ; ~ r i 7 . 7)-o.-no 
~-r 17» ji-u. i7o 
''«( I 1 i >) ?3S2 
l';)=o.272n 
^ I C r o ) ~ J. OTii 
-n. >) -u. i T'_*> 
.-.„T ( a, j,ri>i,.?_33 
- ̂  r i «/ j - o. T o a 
••»T C ' iO) = .i. 1ST. 
( : ' J» i°) = i.0'io 
'Mi!--' o - ° D . 1 
n ^ . i o 
'•CrJ:"'vr> 
'<• „ f I T ( .7, Ijrn) 
Mjrc,-iT( . _'J04!5«rir'/ (,iV + »' CK*PATTn + *2. ) ) Cr_- ' i / . -> y 
•w.J_". + l 
C„ l r . I ~ i r • tV 
/ 1 i . ' ) - 1 . 
X I . , "> ) ~̂ ^» ; 03 < %.2_3'+* ( T "l ) /' IV ) 
X I i ,•»)_--!_»'",I.. (fe._03«»*( »-l )/NV) xi.»!«i_«'<i»3)*«2. 
Xlir r)_'(Ir^)»«2. 
i ^ j <:_ . T T'• J-
<.ri r r (- , . 1 U)-iv»'icP»»<ATro 
10 r ̂ <">* 1 I l ' i i ///» T 1 / . 'OK 71 'Ou '̂l'L COMBINATION uESibtll ' . 
•:.\~,:-.L A'lr. »,1I2,» .ri'iF.R VERTICES R_/Kl_»»1F5.3./. 
»S ,'r~:-:\Ei>p Si' 3EV . [ 36» ' 0.00'.T<+6, «u.03» . 
2 T , Tbo. • 0. n'*' , T̂fS r • 0.12« . T*f>. • 0.1_« ,T9b» 'AVERAGE' ) 
i"i : = '..^»:.P 
Xl l , ' ) -1 . 
X ( I, ,'>=RUiO*K-iO*CoS(6.''Rj"* < I-'iVO)/MrP) 
X( I AT 10*K: iO*S»iN( 6. ?Bo«**( I-'iVO)/r-'CP) 
X(I,»)=X(i t?)**? . 
X(I»^)-X(I.3)**?. 
X( 1 ,M =XU . ?i *X( I. _) 
101 Cu;jTTUjr 
Du i n2 i-l.'ip 
XHl J. I)_MI.J) 
102 COiJTTNJE 
C H LL M XM». T ( XP , X , XPX r 6 » NP r u • 6 r 2 0 ) 
Vli)=l,0 
CALL C-JR ( Ai-X, b, M o»MC »i1 ._C »V) 
CALL N'.AMI "i !xpx,xP»xPxixr,.o.6,NP,6,fo 
Du 2̂ 7 M ûnFrl , f, 
Du 2°3 r i J :1 , 30 
IF (ivrA..<F.L_.2.0R.NbURF.rQ.'4) I S- 1 
IF (tic.U,<r.t 0.3. OR. NbURF.rO.fi) I^z? 
IF (tgc-URF .c.Ci.6) T5=O 
D_xl-Ci>( TCP. ISI 1) 
OCX2-CP(TCP.IS.2) 
Du 20U irl.MP 
DPI 1.1)=*i1.2)ZCF + uCXl 
DP(I.2)=vu.3)/Cfr+UCX2 
2U0 CO;jTT ÔE 
CMLL SuRr 11JSURF , DP, YV. fin. _0 , ?0 ) 
DO 203 I r =l, lo.3 
Et<̂ _( IL-1 ) /100. 
IF (I r-1)^»J.t 
3 Pu 213 1-l.N'P 
YllI.I)=VV(I) 
213 CUUHNU:: 
GO _ 1 ' 
1 CALL I^M-I^IJ(R.NP,0.U»ERR) 




212 CALL MXMLi(XPXTXP*Yl.BtTA.o.NP,I,6,?01 
bV(1.1j-^L!1(2,j) 
r>V (2> 1 )=Qi-1 M3. l ) 
hM(1.1J-^LlA(4 , 1 ) 
PM2.2>=n-T/U5» i ) 
Dii( l»2)_n_TA(6. l ) /_ . 
bN, (2. I ) _̂ ,k) ( 1.2) 
V(1)=1,0 
CALL GJR(_K.2.?.2•MC »$I.JL.v) 
CALL MXHI-I (BM»BV'-Ml;Wr",r_» 1 »2.?) 
5P( 1 . 1 ) =-_;•,IHV't 1.1 ) / (2.*CF ) +ncxi 
SF' ( 1.2) =-bMIBV(2.1 )/(2.»Cr ) +PCX? 
11~ (fJcU'KF . Lt. 5 ) SP0(ICP.TE) = ( (SP(l,l)-l.)**2. + (SP(l,2)-l.)**2.)**.o 
IF (fĴ URF.LO.6) SPD( ICP.TE) = ( (Sf>( 1, 1)-2. 4<4 7_ ) * + . SP ( i . 2)-3 .867_ ) 
1**2. 
N5 
C«LC ^U.'̂ t :.r.Urr , Uf , Ai? r 1, 1 , 1 ) 
Ir i:.r,Ui<; .LL.1*) lr JI'I ICP. Ii_)=AI<( 1 ) 
Ir < rjc-i «.<F . <_ .. 'i J I'f.S.'l i CI' r I I ) = 1 ./AHS< AP( 1 ) ) 
Ir I'^UKF .^-,.6) f-'t. JH( ICS r It)=AK( 1 ) /'i , 1757*^09 
".v- 2nb I-ir16»3 
T_>PD-C.D 
TnLc.D=C/. n 
TbrJ^Tsp-t + ̂ Df J, I ) 
T t̂Gn=TPr'.iP+ftEr>p (J r I ) 
20* CONTT:;UE. 
•'• jl-'j ' ' • •_>! j^r . I J=TM-J/.1n.O 
£r<Lc>'"'< . I )=TH'i_̂ P/30.0 
20^ *^.TT:.ur. 
T_,P,.; = O.G 
Ho Z*b 111» I6» ? 
2<j6 Cu.'.TtNUE 
<-V.bPr = TSnU/'J.O C.P!:<-p=Tni-L>P/G.o 
WKlTF«6rS)l.̂ i;t<F, (/.jPD()JcUhFrI) r1=1,16.3) .OASPU. (AKESP(HSUKF 
1. I> i T = l, 1o,"M .OftRL'J5 
207 CuuTTNUE 
TOAS-0.0 
Lu 3<U 1=1,16,3 
T,-i_Sr'=Q . 0 
Co 3r0 j:Wu 
T'jrD= T aPn + /-'>PL/ ( J» I) 
Tnt.Sp- Tw '̂j.-1 Af<Fb(%' J » I ) 
3u0 f.ui.TTUiJE 
T; •.P'M 1 ) rl'.PO/^.O 
T, r£c.l'< I J-T^F-SP/fj.u 
T^^-ToA'" t I f.'.p'-, ( I ) 
ToAK = ToAr>*l AHf.pl i ) 
3,-1 Cv.\TTNoE 
To;.(.:To;."/t/.n 
.-.(I fr f to » ^ J ( TÂ Pf (i)»I = lrlor3) .TOASr (TAPFSp(1), 1 = 1. lb. 3) . TOAK 
Fv,< T (Tl V. 111. TZ-o. ' AVG V OFV , T 3.T , 7F 1 n . j , / , T^5. • A VG HLSP»» 
1 T j^,7f if,. j> 
b ' oi< T i T ' o > ' ALL « > I » ' Avr> SP DF.V' »T33»7Flj.b»/» T2b» ' AVG RLbP'r 
lT^o,-'Fio.L.) 
Go T* 
1 iT r (o.^l 
2 Foi<'4AT(l"u»TbO.ibluGuLA" hATRIX OR OVERFLOW EKKOR') 
SI0P 
SUbK^UTP't. SURF ( Nbu'̂ F r A r P » IN» VA » *'B ) 
DIMENSION rt(MAr ?) »D<Mti) 
GO TO ( lr«i,3,H,5»0) rNSl'T 
1 DO in 1 = 1 , IN 
B ( 1)-( t ( .S+.?*A ( I r i.) ) **<i. ) *A( I »->) **'». ) *EXp(2.-l .5+.b*A (I , 1) ) »•<•. 
1A ( i , ?) **'< . ) 
10 CONTINUE 
Go To 7 
2 DO 20 1 = 1, IM 
B(I) = l(.^+.4*A<I»l) + .3*Mi,2>)**^.)*U.ft-.o»AtIrl) + .fl*AlI,«.>)»*H 
l*LXP<2.-( ,3+.t*A U.l) + .',»A(If2))**'*,-(.f\-,to»A(lfl) + .t«*AiI. 
20 CONTINUE 
GO TO 7 
3 Do 30 1 = 1, IM 
EJ < 1 )- * < I» l)**2.*Exp( !,-/« (1,1 )**?.-?0.2^*(Al I» iJ-Al 1.2 J >»»<>. J 
30 C0WTTNUE 
GO T̂> 7 
4 DO 40 I=t,lM 
BlIJ = <•3 * A(I,1>**£. + .7*A<i,2> **?.)»*3.*FXp(l.-.b*(AlI»1)-*(I .2)< 
12.-(, 3*AU»1 )**?. + .7*A(T-»t)**2.)**3.) 
HO CONTINUE 
GO TO 7 
5 DO 50 1 = 1t IN 
B(I)=-ll.+100.*<A(Ir2)-A(i,l>»*?.)**?.-Ml.-A(I»l))*»2.) 
50 CONTINUE 
Go TO i 
6 Do o0 1 = 1,IN X=A(T,l)**2. 
Z=A(Ti1)*AlT.2) 







INDIVIDUAL DESIGN PERFORMANCE DATA 
I" JUT. ,.T>IAL PEblGN: 5 VF»TirfC Ann 1 CLI (LP PUlNlb 
( ".CI \EMP bl f-Ev n. in 0.03 0,0 .̂ U.U9 0.12 0.15 AVLK»«OE 
1 / VG cr n . U»' ' 7b .o'>0 2 .04777 .04344 . J4u7o .ObtiiO ,04999 AVG or _,(-• .97?7* ."8o30 ,9"34»», .9934 1 ,9'>U67 ,96uJ2 ,9o752 
AVG «••- i/ .Obf-.ob .05^68 .0r72? .069ob .08164 .u9x^6 ,0u8b4 
AVo "Fbr- .97',74 ,°ni66 .9P119 .97G90 .97155 , 96J /8 .9/564 
3 AVG CP D .12246 ,12815 ,10023 .oys*9b .11 /u9 .11129 
AVG PEbf .94775 ,°2o59 ,91b59 .94130 .94l2o .92^J8 .93315 
4 AVo CP n .G172u 1.43651 0. lRbub 3.i9941 l.lboo3 2.19/61 
AVG °EbP ,7«58o .P3«;80 .87267 .B7o77 .d9b24 .08^b8 .83762 
5 AVG cr 0 .3*24 2 .U0366 .42P2"7 .45737 .^9^74 .53/ob .4->025 
AVo nr.y> .71^81 ,->0J45 .6^310 ,o81.3U .ob933 .o5-u4 .60595 
»> AvG cr u .03123 .115*3 .l?ftR6 .14199 .Ibbb4 ,18oo9 .12O21 
AVG °EbP ,"f."*76 .99937 .^9b94 .99ot;4 .99932 
ALU AVG cp D .20nfio .?2^27 .37046 1,16D29 ,o798o .35u<:5 ,bU0b7 
AVG oF.bP .89<<46 ,°0b59 .90045 ,911ol .91117 .90<:o9 ,90o53 
r JUIKAPIAL ENSIGN: 5 VF.PTlCEb At.iP) ^ CENTER PolNTb 
FACE\ERP b ' U£V 0.00 0.03 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 A V y CP o .067-75 ,o4«+83 .O'lOlO .04510 ,ub41u .U6^J3 .05188 
AVG "k JP .97?72 ,°9i62 .9°434 .990/B .98489 ,97o*;9 ,9bb44 
2 A VG C|> o . IjCi-.cio ,n5u43 ,0^5°" .o67b8 .U7o3o .08-.ll .0o535 
AvG "E ji' .'37«j7'* .°3/24 .98764 .98511 .98170 ,97uu7 .99 :̂58 
3 AVG CP 0 ,0°o87 ,c9s>06 .0"645 .lOboo .U9781 .11x^9 .lo514 
A VG °EbP .94375 .°lo20 .94234 ,93b4b .93953 .92oo2 .93451 
4 AVG CP 0 .61719 .?7/72 .50058 .78747 .̂ 323u ,16«c«cO .42959 
AVG "LiP .7S58o ,P3o07 .3f-480 ,bll30 .00888 .94ii2 .85167 5 AVG CP r.. . 38?42 .U,s57 ,440f,7 .49730 ,bbl97 .obo98 .49348 
AVG "F.bP .71201 .r-9937 .68422 .t>6692 .o4b20 ,olo/7 .6/105 
6 AVG CP o .03123 .11/10 .1296C .137bb .14389 ,i4o07 .11805 
AVG "ESP ,°9^70 ,9991+9 .99930 .99914 .99-̂ 01 .99944 
ALL AVG CP 0 .20886 ,?5029 .21209 .27349 .19440 .20408 .22392 
AVG pE3P ,8984a ,°0b36 .91214 .89831 .90339 .907ol .90412 
EJUTHA">IAL DESIGN: 5 VERTICES AMC 3 CENTER POINTS 
<FACE\ERR bT DEV 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG r.p r, .06*75 .0446O .04135 .04834 .05671 , u6uo2 .05422 
AvG °E5P .97272 .̂ 9 :̂08 ,9°40l ,989b8 .98297 ,97oo3 .98453 
2 AVG CP n ,05ef>a ,05ol4 .05671 . 0663.0 .07701 ,08oO5 ,0o578 
AVG »EbP .97574 .^8794 .98820 ,98b31 .98147 .97/07 .98267 
3 AvG CP D .099*37 ,19O89 .09541 .12579 .09262 .14^18 .12663 
AVG >?EbP .94375 .°1726 .94260 .92157 .93988 .90^41 .92908 
4 AVG cp D .61719 ,?/W28 .36542 .29816 .15595 .12*o0 ,3ul80 
AVG °ESP .78586 .P4704 .80738 .849o6 .94599 .96^24 .bb753 
3 AVG CP D ,3fl?42 .^1456 .45467 .50719 .58057 ,b9j^8 .50557 
AVG PEb" .71281 ,f-9b47 .68220 .66345 .o4034 .bOj/O ,6oo83 
6 AVG CP D .03123 .11922 . .13275 .14127 .14732 ,15IO7 .12061 
AVG °ESP ,99<?9ii ,r"9966 ,9091+2 .99921 .99905 ,99o92 .99937 
ALL AVG CP u ,2083D ,17o28 . 1°105 .19817 . ibb3u .21^o8 .19577 
AVG pEbP .898^8 ,°0708 .90230 .90146 .91495 ,90o75 .9050.0 
F. lL'T'<i-.niAL DESIGN: 5 VERTICES AMD • 4 CENTER POINTS 
<HACE\ERK s r CEV n.oo 0.03 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVEKAGE 
1 AvG <:p n . 06^7y .04^50 . 0.̂ 953 .04217 .04940 .05//0 .04968 AVG pEoP .97272 ."9107 .9945? ,991d6 .98072 .98u/3 .9bo27 
2 AVG cr f: . 05868 ,05u78 .05564 .06716 . J7t>03 • 08«.o8 .0ob20 
AVG "ESP .97574 ,°̂ C>43 ,98684 .98450 .98138 ,97oi2 .98217 
3 AVG CF p. .09Q87 ,?9y55 .0°835 .09yo3 .1415b .09J10 .13901 AVG PESP .94375 .Olo09 .94130 .940dl .90952 ,94o48 .93201 
4 AVG CP D .61719 1.05*89 .28763 .41798 1./674b .27oo4 .73616 
AVG "ESP . 7fl5flo .^3463 .88213 .O0117 .al409 ,04-*u4 .a<i782 
5 AVG cp c .312^ ." Iu57 .44476 .48780 .04469 ,b2>»o9 .40249 
AVG "ESP .71281 ."'0027 ,68622 ,b7034 .obi 73 ,o2/o3 ,b7478 
6 AVG CP o .03123 .11516 .12634 .13399 .13989 . 14-*o4 .11519 
AvG "EbP ,9Q990 ,r9s»73 ,9005ft .99940 .9992b .99^11 .99950 
«LL AVG <;p rj .^3023 .17538 .20812 .4b318 ,21o97 .2u49b 
AVG °EbP ,8"848 ."0^70 .91511 .b9dui .o9u4b .b9oo0 .90043 
w.TIAL HLb IGU: 5 VE"TICFr. A>P b CENTER POIl4Tb 
•> AC I\EHR bT rEV O.0D 0.03 O.Or- 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVEKAGE 
1 A Vo cp r .0o?.75 .05^3? .04Q14 .05119 .05740 .ObooD .03081 AVG °c-,P .<•)^?^^ . onU67 .90177 .991«5 .9887b .98JO2 .98585 2 AVG CP p ,^5j98 .Of-POl .07425 .09030 .lOuiPi .07389 
AVG "f.bF .97C74 ."PU54 .07foj .969^4 .9bo8 7 .94uu3 .9o789 
3 »VG r.p y .U<>̂ 87 .1 Io65 ,?.8i 70 .10990 .10201 .10oi2 .13589 
,947-7y ,91 40-> .93304 .93bQ2 ,93oOO .93330 
•i AVo CP ^ ,ol7l9 .""?«. ̂ 1 ,2^470 .22232 .^5AO4 .31o02 
AVo °Ebp .71^Ho .P2V43 .8^681 ,b8147 .dd71o .b7jct ,8bl99 
b AvG cp u ,38;->42 ,40u79 .42168 .H4560 .47422 .50049 .43890 
AVG pEbP .71281 .70479 ,6°60ft .o8ob5 .o7ol4 .OOHOO .o901b 
6 AVG CP D .03123 ,i?onn , 17406 .tSblb 2.2459o 1.01942 
AVG "Ebp ,c>Qyr,4 ,9«p7'» •90352 .7 7921 .63JOI .93445 
,.Ll. AVG CP [> ,20;iHt> .17o68 .2077"̂  . I«;i9t> •b3203 ,71HU8 .34olo 
AvG "i bP ,(t'V';4<» ,°Ob12 ,'Jfi5«7 .909^8 .87151 .O7OAJ .09394 
76 
1 .,uT,< . n I AL DLb ION • *') vr^TirfS r"^ 1 CE iTLR POINIS 
r_U"f \CC\CRR <_, r LL-; 0. 0!l 0 , n 0. rif U.09 0. xb AVEKAGt 
1 A VG CP <-) .lJ3n24 /MfiJ . (1477* .;f.,yj>l .U7621 . 06^47 .0bb9b 
AVG *>l br- ,9'!934 ,n"o00 ,9"2?Ki .9HSS0 .97U05 .97o/H ,9ob31 
2 A WO r.p I) .0 3* r>4 ,04b51 .Of. 13? . u7i;ul . u u 11 b . 06ou3 ,0bb09 
AVG "ESP .98731 , r9j93 .9B871 .9B490 .^8053 .97393 .96473 
3 AVG CT> r . liyta . 10o86 .OP741 .G81G5 .06034 .o8ob7 .10539 AVO .9 34 48 ."5 770 .9r.2r>r> ,947U3 .^4127 .93J/9 .94487 
AVG cp $ .iis'»y ,07146 .0fR91 •U79o2 .09127 ,0b798 
A VG .93320 , n8l42 .9076^ ,982*b ,9 7o0b .9b/o3 .9/160 
5 AVG cp 1.7'o7/ 1 ,o?/35 1.3'<169 1 i,aiss3 1.1811b l.oOu/7 3.01705 
AVG r>EbP .(> 3207 ,f 3o92 .6?°71 ,o2d3o . o2u77 .b24iZ ,b^679 
6 AVi, CP r, ,02f'fi0 . 13b04 .1^371 . 16<̂ >6 •lo/73 .17x :̂7 .13663 
AVG "Est- ,9?<i96 ,̂ 9926 . 9op A iv ,996'J9 .9984 3 .99oJl .99690 
ALL AVG SP C , 3'i*-.44 ,?3o94 .2"34h Z.U4SdO .d/96b .25^o2 .5/002 
AVG °EbP .91?73 ."2004 .92502 .92131 ,91b8b .91^26 .91903 
0 IA L Or-S 6 VERTICES AMD 2 CENTER POINTS 
SUI-'t ACE\E RR bT i. EV a.oo 0 ,r3 0. Of u . u9 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP U .03024 03115 .04637 .U6170 ,0741o ,Ofa4b4 .0o466 
A VO "ESP ,9 '''-9 3"+ c->ar)7 ,900^ ,93o3Q .9792^ .97<i<ib ,96b99 2 AVG cp r .03-94 0Uo35 . 0ft0"9 .07121 .oaoib .08/49 . 0o452 Ave, "ESP .90731 .9PB67 .9"blfa .98111 .97ob7 ,9b497 
3 AvG CP f; . ln54ti 1 0803 .0A803 .oaiao .U8020 .080^6 .10563 
A vb "f _>;• ,93u46 .9r3f>» .94806 .942b9 .93/o6 .94567 
4 AVG SP D .11S40 07,;57 ,0f>B32 .07cjy4 .0698o .09^/9 .08/41 
AVG "EbP .93320 °flu72 .9^771 .98415 .97713 .96^x7 .97201 
5 AVG CP n 1.72g59 1 n?b43 1.5342A 2.52b42 1.0819b 1.084 74 1.1+9707 
AVG "ESP .63207 63o97 .629A1 .b28tj3 .62703 .62-><i9 .62895 
6 AVG SP D .02879 1 3b05 .1533P .16249 .16803 .17x/8 .13659 
AVG DESP .9999B ^9928 .9°fiB5 .99860 .^9643 ,99OJ1 .99891 
*LL AVG CP o .35641 ?3o7ft .3252} .49703 .2b240 .26oo7 .32432 
AVG Pt .91273 °2b92 .92523 .92181 .91760 .91J21 .91942 
E it'TR VOIAL nts IGN 6 VERTICES AMO J> CENTER POINTS 
SUPFACE\ERR ST PEV 0.00 0 . 0 3 0.0f> U.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvG CP p ,03n24 .02977 .04191 .u55G6 .06b68 ,07ob4 .0b003 
AVG RESP .98934 ,oc»S55 .9°392 .98942 ,9838b .97oo3 .98636 
2 AVG CP D .03894 047518 .06025 .06970 .07716 .08-tul .0o300 
AVG "ESP .98731 ,°3934 .9P757 .98433 .98177 ,97ob7 .98490 
3 AVG CP p .19540 . 11403 .0°lfb2 .U8310 .07991 .07*00 .10720 
AvG RESP .93448 ,°5645 .95650 .952b3 .9485b .94tjl .94919 
4 AVG CP o .11540 08u97 .07024 .07763 •U8845 ,09oo5 .00856 
AvG "Ear .93320 °7o09 .9^6fl2 ,98ol3 .9609b .97411 .97288 
5 AvG SP n 1.72963 1 04x53 2.33«B2 1,09d95 1.41759 1.21o<il 1.4/396 
AVG "ESP .53207 ,63il9 . .r3302f> .62926 ,o2U14 .b2uo6 .b2963 
6 AVG SP D .02B79 1 3434 .15P.0A .17147 .1803^ .lboo4 .14327 
AVG °£3p .goggy .09935 ,9oe&^ .99dSl .99b2b .99ou5 .99883 ALL AVG SP o .35641 24143 .46032 .25932 .29ox8 .32100 
AVG "ESP .91273 •"•2499 .92566 .92346 ,9202o ,91oo9 .92.063 
FjilTt\,,OIAL PEblGN 6 VERTICES AMO 4 CENTER POINTS 
SURFACE\EPP ST LEV 0.00 0 03 0.06 0 . 09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvG CP p .03024 03^1 .04^52 .06834 .09015 ,11416 .0o404 
AVG "ESP .9*934 .90019 .98308 .97142 .954^5 .9b0l8 
2 AVG CP r .U3P94 04o4b .06 322 .07710 .08988 . 10i.V8 .0o993 
AVG °ESP .9B731 °B47fl .97905 .971j7 .96201 .95o92 .97^S7 
3 AVG ̂ P 0 .1°546 1 3024 .10412 .09Uo5 .08304 .07b/0 .11370 
AVG "ESP .93446 .96064 .96040 .95919 .95/42 .95497 
4 AVG CP JJ .11540 '4u^2 .3A91A .524x9 .30118 .46uoO .32188 
AVG nEbP .9.3320 p3u44 .83921 .05450 .88344 .8bV48 .86505 
5 AVG cp n l.72"64 1 ?3o73 1.OTP I 3 1.o4727 1.2bb79 1.15t93 1.34306 
AVG "EbP .53207 •̂3lf->0 .67 1 10 ,o30bo •b2998 .02^06 .bb078 
6 AVG CP o .02A79 4 1 593Q 'v. 0650 I .b4H9 .41861 .35ox5 1.61052 
AVG "EsP , 9'io90 O,?o32 ,4C6Q0 .939o3 .98232 ,98o/3 •Bbbbb 
«LL AVG CP M . 35642 RSt>07 .9^970 .U0812 .374'w .37o40 .58719 
AVG "Eb^ .'"'lr'J PB726 .68992 .8980o .69x/l .68153 
'.niAL DLs IGN* ft V̂ PTICfcS A»'n b CENTER POINTS 
S'.H-t-̂ CLsERR ST DtV 0. 0 ;i 0 03 0 . 06 0 .09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP r, .03024 03b76 .05621 .uBbbti . 12308 . 17JUB .06406 
AvG t u '\o 34 nnx?n .Pf»60o .97211 .9448o .b9bt6 .9oJ13 2 AvG CP ,i . 11 <-c>4 04903 . 0655O .082J9 .1006/ .ll*o2 .0/bll 
AvG "1. \>P .91X731 .97402 .9bU7 .94370 .9toob ,9ol59 
3 AVG cp n . l n '^t) 13U72 .11016 .09524 .ObbOb .Odu^3 .11731 AVG "L^p .93448 ^^067 .961 \-> .9o2l2 .9ol77 .9boj5 .9bol3 
4 Av0 cp n . ll<-'<0 ,8°?05 .oOl71 .o716o .4lul0 .497o9 AVG "FbP .84^56 .U5717 .Uo839 .blOb2 .6bo73 
b AVG SP 0 l.7?o71 1. 1.03117 1.12570 11.42857 1.17^/6 2.98097 
AVG "ESP .D.V07 f-3172 .63134 ,u3093 .u3049 .o3oOI .83110 
6 AVG cp r ,o,-n7y 3* f-0u3l> .3A756 .27797 .24o51 .23^*;l .79557 
AVo "fc'SP "i\ 0 4" ,up7p7 ,9°4<JO ,99b58 ,99oo7 . 9 J^39 ALL AVG CP P .3 ' - '0 01 91 H .4?370 .37iiib ,2. IU94<! .J04/b ./Jbb2 
AVG "ESP ,̂ 7J OT-.4 24 .8^816 ,U9o31 .O9UB0 .8boo3 ,88o84 
77 
f. JIJTK, > I AL DLb lr,l): 6 VFoTIff r, Arm 0 CENTER POIuTS 
o.on 0.0 3 0. Oh U.09 'J.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVC. CP 0 ,u r̂.24 .0 3083 . 06r,3? .10/22 .17137 .*6io6 .11578 
AVO "EbP . 9'"<34 .°8970 .98081 .95bo3 ,89o /b .774J4 .93110 
2 AVO C.P |j ,0 3r-94 .04968 .0*811 . U8924 .11315 . 14i.ll .03341 
AvO nt rjP .98 731 , n8l02 .96884 .94 956 .92082 .07*00 .94781 5 AVO CP ;i . I"r43 . 14*f,5 .11616 .100*2 .089 73 . 08«;o3 .1*116 
AVO OLGP ,9%48 ,n5b46 .96115 .963u9 .9o34* ,96*-)0 .93066 
4 AVG CP c .11540 .f.3/89 .34 671 .49352 .45118 •98V05 .50567 
A'VG "EbP .9 V*?0 ,Pl4l7 ,84b?4 ,b7U10 .o2094 , bb_. J3 .8*478 
5 AVG CP o 1.72'-7u l.*3*82 1 ,0*P48 1.035ob 1.3*00* 3.U9OI9 1.04621 
AVG Tip .63?0 7 ,*3l82 .63154 ,o31*3 ,b3089 ,b3uo2 ,00135 
6 AVG CP p ,o?.-7y ,r9^26 ,26459 .22503 .21159 •20o*3 .27125 
A v G "E bP ,y'K.9d .03942 .90595 ,99o )̂l .99710 .99/*7 ,9o778 
ALL AVG CP u ,35r,43 ,C3*35 ,3?l7-< .34171 .39234 .79o4l .43725 
AVG "ESP .91273 ,PSo27 .80725 ,o94 42 .07167 .0I016 .6/992 
L^o't̂ DIAL DLb IGN: 7 VERTICES , AMD 1 CENTER POIfiTS 
SUi-h ACE\EPH b T LEV 0,00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0. lb AVERAGE 
1 AVo CP , 0 3i.«i6 . P4C77 .0C737 .07159 .08432 .u9oi5 .00434 AVG "LbP .9PK2O ,"°140 ,9P70Q .98**5 .97549 •9boc4 .98*28 
2 A VG CP n .03*52 , 0<|o08 ,0*3">* .0748/ . 08558 .094/0 .0o700 A VG "t"SP ,98-32 .08/08 .9P414 .97911 .9/343 .9b/«c9 .9O00b 
AVG CP [J .l?;,bU .roi33 .07499 .07437 .07572 ,07/o0 .03075 
A VG "fc"bP ,93u6b ,°6j07 .95955 .95289 .94579 .93o*l .94906 
4 AVG CP r .12^43 .08bfU .0P661 .10143 ,llo47 . 12*26 .10o53 
AVo "ESP .93111 .°6798 .97348 .97031 ,9o370 .953/8 ,9o039 
5 AVG CP D 1.04O12 2.P5H0 1.0803K 13.25455 1.07320 2.2oo*5 3.49577 
AVG °EbP .63350 .*3G65 .62740 .o23/3 .61964 ,ol3l7 ,b2502 
6 AVG CP C .02826 ,20368 ,24249 .25978 .20963 .27o00 .21331 
AVG pESP .99998 ,°9o76 .99813 .99790 .99759 .99/45 .99829 
MLL AvG SP D .23?30 ."5381 .26752 2.30610 .28417 ,48*ol .b/228 
AVG "ESP .91268 ,«2o31 .92178 .917o6 .91261 .90/02 .91585 
LOijTK̂ niAL DEblGN: 7 VERTICES , AMD 2 CENTER POINTS SURFACE\ERR ST LEV n.on 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
I AVG CP D ,03u8o . 04*97 .05876 .07399 .00887 . 10JO9 .06719 
AVG DE bP .9 3R28 ,°8o99 .98435 .97676 .96699 .95328 .9/678 
2 AVG CP 0 ,03u52 ,04O54 .06349 .07591 ,0366b .09033 .0o761 AVG "ESP .98,'-32 ."8403 .97886 .97133 ,9o25d ,95«co2 .97311 
3 AVG CP D .12660 ,12u75 ,07885 .07521 .0/594 .07/93 .09255 
AVG "ESP ,9348b .c-4373 .96306 .95708 .94962 .94o/l .94817 
4 AVG CP D .12^43 ,10o27 .11138 .I2o90 .15123 .180/4 .13416 
AVG "ESP .93111 .05442 ,9<SP2*. .95o60 .94483 .92315 .94539 
5 AVG CP 0 1.C4nl2 l.?5ul3 1.75107 1 .08794 2.0o759 1.16307 1.39854 
AVG "ESP .63?,5Q ,63u74 .62771 ,o2439 .o2079 ,olo94 .6*568 
6 AVG CP r, .02827 1.15*86 ' 9.91960 1 3.*+96o0 7.31135 3.*2o76 5.03526 
AVG "ESP ,o8*97 .23P5A -.07401 .3059o .42ot7 .4/999 
ALL AVG cp o ,23?30 .45J59 1.9°721 2.489/6 1.63027 .01*17 1.2o922 
AVG PEbP .9126b ,°l430 .70214 .73536 .79179 .00*o6 .82485 
riDIAL EES IGN: 7 vEoTirr.s ; Ann 3 CENTER POINTS 
SUPFACE\ERR b' T f-'EV 0.00 O.03 0,0* 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVLI<AGE 
1 AVG CP o ,0348b ,04<*66 .08184 . 12842 .19765 .31007 .10463 
AVG OESP .98826 .OPUIS8 .958°2 .91230 .82530 .o9to0 .89301 
2 AVG CP o ,034b2 .05o52 .0710? .09525 .1246o .16*41 .00973 
AVG PESP .98832 .°7389 ,9?43° .920^0 .8710o .00**4 .91908 3 AVG CP p . 12bbU .42U01 .20500 .09943 .03980 .08*35 .17173 
AVG °ESP ,93u8o ,P7o84 .90657 ,953o4 .94192 .91*54 .92256 
AVG CP o .12f-4o .40159 .51101 .56502 .o7blo 53.15iJ7 9.20755 
AVG "ESP .93111 .8172* .79640 .o/30b .31448 .7542b 
5 AVG r-P £ 1.04^12 1.04*60 1.07527 1.16122 1.35071 1,yfaoJ7 1.2/583 
AVG PES" .63350 ,*3o80 .62817 .02535 .o2244 ,ol*42 •62ob3 
6 AVG CP C .02r27 ,?0A79 .1P475 .183o8 .18484 •18oo5 .I0I6I AVG OESP ,99q9o ,n990O ,90003 .99887 .993 72 •99oo0 .9*905 
ALL AVG CP o .232^0 ,T610? .35481 .37217 .43664 9.01*14 1.94518 
AvG "tip .91268 ,P7olO .87730 .66619 .02209 .75oi5 .05243 
L • j • i T tN /, >nIAL DEblGN: 7 VERTICES Â'D 4 CENTER POINTb 3U;?r \CC \ERK bT ' l-EV '"'.OO O.03 o.O* U . 09 0.12 0.15 AVtKAGE 
1 AVG c( () .0 %8o .05*49 .0°166 .15454 .2ob45 .54*^7 .19160 
Avu "t JP ,988?o .94 876 .b78ol .73079 .34ol3 .64048 
2 A VG CP .1 .u3u52 ,05152 .074 1" .103u5 . 14143 . 19uo3 .Io022 AVG "f-SP ,9:» '-32 .07349 .94 631 .9009/ .33151 . /3/04 
3 Avo CP p , irVt>0 ,?3i78 .1°350 .14^38 .lObOo ,09*o9 . 13U33 
AVG nE->P ,9 3'.8u .P°<-t2 .88650 .91049 .93253 .90o*0 .91053 
4 A Vo CP ii . 1.T43 .01489 ,50458 .47241 2.O240* 3.9Z4..6 1.41023 
AVo "F.bP .93111 ,"rOo01 ,7°637 .74032 .39/41 .42/Jb .71o28 
5 AvG CP o 1 .04012 l,04o«6 1 .04400 1.05813 l.U042o 1. 12J09 1.0oo9l 
AVG RtSP ,63?50 ,63U91 .62826 ,o2bb3 .o2273 »ol*o7 .o*o80 
AVG CP |) ,02f2 7 .17*33 .168P6 .lo911 .i71ly . I7w.*0 .14831 
AVG «»r-,p oon?7 ,9°9l3 .99lMiu ,y9oo8 .99927 
ALL Avo cr • .J.^30 ,.',nj14 , 34(-08 .Jb044 . 7322u l.uUol .51128 
AVG .9 I.-no ,°7o51 .8*75° ,b4384 . /6o99 . /Ooll •u3*o2 
78 
I ,'P*r,.,ii/U. !A',iV,li: 7 
<>UI'K ACE\EPR ST UV M.lif: 0. ?7 
1 Â o SI Q .u'.'t'u, , 0^017 
AvG nl Ji' , 9".»'2« , n7ul8 
2 Ave SI' f, .0 5uS2 ,"5246 
AVO "L Si> ,oar-32 , n7i39 
3 AVO SI' r, . l?c'.0 ,15052 
Ave "t'SP f934Ho ,'Ul88 
4 Ave SP Pi , 1?Q43 ,'12135 
AVG °LSP .93111 .78971 
5 AVG SP 0 l.U'mU 1,04406 
Avo "LSP .63350 .63oM3 
0 AvG Cp [i . 0?''2/ .16/13 
AvG "ESP .99o9o ,ne)946 
ALL AvG SP 3 .23230 .MuSft 
AVG "F.'jp ,9l2bo ,0 7993 
LUMTKA ÎAL DESIGN: I 
SURPACE\tRW ST DE V ",00 0.O3 
1 AvG SP o .03i*6o .rilo^H 
AVG "LJP ,9-'^d . n"i57 
2 Ave cp -, ,0 3H'-.2 . 05ul7 
Ave °*- ,9'V:32 .°7oA0 
3 Ave SP \j .12^60 ,?3o31 
AvG "ES^ .931.C9 ,Pflo05 
'4 AvG SP 0 . I2ri43 l. r6u17 
Avo "ES^ .93111 
5 AvG CP ~ l,0'49l2 l."4u61 
AvG "ESP ,o3?50 .63o87 
6 Ave cp ;-) ,02o27 .211*75 
AvG "ESP .9"9°8 ,o9b9i* 
AvG SP 0 .23?30 .^2u78 
AVG "ESP .91266 .P7788 ALL 
EOUTnADIAL DESIGN; 
0.06 j 
. 10 1 ?5 
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SURFACE\ERR S T LEV 0.00 0.03 0,06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 Ave SP D .031480 .0 4938 .08087 .12596 .19190 •30o76 .13062 
Ave "ESP .98826 ,°8u93 ,9599\ .91536 .63296 .707x9 .89744 
2 Ave SP n .03452 .05042 .07071 . 094i»9 .12308 .15904 .06676 
AvG "ESP .90H32 ,°7ol4 .95521 .92253 .87438 ,8lo/5 .92131 
3 AVG CP 0 .12660 .:*2o24 .17860 .09747 .08683 .08002 .16109 
AVG "ESP .9348o ,08o63 .8°868 .95456 .94252 ,92oo7 .92332 
4 AVG SP c .12043 ,44269 .41933 .46600 .62451 2.41i:4^ .74757 
AVG "ESP •93J11 .81483 .79966 .o0311 ,534o5 •7b927 
5 Avo cp D 1.04ol2 1.04o30 1.0P12O 1.1824/ 1.43205 2.41o/0 1.3o749 
Avo "E3p .63350 .63088 .62816 .62533 .o2240 .bl9b7 .62661 6 AVG SP D .0282/ .?0b07 •1P695 ,185o0 .18660 . I800O ,lb342 
Ave "EbP ,9g<?98. .°9906 ,9090.0, .99663 .99669 .99oo7 .99902 
MLL AVG SP D .23230 .35285 ' .33629 ,358o7 .44110 ,92/o8 .44149 
AVG "ESP .91260 .P77Q2 .87597 .66942 .02576 .7by23 .85450 
EUUTKAOIAL DESIGN: e VE"TICES AMD 1 CENTER POINTS 
SLRFACE\ERR ST DEV 0.00 O.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvG SP o .03443 .04^16 ,0610° .07951 .10005 .12^94 .07386 
AVG "ESP .98842 .°82l5 .9705? .95279 .92610 .69305 .95297 
2 Avo SP D .03457 .04088 .06070 .07743 .09574 ,11J90 .07170 
AVG "ESP .yao40 , c8i41 .96947 .95197 .92623 .69/63 .9b288 
3 AVG CP 0 .06001 .06139 .06673 .07333 .08072 •089J4 .07187 
AVG "ESP .96090 .^6112 .95856 .95224 .94109 .92J99 .94965 
4 Ave SP 0 .11439 .12977 .17275 .37819 .39655 .34<:09 .2bb95 
Ave "ESp .93420 .r ,17°6 .87402 .82070 .80609 .78 7/7 .8bb79 
5 Ave cP 0 I.04906 l,05o28 1.0^286 1,05669 1.06166 1.0b//4 1.05639 
AVu "EbP .63346 ,62o73 •623°0 ,ol900 .ol403 .o0o99 ,b2135 
6 AvG CP 0 . 02'29 ,-"74 38 .310l* •29o^8 .29115 .28o88 ,2b486 
AVG "ESP .90098 ,oq /014 ,9oe3S ,9°829 .99616 ,99oy7 .99847 
ALL AVG SP D .2?,'13 .?8^48 •2P730 .32691 .33798 .337/6 .29911 
Ave "ESP .9175o , r l i55 ,80914 .68250 .Oo926 ,65to8 .66669 
.DIAL DESIGN; o. VÊ riCfc'S AMD 2 CENTER POINTS 
SURF .\CE\ERP- b T LîV 0.00 0.03 0,06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
I Ave cp n ,U344j .06271 ,11855 .22440 ,b217/ 3.43o23 .73301 
Ave "ESP .9.̂ :J42 .06444 ,90060 .75245 .5290b .34JO8 ,/4o45 
2 AvG cp n .03457 .06u?7 ,107°0 .19173 .38177 2.O04/5 .51352 
Avu "E..-P . 9 •» •< 4 0 . r6j'J8 ,90456 .77b44 .a028b .42^/7 .77400 3 Avo c.P 0 ,Ot>noi ,05ou0 ,0P18O .b8992 .27u9b .4l9oi* ,24o89 
Avo "EeP .9n0°0 .^6068 ,95«1? .05098 .63758 .62-C.J4 .6994 7 
4 AvG CP 3 . 1 l'i39 ,i'6j°fi .46147 1.19o27 1,b3202 .801)97 ,7o2o8 
Ave "E jp , U T ' (20 .77029 .76783 ,o29bd .4453/ .48942 .b/378 5 AVv> CP n 1. O'VOo 1.4 3b'V4 1. liM'i 1.258o2 4.82o01 1.23OJ7 1.94184 
AVG "LJP ,o3348 ,f ?b'*ft .604 36 ,ul994 ,blb63 .blX4l .b2^2a 
6 Ave CP fl .02.028 .16J00 .26140 1,o0347 2.22008 .47JO3 ,7926b 
Ave "ESP fqooQ0 , f>Q921 .90350 .80325 .49601 ,95/00 .8/522 ALL Ave CP 0 ,2?0l3 . , 7H47 .4704 1 ,84407 1,o2o40 1.44oi3 .83177 
AvG "E ,p .0.1760 ,ORo08 .^5836 .73911 .b047b .oOoJS ,7ob20 
E.il)TK ,oiAL 1'L.S I ON 8 vruTIOF C Ai'P 3 CENTLR POINTS 
jU!'(- ACEsERP ST l;LV H,0'i 0 0 3 0, 06 u • u9 0.12 0.15 AVEHAOE 
I r.P {) .0 Vt4 3 T6*l 3 , 1 1638 .til /40 ,'+0o63 4. ubotO ,o3425 
AVO "I Jp .9 ' 06403 ;go3?i . 76lu9 .54*21 ,35>/9 .75327 
ii AvG CP 1.) . u / 05*85 t10591 . lfcolb .3o*17 4.96**2 .93*98 AVG "ESP ,9U>40 °6446 .9068? .76553 .59495 ,43/o4 .7/9b3 
3 AVG CP D ,0*;Q01 P5d92 .08050 .97OJ7 .32539 .34311 .30742 
AVG "E3P .9609U °6o60 .95970 .Ob-t77 .03324 .0U96 ,69770 
4 AVG cp n . 1 U 39 c8u38 .41929 1.93443 1,4993* ,*0//0 .90925 
AVG "ESP .9 Vt?U 77o03 ,7*7?5 ,o45l3 .44860 .46/15 .b/311 5 AvG cp o 1 .04M.1U" 1 '•1388 1 .9674 7 1,*54o6 3. 0490 7 1 ,*b*ol l.o/053 
AVG "E-JP . b 3 ' 4 o f ?o87 .62475 .01992 .ol559 •oil36 .02226 
6 AVG CP o ,02 '2b J*l87 .24403 3.90 14U 4,Oo907 ,53/u6 1.623b2 
AVG "ESP ,9'.>"9o r.9V25 .90407 .7552 7 ,*9717 ,93oo6 .O3078 ALU AvG CP o .22013 7 3947 ,4P8°? 1 .41 lu>6 1.76531 2.02*33 1.04967 
. AVG "ESP .9t7'>o •̂ 8̂ 19 .85938 ,73o95 .55334 .b0433 .75946 
E ipTi' ̂DIAL DL-S ISM' • r V"nTlCF.c AMD 4 CE NTER POINTS 
S'JRrACEsERP ST PEV 0,00 0 ,01 o.O* U.U9 0.12 0. i5 AVERAGE 
i AvG CP "j . 0 >i 4 3 , <-6*o4 . 1 104? .22723 .33o94 2.754/3 .b*2b2 
A w G "E SP .9 !.-42 ,r6424 ,8"967 .7^396 ,3238o .33/00 .74369 
o AvG CP - ,U7'i57 ,06o58 ,10871 .194u0 .390 03 2.17oo4 .49412 
AVo "ESP .9'' "40 ,r6o79 .90365 .77537 .3/dll ,42i.35 .7/181 
3 AVG c" G .O^nCl ,05o90 t082'+7 1.062*9 .2o37* .73*o9 .51121 A VG "ESP ,9o090 ,̂ 6371 .9*806 .04597 .04029 .02oo5 .90027 
AVG SP D .11439 ,"4246 .48773 1,197o5 1.63087 .774*2 .7/467 
AVG "ESP .93*20 ,77o39 .76768 .00677 .44195 .49*/9 .6/113 
5 AVG CP 0 1. G'ipOd ,"4302 . 1.80390 1,28133 6.c524o l.^loo3 2.23840 
AvG "ESP .63348 .62oB8 ,6243ft ,(?1995 .61564 .01A43 .6*229 
6 AVG CP 0 .02828 i16348 .26933 2.43275 2.1293o .45492 .91302 
. AVG "ESP .91093 ,09919 ,99291 .65931 .58548 .90**2 .89985 
AUU AVG CP o .22013 .J72Z3 .47859 I.l95d7 1.93390 1.35333 .92568 
AVG "ESP .91756 ,P8J03 .35786 .74326 .5975o ,60*/7 .76017 E.JUT|< ADJAL DtSlQN a VERTICES AHO 5 CENTER POINTS 
$URFACE\ERR ST ÊV 0.00 0 .03 0.Q6 0.u9 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvG CP f) ,01443 . ' 'S l^ .07905 .11841 .17543 .26o32 .12083 
AVG "ESP .93?42 ,07473 .94643 ,894b8 .31101 .b9o/7 .6d567 
2 AvG CP D .03457 .05066 .07380 .10572 .15107 ,22uol .10607 
AVG "ESP ,988,»a t°7405 .94640 ,d98o8 .82477 ,72o32 .89314 3 AVG CP D .06001 ,05*83 T06816 .08379 .11053 .15o38 .09015 AVG •»ESP .96090 ,06j53 .9*181 .95042 .91730 .64/OO .93372 
4 AVG CP D .11439 ,*8o24 ,5°604 ,58223 .74533 9.73oo6 2.U7586 
AVG "ESP .93420 ,78759 .78441 .75055 ,o8134 .55*36 .74044 
5 AVG CP D I.U4P06 I ,13373 1.40765 3.315J6 2.1260* 1.393*4 1.73825 
AvG "E3p ,63343 ,*2oS0 .6P414 .61948 .ol484 .blu*l .02183 6 AvG CP D .02̂ -26 ,17309 ' .16223 .16129 . 16281 .16341 .14219 
AVG PESP ,9QQ9a .09945 ,90940 .99940 .99940 .99*31 .99952 
AUU AVG CP o .22013 .•<5o45 .3Q782 .72775 .3/854 1.99oo5 .71222 
AVG "ESP .91756 ,P8o03 .87711 .85221 .30821 .73**0 .84705 
EJUTIIAOIAL ,DtS IGN 8 VERTICES ANO b CENTER POINTS 
SURFACE\ERR ST L/fciV Q ,03 0.0* 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP o .03443 ,05136 .07967 .11931 . 17840 .273*7 .12282 AVG "ESP ,98342 .07454 .94572 .09274 .30o85 .b9W4 .63334 
2 AVG CP p .03457 .05081 ,0742* .10600 .15330 .22333 .10752 
AVG "ESP .98.04 0 ,O7J86 .94573 .89u9b .82124 .72oo0 .89113 3 AVG CP Q ,0ft001 ,05980 .06825 .08433 .11234 . 16445 .09153 
AVG "ESP .96Q9U ,°6358 .96185 .9501b .91614 .04*49 .93252 
4 AVG CP o .11439 ,c2*82 .4P704 .50322 .95187 3.0loo5 .93401 
AVG "ESP .93420 ,78009 .78290 . /5316 .b3o7* •54oo0 .74730 5 AVG CP c 1,0t»08 1 , 13909 1.43163 4•002o2 1,95975 1.36*14 1.02525 
AvG "ESP .b7348 ,*2o«l .6?4 14 ,ol949 .01485 .olu*4 .o2164 
f> AVG CP o .Q?."28 r17ios .1613? .lbOJO ,lo217 .104*6 .14153 AVG "ES? oQy46 ,9°o50 ,9994b .99940 .99*31 .99952 
ALU AvG CP D ,22'ili 730*1 T30 385 .d2938 .33b3o .O6*J0 .53711 AVo "ESP .9l75o 08772 ,87(;66 .85200 .d0b53 .73316 .84594 
t JUTr» .0IAL DESIGN- 8 V-:r?riCFS A Mr 7 CENTER POINTS 
SURr .\CE\ERR ST 0,0 1 
n . 03 0.O6 0 .09 0,12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvG CP 0 , 1)3̂ 4 J oSul? .07581 .11118 .16031 ,*3JO3 .11091 
AvG "ESP ,9-1842 07378 ,950?o .90491 .33283 ,73oo7 .69/98 
AvG CP o .0 <<i5/ 04**4 f iT'l.?* . I00J7 .13965 .19/13 .09676 Avo r-tiP V-4LJ 07300 t'»«-004 .*07ol .04344 .75/oil .9037o 3 AvG cp :> r (ir.nO 1 06u00 .0*77(1 .081 lo .10227 .134*8 .06435 A v̂« "KSP r*3?5 .0615* .95158 .9*557 ,o7*l2 .9391b 
4 AvG CP f) .11439 .50211 ,31948 .32330 1.253*7 .5o735 
4VG "ESP ,9V,?0 f>0o°l .78407 . 74798 . 7011o •o0u*4 •7o*b9 
5 AvG CP n 1.04OD3 1 1 lo26 1.29975 1.92249 8.32o07 1.72**3 2.o37o0 
A vo PEbP ,o33(*a *2c>.80 .62411 ,ol942 ,ol474 .oluOO .02177 
6 Avo CP D ,0.'t82H jPo'sn .16831 .lbo97 . U>0 04 .lb*97 .14/02 
AVG "E-jP ,tjoo45 .9094I .99934 .99**6 .99947 
AUU AVG CP (j ,2 113 *?423 ,364 t». .48330 l.o54U ,ol*3 5 .oUOO 
AvG "CbP .9175b ««154 .8784 0 ,05319 .31951 •7b*o4 .63414 
80 
f:-jijT,... MAI. i;c-,ir,rj: p. vi-»,Tirr*; AMO 0 CTUFLR POINTS SU"FACExLRR 5 T LEV n. u 1 0.O3 0 . f) 6 0.U9 0.12 U.15 AVERAGE 
1 Ave SP [j . V. 'i;40 .0 4959 .07420 .10756 .10289 .2lo04 .10617 
AvG "f. V> .9 V42 ,n7o35 .9r.o33 .91U17 .84390 .75409 .90426 
2 A Vo SP 0 , 0*u5/ .04943 .0700? .U9726 . 13410 .18o*6 .0*529 
AvG "EbP .9">n,4U ,°7i,65 .9^196 .91254 .65299 . 77o78 .90922 
3 AVG CP fj .Ubnoi .obulO .06750 .0799 7 .09674 .12ol7 .06208 
AVG "ESP .9or,90 ,n6309 .96135 .952o3 .92869 .68*15 .94137 
4 Ave C,P 0 .11'*39 ,°6413 .36J01 .38737 .50999 1.05*72 ,6o493 
AVG "ESP .93420 ,°1795 .77745 .755*3 .71563 .o2oo8 .7/022 
A v<, sp D 1.04909 1.10952 1 ,2c-u34 1,o5u49 5.09579 2.31401 2.0/692 AvG "LSP ,63;4 0 ,6?o79 .624 00 .ol939 ,ol469 .00998 .62174 
6 AVG SP D .02*2o .I8y65 .17251 .171ul .17198 .17-/6 .1^053 
AVG "F.jP ,99'.»9o ."9937 ,900141 .99936 .99929 .999*0 .99944 
ALL AVG SP 0 .2?nlO .40007 .3^326 .41561 1.02726 .77oo9 .52965 
AVG "ESP .91756 ,p9o53 .87777 ,8S81b .62686 .77-06 .85771 E.JIJTK, fiDIAL DESIGN: 9 VERTICES AMD 1 CENTER POINTS 
SUPFACExEPP ST DEV o.co O.03 0 . 06 0 .09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG SP o .0 3462 . 1 lol5 .40337 j 1 ci .31463 b.24986 1.33*o3 4.07541 
AVG "Ejp .9 A," 39 ,°29l5 .58452 .04310 .21531 .279-0 .50666 
2 AVG CP 0 . 0 3u62 .12952 0̂ 690 .o8998 .07423 2.65oo7 1.19069 
Av'G "ESP .9flfl39 ."2746 ,25572 .354 74 .43052 .39408 .55995 
3 A VG SP p .06112 . P3u9° .1117? .13406 .o0083 .17J45 .21675 
AvG "ESP .e3432 ,95970 .94 bob . 0b464 .90015 .92723 
'4 AVG SP o .11216 .•*3i61 .8663? 1 .0321)6 3b.25332 3.20oil 6.60026 
A vo "ESP .935^2 .72048 .56979 .41o6Q .44754 ,39J*8 .58122 
5 A v j SP o 1. 0<490o l.?7o04 1.33026 1.4l9o0 26.77059 1.120/9 5.49520 
AVG "ESP .63346 .62028 .62297 .ol745 .0II6O .b0o*0 .61983 
6 AVG SP D .02829 3.73*65 .26229 .225o0 .21296 .20o40 .77923 
AVG "ESP ,99998 , c8i84 .99348 .99587 .99656 .99oo9 .92744 
ALL AVG SP o .21998 ,°6949 1.00514 3.30275 II.0IO8O 1.45x07 3.09326 
AVG "ESP ,91862 .78742 .664 38 .56207 .69403 .59o02 .66706 
EOUtrw .DIAL DLS IQN: 9 VERTICES AND 2 CENTER POINTS 
SURFACExERR ST DEV 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG SP D ,03462 .07c45 .18464 ,51398 6.17561 2.40oo6 1.56469 
AVG "ESP .98839 ."5309 .03780 ,48036 .04456 .08097 .5o428 
2 AvG SP 0 .0 3462 ,09u21 .29794 3.33092 .67476 .48/29 .81929 
AvG "ESP .98039 ,°5513 .75713 .09492 .40093 .47093 .61174 
3 AVG SP 0 .06112 .16500 .25158 .20025 .19365 .25*91 .16742 
AVG "ESP .96585 ,°2320 .90487 .89634 .90083 .860/1 .90913 
4 AVG SP 0 .ll2lo .'5O20 .36856 1.04006 0.38217 1.63o43 1.66160 
AVG "ESP .93562 .73717 .66863 .51166 .38937 .47o25 .61962 
5 AvG SP D 1. 04<~.04 l.°8903 1 .84817 1.07836 1.60017 2. IO00I 1.64423 
AVG ÊSP .63348 .62825 .62292 .61744 .oll7S .0O00O .61994 
6 AVG SP n .02829 4.12256 • .36749 .26020 .23374 .22io8 .6/233 
AVG "ESP ,99o9o .*7o84 .98222 .99379 .99554 .99o*2 .94027 
ALL AVG SP D .21997 1.13358 .55306 1.07Qo3 2.57669 1.2loo3 1.12826 
AVG "ESP .91(162 .81178 .7°560 .59917 .55717 .58*o5 .71083 
"dlJTRAOIAL DESIGN: 9 VEPTICES AMD 3 CENTER POINTS 
SURFACES ERR ST ' DEV 0.00 0.O6 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG SP p ,034 62 .07^30 .1^776 .36119 9.O1510 3.08to5 2.22059 
A VG "ESP .9>»339 ."5/42 .86653 .olObl .24007 .04042 .61772 
2 AVG SP p .03462 .08^59 .24065 4.10o05 1.05714 .b0oo6 1.00360 
AVG PESP .98039 ."5987 .81815 ,182:>9 .35226 .48012 .03023 
3 AvG SP D .06112 .?2779 .15755 . 15o68 .36009 .2boo9 .22034 
AvG "ESP ,9658b ,°0o79 .92686 .93239 .69988 ,07oo9 .91794 
AvG SP D .ll?lo .<<3u70 .6°45« .50509 1.84031 b.05oo6 1.43973 
AVG "ESP .93^62 .73942 ,68964 .581o8 ,4004b ,40i*7 .62466 
5 AVG sp p 1,04^03 2.01434 I.43154 I.15366 1.23320 1.50O03 1,53042 
AvG "ESP .63346 ,62o24 .6??90 .ol743 .01177 .0O008 .01995 
6 AVG SP D .02326 .70o22 .46295 .27689 .24377 .22oo8 .32463 
AVG "ESP ,90096 ,04174 .96?50 .99240 .99497 ,99oo9 ,9o460 
ALL AVG CP p .21")97 ,738Q1 .52418 1.oQoo6 2.39160 1.77*00 1.12322 
AVG "Esp .91^62 ."3o01 .01444 ,o5233 .06324 .56/08 .72919 
E illT,o .DIAL d-jISN: 9 VE"TTCES AMD 4 CENTER POINTS 
SURFACE\ERR ST ' -LV 0.0O 0.03 0 . 06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvG SP p .0 3402 .049T2 .07323 . 10o03 .16209 .22i43 . 10o20 
AVG "̂ SP ,9«f.39 .°7442 .94823 .90341 .83210 .729o7 ,89o02 
2 Avo CP A . U3'n>2 ,05j'43 .0"47-« .171ol ,3b25o 1.90/OO .43672 
Avo "CSP .9K39 ."7/59 .0140111 .b77o8 .70250 .4lt0b .81794 
3 AvG CP p ,0ol12 .18318 .24358 ,36583 3,o9olb .304*5 .79235 
AvG "LSP .o0U47 .07353 ,o7o49 .Jo244 .6boo7 ,6o947 
4 AvG CP p . 11 ?lo .17773 1 . lr-05A .57bo3 ,bb97b .o9-»o8 .54607 
Avo "EJP ,93W ,P5o«8 ,70?97 ,o7b2b .o322b ,59oo2 .73280 
5 AVG SP o 1.04004 l .c i jV 1.60745 1,25oob 24.9313o 1.20oo6 5.2ol03 
AVG "ESP .6 3̂48 ,62o20 ,6?283 ,ol737 .0II8I ,o0ol2 ,b!997 
6 AVG CP p ,0?;i.'*9 .M150 .24658 ,52407 3.08b9b 3.68/18 1.2807b 
AvG "KSP ,l>o<i«M ,09o"iS ,0071? ,94„15 .69832 ,ob/ /2 .91837 
ALL Avi.i cp p ,;>|.)"7 . ^6483 .560.36 .50017 5.44o48 1.02io3 1.4U3o9 
Avo "LbP ,91.>o2 .OP942 ,84901 ,olo39 . 7bb5 7 .O440O .61243 
81 
f J'.'n .•'lAi ..Toll : 9 vr')T[rrc A •;0 :, CI : dt.R POINIS 
jWKJ- ACE\ERP S r 'i. ni' 0 0.06 0 . 09 it. 12 0.15 AVLKAOE 
1 A V'j .u 'lUi.y. . 04*16 . 072 78 . 104 17 . I4<i49 .*l442 .10394 
A VO "L SI1 .')'••<• yt ."7*65 .9"908 ,*0bs8 .O3o7/ .73OJ9 .69076 
2 A rP r- .') M.'.2 .OSj07 . On74 0 .16751 .33o75 2 .05->35 .56976 
AV o "E j | ' .9";39 ."7/82 ,9C()46 ,081ob ./lolb .43c^5 ,6*44y 
3 AVG c P D .Oh]12 . 1 0 O 4 5 .26279 1.o4b33 .6548 7 .38107 .53360 Avo pESP .96'-8 5 .09/82 .86739 .07193 .03o8o ,05/o7 ,66o37 
4 AVO •-P P . 11 r 1 <J . 17,166 .74213 ,bl*34 .39390 8.o34s8 1.74593 
Avo HESP ,93So2 ."6158 .70200 ,b80d4 ,o3*85 ,b9o/6 .73528 
5 AvG CP 0 1 .O'PiOt 1 , 4 94 49 1.65271 1.24*45 0.57412 1.23333 2.20920 
AVG "ESP . 6 7 »4d ,*?o20 ,6??«3 ,ol737 .0II6I ,o0oi2 ,ol997 
6 AvG CP i.) ,0?f?o .21*97 .24040 ,4 3u*0 3.3o70b 2.92ul4 1,20096 
AVG "ESP . y?f.96 ,o0o97 .9^750 ,975o0 ,d4o47 ,72JO1 .9*362 ALL AVG r.f n .21 «-<9 7 . T 6 J 3 7 .51063 .o3ol2 1.9958b 2.o0 /46 1.0o390 
AVG "ESP .91862 ,P 8*8,4 .84 82° .022*0 .73013 ,ob*33 .61475 
E-J'.ITK ,HIA|. "L. s I -V 1 : n V'EPTICFS Ann a CE, .1!^ POINTS SURKACE\ERP ST C'EV O.O'I 0 ,03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP p .0 34 82 ,04777 ,06(-5 7 .09154 . 12473 .17033 .00926 
Avo "ESP .9^39 ,"7C41 .95518 .920/1 .06842 ,79J<-3 .91739 2 Avo CP P ,0 3**62 ,o5u43 .081, 0 4 .14051 .24o91 ,52^o3 .16106 
M V G "LSP .98*39 ,°7*57 . 95780 .90 / /o ./9*02 .59ji8 .67045 
3 AVG rP 0 .06112 ,">5o71 .31616 .4 1793 .*o354 .36031 .27963 
Avo "ESP .9M.-.6S ,̂ 0340 .8371? .643u0 ,o5235 .O3ou7 .8/330 
AvG CP j ,ll?lo , 14*88 .27173 .95731 .05069 .56ooO .40079 
AVG "EsP .93^62 08626 .78467 .67417 .o5369 .O0oo3 .73721 
5 AvG <-;> r, 1 . 0 4 <-. o 4 1 ,77497 2.35768 1.24 0/2 1.u4327 1.77*37 1.5/451 
AVG r'Esi> ,o334d *2ol9 ,6?2«? ,ol730 .0II8O .60oi4 .61997 
b AVG CP [.) ,0?F2b 23148 .2206? .24337 .29977 ,45o/7 .24672 
AvG "ESP .99993 °9o92 .99870 ,99/o3 .99494 .9b*o2 .99547 
ALL AVG CP D .21°*/ 35*21 .54613 .51b23 .57182 ,o4ool .47533 
AVG "ESP •91PG2 89013 .85938 .82873 .79671 ,73ol8 .83697 
EjnTUADIAL Cr.SIGN 9 VERTICES AMP 7 CENTER POINTS 
SUU(-ACE\ERP ST DEV O.on 0 03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP D .03462 04o99 . 06412 .08646 .11548 .154*9 .06366 AvG "ESP .938 39 °7723 .9C70O .927x4 .86133 ,3loi3 .92503 
2 Avo CP D .0 3462 04*24 .08001 .129o2 .21o9b .40/o9 .13309 
AVo "ESP . 9-1639 <̂ 8o37 .96095 .91300 .82684 ,06*i9 .09092 
3 AVG CP .06112 1 27*63 .561 16 1.77*12 .20973 .74416 .76132 
AVG "ESP .96585 P9o23 .35965 .330J9 .85533 ,03i96 .67357 
4 AVG CP r. .U?lo 14152 .18921 .30695 .38007 ,02J41 .33539 
AvG "Esp .93562 09/06 ,831Q4 .72032 .04581 ,o2435 ,7/585 
5 AVG rp - 1 .04"G4 1 T2*61 3.46415 1 .*67ol 1.41o95 3.4lio6 1.96987 
AVG "fcaP .b3l4« 62dl9 .6228? .ol736 .0II8O ,60oi4 ,ol996 
6 AVG CP n .02=28 ?4D31 ,2?274 .229*3 .2507* ,*8**7 .21121 Avo "ESP .90099 o9o«l • .9QC76 .99017 ,99b9o ,994o6 .9*789 
ALL AVG c ^ 0 .21"9 / •=•1433 .76356 .b33u3 .47165 .971*3 .59570 
AVG "ESP .91862 09o65 .87200 .035*3 .80332 .75/41 .64720 
E HJTR. DIAL CuSlGN: 9 VERTICES AND 8 CENTER POINTS 
SURrACE\ERR ST L'LV 0.00 0. 03 0. 0* 0. 09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG cp o .03462 '*4b25 .06805 .094/9 ,1307o .18121 .0**95 
AVG "L'SP .98,09 "7jb3 .95353 .91071 .66021 .78033 .91255 
2 AVo CP P .03462 05115 .08652 .14733 .26770 .o4**9 .20506 
AVG "ESP ,98?39 "7*09 .05585 .90114 .77904 .33/06 .6308b 
3 AVG CP 0 .06112 -«5ll7 1.99046 ,50dlb .29373 .310*9 ,53o6o 
AVG "ESP .96585 09165 .85227 .847*6 .04203 .o3/ol .8/278 
4 AVG CP D . ll?lb 15352 .28420 ,565s7 .47900 ,93oo2 .42110 
A v G "ESP .9356* 08̂ .12 .74865 .o7b/6 ,0454u ,594o7 .74707 
b A Vo CI' o 1,04o0b 1. 40474 2.05765 1.23495 1.90509 1.51o94 1.52840 
AVG "ESP , 6 3 3 4 0 6?ol9 .6?2«2 ,ol73b .0II80 ,o0ol3 .01997 
AVG CP o .0?"-2d ?i?482 .2?234 .262 /4 .3oo9o 1.17**3 .33324 
AVo "ESP "°o06 .9°P56 ,990/9 .93762 .o6ii3 .9/717 ALL Avo cp p ,21<:9 7 77*61 .78437 .46895 .37030 .79*o2 .53623 
Avo "ESP .91 -'62 o9*b6 . 355?3 ,o2b34 .73769 ,70o33 .83107 
L<i'lTK, PIAL Pi.' ION: o, VERTICES A IP 9 CENTER POINTS 
S'J ACE\LRK ST L-EV 0 . UP 0. °3 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVLRAGE 
1 A V o CP D .0 3«62 04uo? .063°? . 08o04 .11473 .15301 .00021 AVG "EsP .""••39 "7/31 12 .927o6 .o324o .820u3 .92b66 
AVo CP r. . o * -:<;-• 04*14 .0 7O67 .12393 .21461 .39*/0 .13111 
Avo • J* .9-'.-.39 n8u44 .961?? ,913o4 .33100 .07301 .6**43 
3 Avo CP .') .Onl12 120! CO /45 .42730 .08I j5 .27359 .O7oo4 20.63609 
Avo "EsP ,9'~. ,3b P9*,,7 ,36128 .o3l3i .0541* ,o2*3b .6/3o9 
•1 Ave P . 1 1 2 lo 1 40"5 .18664 .26*40 ,9420o . /9->*3 .41950 Avo "E-,p .93SH2 ro/75 .334°R .72714 .04499 ,o23/9 .7/Z38 
r> AVu CP p 1 . Il4i'"'4 l. Vy<17 T..6447 7 1 .271 18 1.40383 3. oo3o9 2.09329 
AVo "Li,P .63340 62ol9 .6??3? ,ol73o .0II8O ,o0oi4 .oi99o 
6 AVG CP |) .0P.'(28 24/86 ,2?319 .228/1 .24871 .233*4 .21033 
Av̂  "t sP , minOci no0<ui ,9OA75 .90a1* .99702 ,99'»o6 .99793 ALL AW CP D .21 "'17 20 nCj.12 .77001 .44/jb .b412o 1.0o*o4 3.91592 
AVu "t ,p .•>) •••62 ,87?86 . 03o /b .3035o .04 /6b 
82 
I. JIITK niAi. f.i_s : 10 7F.PTII-FC /inp 1 cr in." POINIS 
VKr ACE\ERR 'j r i-cv (1. UO 0 .03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 Avo SP D .0 1460 .06*82 .13381 .31042 3.03756 2. 24 v) 96 .97137 
AVO "ESP .90,839 ,°6982 ,90265 .o89S4 .4 3999 .22^07 .70188 
2 AVO SP C .U.V.62 ,06o24 .20218 2.963j9 .99061 .09045 .77/58 
AVO "F.SP .9 1'.40 ."7078 .89378 .20729 .4/950 .o8oo5 .70468 
3 AvG cp D . 06n4 J ,27o91 .2 3969 3.2 3494 .45162 .24io9 .73078 AVG "ESp ,96<,02 .09734 .90330 .68593 .06888 .6ftoo7 .89669 
4 AVG SP i) . 1 l?4o ,15O23 .38730 .71206 .9 7053 2.03io5 .70016 
AVO "ESP .9 3!.'* J ,06/62 ,72047 •6C412 .57o85 .35026 .70912 
A vo SP {j 1 . U4'-01 6 ."•5/4? l.l f l376 0.36290 1.08582 1.474*1 2.42052 
AVG PflbP .63;',4 7 .62^40 .6?4Qii .b?.0 J6 .ol47* .0O006 .U2191 
o A VO SP p . U2/-29 . 3̂o34 .25235 .23248 .22387 .21936 .21532 
AVG "ESP ,9')''9o ."9/7? ,9"062 .99o77 .99682 .99oo3 .99679 
ALL AVO SP p .21990 1 .20983 .4015? 1 .80417 1.12934 1.10o97 .9/762 
AVO "ESP .9U-61 .09U11 .84 063 ,b6 7o2 «o614o ,o5oo4 .77251 
n I AL CLS IGN : 10 vcpTias AMP 2 CENTER POINTS 
SU'<I- ACE \EPR ST LEV 0.0 0 0 .03 0 . 06 u.09 0.12 U.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG cr n .03460 .06497 . I44?q .37993 4.o4345 2.024/2 1.2o533 
AVo "ESI' .986 39 ,°6o04 .8005 3 ,o3092 .42761 .22^43 .6o932 
2 A VO SP [j ,03',62 .07*2° .22P85 2i . 11313 .71222 .O6i*0 3.73372 
AVG "ESP .98; 4 0 ,°7/02 .87016 . lOiab .32712 .71o45 ,b9703 
3 Ave SP D . 060*13 ,?9903 .16400 .30202 .36149 .OI006 .25382 
AVG "ESf-> .96602 .0038° .92369 .91033 ,6o464 .68oo5 .90618 
4 AvG SP i .11246 ,17J17 1.21237 .b5902 2.0949b 1.08o96 .68966 
AVG "EbP .93540 .PS005 .6^229 ,b02b3 .58b84 .35oo2 .70381 
5 AVG sp p 1.04901 39 ."0016 1.20872 1.03343 1.07696 2.bO/oO 16.27955 
AVG "ESP .03247 .62940 .62492 ,bl999 .ol45o .60ob9 .62182 
6 AVG SP n .02329 . V025 .31542 .37099 .51578 .84oo2 .40256 
AVG "ESP .99 .̂93 ,°9o06 ,99777 .99485 .98199 .88*/6 .97590 
ALL AVG SP p .21991 15 .13965 .54562 4.H1U9 1.37115 1.25/*3 3.80744 
AvG "ESP .91661 .08774 .83323 .64500 .66713 .o44 07 .7oo01 
E-.l'J TRH HIAL DtSlGM 10 VEoTKFS A MO 3 CENTER POINTS 
SURFACE\ERR ST CEV 0.0 0 0 03 0.06 0 . 09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 Avo CP p .0 34 60 04017 .07U1H .10899 .15449 .21/ol .10634 
Avo "ESP ,9=<e39 °8«£71 .96695 .93o62 .66574 •o0o23 .92614 
o AvG CP p .03462 04231 .0743? .13129 .23672 .49o45 .lo912 
AVG "ESP ,9fl?40 o9o34 .98122 .94052 .66597 .o2**l ,89778 
3 AvG CP p .06043 10330 .78697 .25236 2.31430 .01oo7 .6 7259 
AVG "ESP .96602 "4991 .83804 .66153 .0 3b65 ,63oo3 .66120 
4 A VG CP o .11246 10255 .12106 . I50o7 .18814 .23/32 .15207 
AVG "ESP .93E40 o?784 .8"73R .O5J53 .60483 .74/90 .6ol48 
5 A Vo CP p 1 . 04Q01- 1 ?3451 .3.65452 1.s09o5 1.20287 1.32ool 1.6b319 
AvG "E3P ,63?47 6?944 .62521 .o2j77 .olbl3 .bli*7 .b2272 o AVG cp p .02829 60o46 .53084 .32J19 .27340 •25JO1 .30o80 
AvG PESP ,99093 °5562 .97538 .99023 .99297 .99tu6 .96471 
ALL AvG SP z .21990 5̂o64 .87498 .41219 .7ol65 ,47t/4 .51669 
AVG "ESP .91R61 C-0D98 .88070 .66391 .63205 .769/8 .8o267 
E^UTK..TIAL Dts IGN 10 VERTICES AMP 4 CENTER POINTS 
SUPPr,CE\ERR ST LEV 0.00 0 0.3 0 . 06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvG SP p .03460 04946 .07855 .11909 .17790 .26930 .12161 
AVG "ESP .98239 O8JL49 .96247 .92400 .65302 .74o-+7 .90997 
2 AVG SP p .0 3462 04446 . 0M50 .15378 .31546 1.26oo7 .31508 
AVG "ESP ,90." 4 0 08935 .97712 .93064 .77944 .32oo3 .83091 
3 AVG cp n .06043 12/27 .34015 2.30900 .24041 .51oo2 .59931 
AVG "ESP ,96b02 °3o?8 .85221 .63oo3 .87938 .82903 .56321 
4 AvG CP p . 11246 1 0388 .12629 ,16137 ,2068o .27o21 .lo552 
AVG "ESP ,935'H "2401 ,8«f.2l .03751 .77443 ./0io5 .64337 
5 AVG CP p I . 04--01 1. ?9051 7.31561 1.28023 1.22623 2.07/47 2.37568 AVG "ESP .o3^4 7 6?944 R3465 .62M8 .b2oo9 ,ol59o .blu99 ,b2262 fi AvG CP n .0V2o l! .404 ?8 .28234 .25u4b .23o*8 .43606 
AVG ''ESP ,90«q0 70923 .90 60" .99203 .99442 .99oil ,94o29 tiLL AVG CP j ,21"'J0 r2o?0 1.3^106 .71905 .40057 .77046 .o/221 
AVG "ESf ,9l"hl "6147 .^8188 .65703 .01D44 . 70n3 .60943 
"IIAI. n^sioii: 10 vE°Tirrs A• '0 5 CENTER POINTS 
Si.ii-> \CE\ERP ST I:EV 0 , (.) n 0. 0 3 n . 06 0.09 0. 12 0.15 AVERAGE 
j. A vG CP p . 0 ^io0 n 4 0 7l .Q7t,on .11337 .16399 .2J//7 .11241 AVo "f SP . ° > :• 39 .96*-0 8 .931^7 .87334 .76417 .92079 
> Avo CP •) .03 to2 O4o?3 .07730 .14030 .2o388 ,O4J^5 .20076 AvG "E~ 3,' ,9 A," 4 0 °89°2 .97055 .94152 .82733 .32o91 ,673b0 
3 A vo CP p .0 vl43 11ons .40344 .00509 ,29240 .46c09 .29127 
AvG "E',p .9ot-02 "4365 .85060 •0600I .03425 .82447 .86436 
4 AVG cp o . 112*0 10j94 . 1232? .15505 .19ol7 .250^1 .13735 
AVG "ESP .9'C4l °2o22 .80353 .848u3 ,79233 . 72099 .63408 
5 AVG SP p I . 0'»n00 1 . '5915 8.5*510 1.38509 1.20074 1.49-. J9 2.49553 
AvG "ESP .6 V̂ l»7 6?944 .6251^ ,o20/4 •oloOo .0I11S ,o22b7 
,, A Vv» CP ) . U.V- "?o'M ,46i,2 < .00133 .2o2l6 .24j^() .03402 
AvG "IjP ,9'M>iO "1 103 ,l10137 .99136 .9901)9 .9<14J0 .9/670 
ALL Avo CP „ .21"90 *Qol7 1 .6 V,88 .400 1/ ,39o9o .33902 ,00189 
Avo ,'Mor>l "9/41 .8825S .06uub .o2ul7 . /4JJ'» .83007 
83 
.MJAI !1' JIGII: in Vrr>T IC( r> A m 1, CFN Ln POINIS 
SURFACE\ERP 5 T DUV 0 , ()•) 0.07 0.O6 U.09 -.12 0.15 A VLi<ACL 
1 A VO rzp r. , U «,H'iO . 04u58 .07', 55 . 1 1**9 . lol62 ,*3*o3 .11066 
AVO "E jp .V.J.-' 39 .03*32 .96f.54 .93*07 ,o7b43 . /9o*0 .y*-2oJ 
2 AVO CP 1) . 0 34 62 .04301 . 07657 . 13O.J2 .*3034 .39^33 .1*174 
AVo "ESP , 9 " •- 4 0 .oojf)2 .97097 .94330 .6347o ,35J30 .60I06 3 AVG CP D . 09043 . 11110 .40 105 ,28311 .3167/ .404H6 .2/649 
AVG "ESP .96^02 .°4o87 .85311 .66145 .64673 .o3o33 .60442 
4 AVG CP f; .11243 ,10j60 .12260 .15396 . 19413 .24**3 .13bOI 
AVG "ESP .93541 ,n?u61 .30447 ,o4938 .7954* .73^o9 .63591 
5 AVG CP 0 1 ,04'>0| l.?5j00 6.3?1*6 1.409o2 1,19944 1.44**6 2.11268 
A VG "Ê>P • ti ' 4 / . 62944 .62620 .62074 •OloO/ .olii.3 .b2268 
b AVG SP 0 .0?;<28 .75^67 ,48108 .30546 .2o467 .24/o3 .34/21 
AVG "ESP ,99990 ,"2y05 .98010 .99130 ,*9353 .99446 .96092 
ALL AVG CP D .21-390 . ••8y99 1.26147 .400/8 .39950 .52*37 .53283 
AVG "Es'-> .91P01 .O0u22 .38308 .86659 .02750 .75**3 .83604 
E-JL'TK ,PIAL Pusior^: 10 VERTICES AMD / CENTER POINTS 
SUPFACE\ERP s r OEV 0,00 O.03 0. 06 0.09 U.12 0.15 AVEKAGE 
1 AvG CP D . U .30 0 . 05y38 .08179 . 12773 .19723 .0lo*3 .13500 
AvG "EbP . 9 3 9 ."3u63 .0^17 .91363 .02984 .o9*x9 .69518 
2 AvG CP r. . 0 3i.b2 ,04y09 . 08697 . 173u9 .39*40 42.17JO4 7.13266 
Avo "ESP ,9ar>40 ,n«o6 3 .97335 ,9l4o3 .70186 .*4u*6 .60227 
3 Avo CP Q .9660.4 .16*09 .30914 .43732 .23740 .54334 .3/556 AVG "E^P .00164 . 3720O .05:j*3 ,6744o .04x33 .60434 
4 AVG CP 0 . lir^o ,<0b37 .13054 .16969 ,*2b70 .31/x3 .17753 
AVG "ESP .93C4 1 ,°2i26 .80143 .023/3 .75046 .06//3 .63001 
5 AVG CP (J l.U4f.0l l.'4o73 2.36P54 1,22o4l 1.0lo45 I45.43oo2 25.53916 
AVG "EbP .637,47 .62*43 .62515 ,620o3 .01384 .0I0OO .62255 
6 AVG CP D ,o?"2a 22.T6i24 .3C629 .26531 .23954 .22/34 3.91306 
AVG "ESP .99990 .c9477 .98947 .99390 .99508 .99ool .92814 
ALU AVG cp n .21990 4.01*45 .72088 .39999 .43ol5 31.60-»o2 6.21550 
AVG "ESP .91861 ."3o06 .88352 .65264 .79459 .67oy5 .62708 
EGljT'V ,OIAL DESIGN; 10 VERTICES AND 0 CENTER POINTS 
SURFACE\ERR ST DEy 0,00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP 0 .03460 .04937 .07825 .11835 .17629 .26333 .1*048 
AVG "ESP .9*539 .°8157 .96278 .92490 .85724 . 75*79 .91128 
2 AVG CP D .034b2 .04432 .08100 .15215 .30906 1.06oo2 .2ol20 
AVG "E5P .98Q4 0 .08*41 .977^1 .93198 ,78558 .o5o^5 .63722 
3 AVG SP c ,0bc43 .12324 .36925 2.46o65 .24299 .38008 .64224 
AVG "ESP .96fc0^ .°3o91 .35296 .63o9b .d7/96 .O2o*4 .86235 
4 AVG CP D .11249 .10566 .12593 .160o2 .20732 .27ou3 .lo450 
AVG "ESP .935^1 .o?427 .80883 .83375 .77o57 .703J6 .64481 
5 AVG CP p 1.04O01 1.?9112 0.02826 1.29oo9 1.2232o 1.9b->*5 2.O4205 
AVG "ESP .63347 .62944 .62518 ,62Uo9 .ol597 .blxol .o22b3 
b AVG CP p . 02826. 1.79396 .41007 .28425 .23166 .23/*0 .43424 
A JQ "ESP .9°n9d ."'4355 * .98567 .99270 .99435 .99306 .95222 
AUU AVG CP D .21990 .K0161 1.63213 .74o37 .40177 .73*/4 .71412 
AVG "E»P .91861 .P6786 .88214 .657o6 .81795 .70o/8 .84183 
EOUTKAOIAL IGN: 10 VERTICES AMD 9 CENTER POINTS 
5URKACE \ERR ST DtV 0.00 0.03 0 . 06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVURAGE 
1 A vG CP D .034&0 .04773 .07271 .105+1 .14o86 .20*12 .10157 
AvG "ESP .98839, .08^17 .96853 .94112 .09566 .82/39 .93404 
2 AVG CP D .03462 .04153 .07183 .12415 .21346 .41*13 .14995 
AVG "ESP .98P40 ,ogU70 .98258 .95392 .67680 .O8o99 .91323 3 AVG CP p .06043 .10u87 . 38894 .24302 .53902 .*9oo6 .27063 
AVG "ESP .96C-02 ,°5*36 .86004 .87039 .03281 .63o/6 .66673 
4 AVG CP n. .1124o .10138 , 1 1926 .14715 .13172 .22334 .14789 
AVG "ESP .93541 ,°2924 .90066 .66182 .61518 .76w.3l .00/6O 
5 A VG CP D l.OucOi 1.21465 2 .60815 1.69001 1.2224o 1.25*16 1.50621 
AVG "ESP ,o?747 .62*44 .6?5?2 .620ol .olo20 .ol*39 .02275 
6 AVG CP 0 .02;>2o ,'|Qi54 .63°15 .34151 .28363 .26*o4 .34146 
AVG "E3P t 9noO(l .07*31 .06637 .98376 .99217 .99349 .96559 ALU AVG cp n ,21090 ,^3*05 .6^0.01 .44214 .4318o ,44oo4 .41962 AVG "ES^ .91*6l ."0*62 .33300 .67230 .o3313 ,76oo9 .6o633 
f ÛTK T I AL Deb IGN: 10 Vr<TICtS to lo CENT ER POINTS 
SUR|-ACE\ERP ST DiV 0.0 1 0.03 0 . 06 u.oo 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG cp c . 0 01; 0 u .04/05 . 07027 .0°*40 .13435 .17/o5 .09392 
AVG "Es" .938 39 .03401 .97132 .94847 .91*1* .65oo8 .94337 
2 AVG CP •_•) .1.1 W>2 ,"4003 .06745 .11235 .18431 .3lx3l .12505 
AvG "ESP .9 8:: 4 0 .n°135, , a p 4 8 8 .96*40 .90739 .78W0 .93003 3 Avo CP 'J • Ot.i'43 ,oo 0 3 0 .27810 .303*3 .*o*34 ,34u49 .340/5 AvG "E SP ,9'.,-02 ,•"5320 .8380? .b4oV3 .61ob7 .o2*/5 .o/424 
4 AvG cr - • U,-"•o .1161? .14138 .17u80 .*0337 .14094 
AVo "EbP .93^41 .o.^ifll .9066' ,67305 ,83333 . 76*o3 .6/b32 
5 A Vo cr o 1.0'" 01 l.lfii?3 1 ,84i;81 *.o33 39 1.32354 l.*0*/7 1.54029 
AvG "EbP .6 \34 7 ,62*45 .62525 ,o20O6 ,olo33 .0I10O .02283 
6 AVG CP D .02828 .75984 1 .23127 .40*00 .31832 .*6ol7 ,4377o 
Avo "ESP ,*<><>06 ,08000 .30S47 .934 08 .*6992 .99**5 .97307 
ALL Avo CP p .2l"O0 .TPo66 .60134 ,olo*4 .31594 .421/3 ,44o45 
A Vo "1 SP .or.61 ,oiJ14 .SfO^o .67*o2 .04300 .O0*'«3 .6/139 
Ul .It-" OH I CHLC'Sif,'' I.OMP. if.A 1 i,rs.iOti: *". I'.APTAl Ai.U 5 IMMLH VLHTlctS Iv/m: .374 
SU»'F :.ct.\t. >M A LEV (1. (,') O.03 0 . 06 u.09 0.12 J.lb AVLr<A0E 
1 A v o sr. r; . II ; ' '.> 7 ,0fau44 56 . Obo/9 . uoiao .0694 1 . OobOO 
A "LSP ,'->', 1 14 .O8ito ,98f87 .9%o2 .93/43 .98*ol .90185 
2 AVO SP D .u7no3 .Ofa07H .065D8 .07o.i0 .09201 . 10/*1 .0/6b5 AVG "L Sp ,96u 3u ."7330 .97160 .9652/ ,9bb34 .94-47 ,9o272 
3 AVG SP D . 1 1 3fto .11437 .24983 . 16ol5 .11974 .12*15 . 14768 
AVG "ESP .94794 ."47R0 .89731 .93830 .94598 .94o43 .93729 
4 AVG SP u ,r,0773 .•*lol6 .2^97' .237J1 .22o/9 .32602 
AVG "ESP .7498 7 .79799 .8 3844 ,6729b .89044 .o9o/0 .64107 
5 AvG SP p ,40?3B .42/75 .4^741 .49355 .o9oo6 ,4do58 
AVG "EsP ,fa9g42 .68779 .67551 ,66*ol ,o5o08 .b3/o5 .6o691 
fa A Vu SP D .03l2o .12096 .16015 .21949 .38/65 b.72o97 1.1U908 AVG "f.SP .90090 ."9965 .9°902 ,99o36 .97445 .70-40 .94548 
ALL AVG SP o .2316* .184 74 .20796 .20638 .23741 1.14^90 .3o350 
AVG "ESP .68712 .89/94 .8Q512 .904*9 .90079 .o5*u6 .86955 
UNIFORM PRLCTSIO'1 .̂OMbl'iA 1" ION DESIGN: 5 RADIAL A NO 0 If 1NER VERTICES R2/r\i = .413 
5UIJFACE\ERR SI r DEV o.oo 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG SP 1 . 0 766o ,0fao96 .06707 . 070J)3 . 09403 ,12Ao7 .08379 AVG "F SP .95*06 ."7oH4 .98342 .98093 .96980 .94/o2 ,9o944 
AVG CP p .07319 .0 6980 .00251 . 1019b .12555 .1S4-5 .10123 
AVG "LbP .96122 ,nb-70 .95410 ,93o44 .91139 .07942 .90439 
3 AVG c' D . 1 8f-67 .12*80 . 11602 .12737 .17347 ,o7<-J9 .2ob70 AVG "EsP ,93"4o ,"4o44 .94534 ,93o4b .9U102 .o9(-43 .92o83 
4 AVG SP Q 1 . 00?0o ."1700 .32061 .58149 .26*06 .29*4 3 .40044 
AvG DESP ,7391b ,79o30 .82704 ,655o0 .67221 ,68t.o7 .62766 
5 AvG CP r .41780 ,"4o27 .47369 .61092 .65600 .62046 .50402 
A VG "EbP .6O33I .68185 .670 18 ,656o8 .64783 .63/93 ,bb496 
6 AvG CP o .03119 ,'5bl6 .29394 1.16302 4.14/60 ,o9<:*6 1.UO074 
AVG PESP ,90096 .09926 .99277 .91b74 ,o9561 .06013 .91175 
ALL AVG cp p .20792 ,?1266 .22579 ,42o90 ,8934b ,46ox9 .41949 
AVG "ESP .68]8b ,09206 .80540 .68064 .63311 ,65lo7 .87254 
UNIFOR -1 PREC T S I CN COMB IriAl lON DESIGN: 6 RADIAL. AND 7 INNER VERTICES R2/r(l = .438 
5URFACE\ERR ST DEV 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG cp p ,07o3b .07069 .07712 .U9043 .11560 .15oo9 .09885 
AVG "t'SP .95512 ."7150 .97700 .97144 .95156 .909/1 .9oo06 
2 Avo SP D ,0 7fa2 7 .07/66 .0q579 .12298 .15542 .19o21 .12056 
AVG "ESP .95026 .O5o77 .94322 .91067 .80405 •64oo6 .91697 
3 AVo CP p ,1662b .17913 .50570 .14067 .12651 .134/4 .20917 
AVG PESP .90920 .01164 .91069 .90741 .91o29 .90ol5 .91091 
4 AVG cp p .93C-02 ,T5ol5 .4^826 .31963 .36750 .28o95 .46475 
AVG "ESP . 7?r»4l ,76o72 ,80469 .63554 ,o5271 . bbi.21 .80621 
5 Avo sp D .4 3J34 ,45220 .47633 .50438 .63913 .68it3 .49/56 
AVG "ESP .6.^07 .67917 .67032 .66170 .o5345 .o4-o2 .6b637 
6 AVG CP p .03116 ,16046 • .33304 1.58046 3.56217 .o3oo3 1.017o4 
AVG "FSP .90093 ,°0912 .99145 ,870o9 .53094 .09o^9 .68319 
MLL AVG CP p .28724 ,21o88 .32438 .45984 . 7700o . 33«i 13 .39976 
AVG "ESP .87319 .08082 .88290 .86094 .79984 .84404 .85695 
UNIFORM PRECISION CON'S I ['AT I ON CrSiGN: 5 RADIAL ANL) 8 INNER VERTICES R2/r\l = .455 
SURFACENERR ST CEV 0.00 0.O3 0.06 0.09 0.12 O.ib AVERAGE 
I AVG CP p .03161 .06S40 .06040 .06727 . 09048 .12iol .06116 
AVo Pf SP .9^269 .°77R7 .98646 .98434 .9752b .95945 .97266 
2 AVG CP D .07683 .07^32 .08963 .10783 .12OH8 .14oo6 .10386 
AVG PESP .93^70 ."6o27 .95428 .942/2 .92769 .91oc3 .94183 
3 AVG CF p .l,iol9 .14j89 ?.9"496 .12oo7 .1403b .27145 .63279 
AVG "B SP .9 3884 ,°2o61 .90U33 ,920o2 .90473 ,869o4 .90984 
4 AVG SP p 1.12030 .34/07 .30651 .34713 .o2192 .90io9 .60747 
AVo "E SP .71023 .76*04 .81692 .81391 .77082 .73/01 .7o987 
5 AVG SP p ,44^77 ."7921 .52082 ,b74o8 .o4659 .76o4l .57158 
AVo "fcSP .6"32b .67147 .6600'' .b4912 .o3624 .o24A9 .00438 fa AVG SP P .031lo .144?6 .22530 .32 723 .4477o ,b6/i4 .29381 
AVG "ESP ,gPo9o .^"905 ,9°654 .99199 .96501 .97oi9 .99129 
«LL AVG cp p .31281 .?0o86 .6°960 .25800 ,04o00 ,464o9 .38178 
Avo .87479 .08179 ,8°&43 .66386 ,8oo9b .64oo4 .87331 UNTFORM iv.tc 'S10M (_Of-V INATiON DESIGN: * RAPIAI. A„j 9 INNER VERTICLS R2/M = . 4bb 
bl'l-> ACE\LRR 'JT t EV 0.00 0.03 0.O6 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvG SP D .0-^57 .06760 .06058 .06252 .07439 .09442 .07386 
AVo "1 SP ,9:v59 ,°7ol2 .90428 .98723 .98411 .97oo8 .97595 
AVo CP p . (J 'M 01 .07*62 .08145 ,U9oo7 .11328 .13uol .09694 
AvG "[ SP . VS30O ,"6iP2 .96175 .95ob0 .94780 .93oo3 .95302 
3 Avo CI P . 12' 13 .1lo30 .12070 .1733b . 16138 .00o09 .lo499 
AVo "I. ,f .93305 .c3o75 ,932?o .892bb .90o4b .68047 .91443 
4 AVo ci- p 1 . 7ni,80 ."4161 .or-pu ,b39u9 .94712 b.27o*6 1.00I8O 
AVG "L jl- ,7f"36 ,74jOrt .7406" .o7lob ,oo764 .o7o*7 .7ui5Q 
5 AVG SP D ,46l4o ,"8o93 .516°5 .55315 .b9603 .obo92 ,54b4l 
AVG "ESP .67A79 .67u«6 .66331 .b5b93 ,o4873 •b4iOl .t>o984 
b AVo cp o . 0 M 1 4 .13147 .18P35 ,24o47 ,30447 ,3oi*9 ,210b3 
Avo "i -..P .HO.,«l{J ."9924 .9076? .90024 .9^220 .96oo8 ,99bb4 
ALL Avo CP p .41360 ,"1944 .3210? ,2°b34 ,0u47b 1.13oi0 .400 7o 
AVo "l-sP .870 73 ,08g81 .88140 .65989 .66784 .Ob102 ,6o70l 
85 
NN [( OKI'! PKtCT' 10'! c 'ii'i- f; iA 1 iO: .. r r.i <•••:: r P/WIAI r .J 10 Id/iLP VLKIKLC P*/iii = ,4 7b 
S'-H'H ALL\I Ml< b r i"uv fi. (Ri 0 . r * 0 , Of. 1.. u9 •j. 1* 0.15 AVLKAGL 
1 AvG T [' , G'O 2* . 0 7o',n .Of 672 .074 io . Uo*3* ,10/*f> .oo*27 
AVo "1 bp .b'w-./.j ,r'7o78 ,00951 .9^210 .*/77o ,96ou? .9/142 
2 AVo CP D ,0 8294 .07305 .0^016 .0*;:,-jl .Ubll .13*01 .09013 
AVG "fc'aP .9', 171 ."6*40 ,9626^ .y5b9o .94394 ,9*/o0 .93072 
AVG <-r o ,1378/ ,12403 .11082 .ll*.j6 .1*14* , 12 / J? .12602 
AVG "F sP . 91 ] 4b ,°?bl8 ,9M!2? ,929*3 .9*505 ,91oi J .9234 7 
AVG CP D 0.92«3b , c3i48 ,60000 .99*47 1.09U5b 2.00-ioQ 2.61061 
AVG "F SP .bOf'97 .7.70^4 .658Of ,o50j2 .Oou95 .bbMl .07871 
AVo CP D ,4 7"6U , r0j63 , 5 7 ? 0 p ,56tiu7 .0II6* ,66/o2 ,5o044 
AvG "L bP .67466 ,f6o48 .6624 7 ,b5oo9 ,obll4 .o4ou0 ,o3984 
6 AVO «-p D . 0 31 1 * .1?u13 ,1°200 ,26*94 . 3t,490 ,470 n .24448 
AvG "EbP ,99996 #oq^p9 .9074ft .993*7 .9862 7 ,97*o4 .99310 ALL AvG CP D 1.02323 .•5 3*30 ,26 526 ,363*4 .52733 ,72033 ,o2149 
AVG °EbP . 66u*o , p 7 /01 ,86c;.37 .96143 ,O5o0o ,O5A*0 ,8o2b8 PKECTblO*1 cflMoirATiori jrcAGn: 6 P.*-DIAL A;.o b IfJNER VERTICES P2/rii-- .321 5URr-.\CE\ERP sT L'̂V n, 0 n 0 . n 7 0.06 U . 09 0. 12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG r-P 0 .O.V'lU . f 4;>06 .07267 .10874 .13546 ,*1*J7 ,10677 
AVo "F.sP ,9"-iibi .n8o60 .97017 .9bo 73 .*1571 . 04-+ 14 .94442 
2 A v 0 r r1 ' i . 0 4 26* ,05*12 . 071.73 .U90o7 ,11103 .13*^3 .00330 
A;y "'•bp ,9>-?30 .C7739 .966 37 .9502b .9*o71 . * 0 u 15 .93101 Avo r-» D .17609 , 1 23.34 ,0°960 . U6tjj7 .U8j27 , Obuxb .10964 AvG "EJP ,96?''6 ."7928 ,9*1349 .98390 .98*3* .*7*i.l .9/849 
AvG CP P ,11294 ,17u92 .52097 ,b9**6 .O7o57 *,o4o*3 .80038 
Avo "ESP .92347 , r Qu30 .81311 .62016 .00499 .06/40 .62332 
5 AVG cp i; 1 ,2?bl0 ."3/13 1,0P03-> *•0603I 1.00394 1.17o*5 1.30*16 
AvG "EbP .65770 .65*75 .66175 ,o6376 •oo57o .06/0O ,6o277 
b AVG CP o ,02f>52 2 .18527 ,3"670 .28954 .25923 ,*43+4 ,5o745 
AVG "ESP ,99o96 ,75o33 .98839 .99472 .99536 .99u05 .93569 
ALL AVG CP D .27c7b . c8ol2 ,37350 .72400 .3619* .75A39 .51465 
AVG "FbP .91860 .07344 .8°855 .09492 .6o223 • 64us;6 .80595 UNIFORM PKc.CTbIQM COMBI'iA 1 jOh DFSIGN: 6 RADIAL AhD 0 INNER VERTICES R*/IM = .374 
SURFACE\ERR bT CEV n.oo 0 .03 0 . 06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
AVG CP o .04 754 ,05477 .08863 .13853 .21133 .32o95 .144*9 
AvG "E SP .98134 ."8141 .96712 .93007 .65338 . 723*8 .90648 
2 AVG CP D ,04',04 ,05464 .07444 .09751 .12318 .15*31 .09119 
AVG "ESP ,97970 .07*87 .95855 .93655 .90580 .86310 .93643 
3 AVG CP D ,l Q0l9 .14086 ,11290 .09o37 .09628 . 10io4 .12362 
AvG "ESP .95643 ,c7a79 ,9«186 .98244 .97962 ,973o5 .9/bOO 
AVG CF 0 .11277 .19567 .53610 ,b2192 4.93914 11.04038 2.90820 
AVG "ESP ,91801 ,05*54 .7"134 .801*0 .69981 ,33*o6 .7o838 
5 AVG CP D .9679b .°°*60 1 .03743 4.81633 1.11692 .92**3 1.62754 
AVG "ESP ,b7T84 ,67J26 ,6756b ,67814 .o8062 ,683i.l ,b7o94 
6 AVG CP n . 0?.. 44 l .c8o61 • .32147 ,267o0 .24923 ,24uo5 .44676 
AVG °FSP ,9°°96 .•75u33 .90466 ,99o4l ,*9o85 ,99/04 ,9bb96 
ALL AvG CP D ,23]33 ,48o52 .36134 1.00694 1.12334 2,13AO2 .69060 
AVG "F-SP .91780 ,"6o95 .8°487 .68759 .05266 .79/01 ,8o986 
UN IFORM PKEC TblO"! COML'. P Al iCN TSIGM: 6 RADIAL A.JO 7 INNER VERTICES R*/Ki= .406 
SURt-ACE\ER" bT LEV 0 , UO 0 .03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG cp rj ,04;-2b .05450 .087.74 .1202'+ . 16395 .21 /35 .11471 
AVG "ESP ,*7°40 ,"3*45 .97253 .94*64 .91196 ,o5/o7 .94217 
2 AVG CP D .04721 ,05412 .07133 .08939 .10616 .12ool .00290 
AVG "ESP ,9773* ,07009 ,96 3Q7 ,94919 .93014 ,90o*3 .93025 3 AVo CP 0 .21?73 ,13498 ,10P60 .08753 .06703 .06o*l .11865 
AVG "ESP .93777 .°7026 ,9824 0 .98067 .97454 .96432 ,9o924 
't AVG CP D .11744 .13*61 .28M6 ,69oo5 .77033 ,*2*o9 ,46o71 
AVG "FSP .91274 ,°2*12 .836'+? .73741 .o7717 ,58to6 .77959 
b AVG CP D .8*1 5c- ,°7o68 2.6^287 .91/15 1.15976 1.19/o5 1.29750 
A.G "f. SP .63172 ,68j03 ,63456 . oSol4 ,o8779 .00*31 .o6346 
o AVG cp p .02: 33 2 ,1°719 24.51565 .92ot>8 .0 7O07 .58/46 4,62224 
AVo "F 3P ,9<)<)9(J ,'77357 . 44 .78? .90308 ,9o454 .97oil ,844b8 ALL Avo cp |, . 22l9* ,c'Uft8 4,61824 .47302 .4945o ,52J^8 1.13378 
A vo "F SP .9148* , 0 8o58 ,813n6 ,o6Jb5 ,o3769 .O2*o0 ,6ol90 Uult-ORM PKEC TbiC'l COML-!' AI'lOu if fuCN! 6 RADIAL A,jU 8 INNER "EKTlCES R*/i\i = .431 
SUI«rACE\ERR bT r ev­ 0, (jn 0 03 0 , 0 6 o.o9 0.12 0.15 AVEKAGE 
I Avo er n . 0 6,-33 , 05 jO;J . 07(-0 8 .105*0 .14193 .18432 ,10247 
AVG "1. SP 
r r r 
,97-17 ,".°087 ,0740ft ,95951 .93379 .o9oob ,93383 
2 Avo .0 4'-111 rc_;>8 ,06451 .0 7*49 .09491 . Uu36 .0 7521 
Avo "1 SI ,9~'.l 7 "7j54 . 96f 6'"- .*5jo2 .94154 .923*9 ,93ol2 
3 AVo C| n • 2-> 16A'H . 11826 .09335 .03/26 .080 in .13511 Avo "F .,!' ,()) -op ,071,7'* .*7736 .9736/ ,9o3o0 ,9374b 
4 AVo rP 0 . 1 li.53 . l?o.V> ,?noao .52147 1.22639 1.2tUo3 ,5o370 
AVo "I.JH ,9iv.«>* ,°.°o47 ,8op2C .770o2 ,o7504 ,39u3l ,7934/ 
b AVG cr o ,64 110 ,ob0f,n ?3,90474 .981/2 .o8348 1 ,08**8 4,7/o28 AVG "i sp ,b"j 20 ,6°171 ,602.37 ,o9304 ,o9383 ,o94/0 ,o9280 
n AVO cr ? ,(i.----3b . r o *73 5,42.-65 7.55339 1 ,443b'» 1.02/o7 2,b/92o A Vo °i ji' , .1,1 >'l(1 , 7 7 o .41040 . /218o ,7o0b2 ALL A V o C| n . «' '.pi* ."Vo'V1 4,0145" l.b5o32 , ot- ( u4 1 ,3o934 
AVo "I ,P .90 .'39 ."Po.'O ,3412? .79 449 .3202.9 ,02o*8 ,05*37 
I'NII Oi; /, Pl<LC » :• A 1,.-.! •CSIM-I: r, I'M r "1 •' , ,w t I 'li it 1' Vi. Kill .S IV/iU - . 44 7 
;.CA:\\.W S r i LV '1 . II 1 ll .03 0 , IJi" . o'l 0.1* 0. ib A VLi<AGL 
1 AVO SI' II . OS' ''2 .05_,2O .07153 . i 0| I 2 .13/44 . i6io3 . 1UO32 
AVO "i ,e .9 10 .n8y8'j .97716 .96J94 .94 029 .904/7 . 9 J / 0 2 
AVO SP u . u 1 (-.0 .05160 .062? « .0 7o94 .09*44 .10o4l .0/O90 
Avo "t" SP .97' 1 ,°7j72 .960S2 ,9S9o7 .94 59b .92^4 9 .90633 
5 AVO SP (., .3 >.'S3 ,1°o44 . 1?»'.J 1 .09 7/7 .0637b ,06io0 .lolbl 
AVG "E SP .77C7S ."3/65 ,96"5? .975/0 .97305 ,96JO8 .93201 
4 AVO SP D . 1 l'-.eu . 1?b50 .20369 .40340 4.obi43 3,b5^o0 1.51122 
AVO "E SP .9') 3 5 2 .°?*03 •8P081 . /6rt30 •oUolb ,60o90 .79510 
5 AVO SP c ,b2749 1 .06437 ?,04403 .o839b .87462 1.71/i3 1.23526 
AVG "ESP .69^71 .70004 .70 0+9 . /010 7 ,701/3 .7o04S 
•> Avo SI P . 0?; 34 1.15379 7.96290 /./72S4 3.*3992 3.414b9 
Avo "E j\> ,9'"-9o ."O/05 ,96R?7 .4&4S5 .10o4b . 049o3 ,bb099 
AvG sp p ,?'i''.Hl .™0l4 .61057 1.53 >16 2,302 37 1.44/93 1.06*83 
AVO "EbP , nlb66 .91072 ,b06o7 ./2bS0 ,74JO6 .63232 
UMFOKM PRECTS10" cnviiiTiA I'iOii t :.CSIGM: 6 RAPIAL ANU 10 IMfiER JERTlcES R2/rtl = .459 
aU"r ACE\£RR b r L.,V 0. on 0 .03 0.06 u.09 0.12 0.15 AVErtAGE 
1 AVG rl" D . 05<'09, 0 6 y 5 0 .07325 .102o9 .14554 ,*0JO1 .10733 
AVG nl SP .97:25 .97553 .95b70 . J,_'oU4 .07*49 .94 765 
AvG rF C . USuOo oSjl 3 .06505 . 03349 . 1021 / . 12I->8 .0O006 
Avo °f. JP .9714 1 "7*18 .96 roi .95438 .9 .iolb .91 /J5 .95323 
.3 Avo rP I) .62171 ?3ol0 . 1 3f-, 1 5 .09oo6 .0 7033 .07-46 .24065 
Avo nE. o!-' .67; 20 "Oj94 .9621° ,97bo5 ,9719b .96449 .90691 
4 AVG SI i". . 1 170o « 3b64 .25746 x.473 76 1.49166 8.o8o92 2.02o92 
AVG "ESP ,6''p4 7 r nl309 .3220(5 .71226 .b2o87 .55*x2 .70462 AVG cp p .6I78O X .'5/15 1 .13073 .o2ob3 .9bo67 2.739o0 1.30525 
AVG nE ,P .70713 .70710 .70727 .70764 , 70o20 .70095 .70772 
6 AVo SP p ,Q2r-34 .29^02 3.30105 D.08bo6 1,o6*32 .93*14 1.92207 
Avo PESP .9^996 ,"9732 .37074 .65208 .61007 ,64*b5 .71359 
ALL AVG SP D .31634 .•*5D71 .82003 1.27718 .77620 2.12/12 .94708 AVG "E'iP .87159 ."1024 .80227 .60979 .78022 ,609o2 .63062 
UNIFORM PRECTSIO'1 COMbl'AI I ON )rSiGM: 7 RAPIAL ANU 5 INNER VERTICES R2/«i= .256 
>URFACE\ERP ST L'EV 0.00 0 03 0.06 0 .09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG SP D .0 3699 06259 .11595 .21045 .42203 2.91*90 .62b62 
AVG "ESP ,98552 °7o95 .92601 .81340 .00923 . J9?O4 .70384 
2 AVG SP D ,03b6b 05b58 . 08231 .llo28 . 16961 • 25W8 .11904 
AVG "ESP ,9855b "6o22 .92983 .66618 .77661 ,b6o48 .6o431 
3 AVG cp D .18]8b 78^30 . 2"694 .16205 .10220 .09409 .2ol74 
AVG "ESP .902.93 07/77 .87108 ,b904l .91646 ,88Jb6 .69100 
4 AVG SP n .1157o 62O40 6.00451 .74524 4.57386 .04/ /0 2.Iob03 
AVG "F.SP .92 ,̂76 76b<+3 .77H88 .b3069 .43458 .49i 77 .6/140 
AVG CP D I.02267 1 02277 1.02304 1.02336 1.0237* 1.02-14 1.02327 
AVG "EsP .04?1U 64734 .6"?56 .o4375 ,o4191 ,b4i>04 .04461 
b AVG SP n . U?3ll 17230 .16776 .I71bl . 17b3o . l8oo7 .14958 
AVG "ESP .9Q090 °994 2 .9093? .99914 •99a9o ,99o /9 .99927 
ALL Avo SP D .23699 'i534l ' 1.28675 .40516 1 .0 779b .68o*4 .72425 
Avo "ESP .90531 07x20 ,85846 .807o3 .72979 ,b7905 .80907 
UNIFORM Phtt.CTSlOM C0ri3I':ATl0N OrSiGN: 7 RACIAL A|jU 0 INNER VERTIC ES R2/nl= .330 
UPfA.CEsERR ST CrIV O.00 0. "3 0.06 0 . o9 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG SP p . 0 3"1*u 06oi8 ,0b958 .15442 .2333o ,o6uo9 .10788 AVG "ESP ,9330b "7j40 .94443 .88557 .76919 .o7o*l .67482 
2 AVG SP r- .0 3"lb 05468 ,Q76°6 .10332 .1348o .17415 .09718 
AVG "Ljp .9^300 "6oJ7 ,94?51 .90392 .65141 .78/00 ,90bl5 
3 AVG CP p •34]73 14/81 .00763 .07600 .07655 .08-93 .13b28 
AVo "ESP .85422 "2143 .96660 ,951ol .9245b .6800I .91765 
4 AVo SP p .11369 "1x01 .50660 1.44603 2.14328 26.179/4 S.bo039 
AVG "t JP .92217 ",3o85 .76663 .713ob .S1380 .06143 .bo942 
5 AVO SP p 1 , 13769 1. 61ol9 32.23345 1.573o8 1.14914 1.03o/o 6.45815 
AVG "ESP . b»i?0o f-59-*o .65630 . 0 5 4 01 .ublll .b4oll .bbb27 
6 AVo CP n .0210* 25 7 3° .23023 •22S70 .22493 •*2oi5 .19865 
Avo "E jP ,9°"9b "noS9 ,9o f f,5 .9°6bl ,99o3o ,99o*6 .99673 ALL AVo Ch -> ,20-326 c0o?O 5,53007 ,b07l9 .0006a 5. 0loi>3 2.09976 
AvG "F;ip .9^ ,7b 0 7o66 ,37''2° .o5l2l .7680 7 . 72oc4 .63704 1 luii-ORy PKcC*SuV! Ĉ M: > If A fiON 'rSiGM: 7 R ft F M L *,i0 7 V INER VERTICES R2/t\i = .374 
ji.»(<r / CE\ERR ST f. EV o.uo 0 03 0 . 0 6 0 .09 0 . 12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG si p . 0 4 7 I 4 06100 , 00(20 . 14oib .21750 •02o96 . 14oo7 
AVo "E jP .9 5-79 "7067 '1 ti 3 5 r> .08937 .o020o .69*13 .8/984 
;> Avo CP [> .G4j9b 0 5*8* ,n7ufao .09o/3 . 12/94 .104*4 .09372 
Avo "Lor' ,9,^8U Ct-,300 .04121 .904/2 .obb4o .79OJ9 .90728 
3 Avo CP r . lb 1 7/5« .10770 .092/7 .069Oy • 09..47 .20118 
Avo "I- 3\- ,(Pn7p roi?9 .05?fO .94420 .91922 .06492 .90200 4 AVG CP r< . 1130O .5622" 1.190o4 7.7899/ 5. 719*3 2.ol652 
AVo "LoP ,91?So ,7SJ34 .74! -,f'8 .71321 ,b2263 .07.111 ,o/0o7 
'.1 Avo cp .-, 1 .b'V33 2 ,"6/43 4.20160 l.o57ll 1.24971 1 . oOooO 2.11063 
Avo "E SP .0^309 ,66986 .66155 ,o63 lb ,ob966 •oboi2 ,oo47b 
b AVG CP D .02797 .25^39 .22515 ,219o0 .2164* •2loo2 .19418 
AVG "ESP , gqooy .°°668 ,90 .̂70 ,9°8o7 ,9965b .99o43 ,99665 
ALL AVo CP p ,3'>5b/ ,64LI36 .877°7 ,56/bO l.o1557 l.*7oo2 .89452 
AVo "1. JI' ,A"s32 . "74°6 .374 73 •o5231 .7929/ ,73007 .83723 
87 
II,,] 1 f l't<LCT'.in" C;)M!;Tl'A H'Vl rjpcxr.n: 7 HAE'TAl. r-t.J 3 INNtK VERTICES R*/rM = .404 
\r.pp s Pi.V 0.0 1 0 .03 0. 06 O . u9 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 Avo CI •) . U4',03 . of> inf. .1)9261 .1.39 30 .20410 ,30J*5 . 1406 7 
Avo "! ,97M70 ,°7u63 ,94760 .90120 .3*276 ,71oo8 .66963 
2. AVO r-(J , ; . O4',0 1 ,05ol7 .07259 .09446 , 12o2o ,15l*4 .00980 Avo "F SP .978.74 .°6o?4 .94 346 .911*4 .Ob*8b ,61o*l .91457 
3 AVO rP D ,7no(>4 .17/80 .11668 .10123 .u9o7o ,09/u6 ,21503 
A Vo "F 5R ,H?2ia .88570 ,94260 .*4u35 .*22ll ,o93*l .90134 
4 Ave CP c .1151* .27409 .79427 1 . 13 734 1.00107 2.29o3Q .90604 
AVG "f SP .91327 ,",8*41 ,736"'4 .72148 .34*45 ,39uo6 .66120 
5 Avo cr y 3.65U« 2 ,?6L,19 1,27198 1.o4o*3 .96467 .943*0 1.69036 
AVG pESP .63^7* .679 38 ,675q6 ,o7*45 .ooo87 ,Ob3*l .07410 
6 AVG CP c . U2794 .•"•0453 .25022 .237*0 .23347 ,*3io9 .21429 
A Vo "E\>P ,99b99 . p9/93 .99828 ,*9dl5 .*9 799 .99/o3 ,y963b 
ALL AVG CP D .76416 .c2*14 .43304 .45**6 .43b73 ,o7lo2 .54773 
AVo "ESP .89594 ,°802? .87409 .o57o0 .30400 .74/37 .64324 
U'UI-ORM PrxtCTr.l0" COWfiltiA 1 I ON :rCic-N: 7 RACIAL A.D 9 INIir.R VERTICES R*/ni= .425 
jOt'r-.-CE. \ERR SI LEV o.oo 0 ,03 0.06 u.o9 J.12 0.15 AVLRMGE 
1 AVG cr n .04-/9o .06^35 .09582 . 14o58 .2*450 .35oi2 .13572 
AVG .97.-80 .96*29 .94541 .69417 .o029l .o8u37 .6/616 
AVG rP .j . O'U.li .^5/02 .07666 .093/3 .12b3o .16ul4 .09434 
AvG "t SP ,97h63 .96*92 .94025 .*0718 .06252 ,o0o*4 .9U944 
.5 Avo rP .0 1 .76160 ,'8023 .12200 .10o52 . 10174 .10138 .39561 
Avo "L'ja . 78.a09 .07*50 .93246 .93249 .91740 .094*3 .0*070 
4 AvG cp 3 .11371 .71*68 .90879 .o5438 2.8248o 4,o7oo4 1.61671 
AvG "E SP .90929 .74432 .73050 .68211 .53390 .40*36 .bo636 
5 Avo CP o 7,20004 1 .22*75 .97400 .90339 .90911 .993*3 1.00 745 
Avo "EbP ,09l2o .68798 .68460 ,b8H4 .b77bl .67400 .06277 
6 AVG CP r; .02793 ,70u60 .23957 .22842 .22192 .22o*2 .20611 
AVG DESP .99999 .99/55 .99795 .99777 .99755 .99/36 .99803 
ALL AvG CP D .88656 ,T5727 .40264 .35604 ,7347o l.lloo9 .63933 
AVG "F„P .89.039 .87368 .87186 .64*14 .79663 .743/5 .60791 
UNIFORM PhECTSlOf' COMBINATION DESIGN: 7 RADIAL ANJ 10 INNER VERTICES R2/K1= .440 
SURFACE \ERR ST DEV 0.00 0 .03 0.06 0 . o9 0. 12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP 0 .05076 .06*27 .10692 .17327 .29580 .594*3 .21517 
AVG .97506 .°6509 .93465 .66294 .72381 .33310 .63245 
2 AVG CP fj .05103 .06x00 .08112 .107o4 .14219 .18/08 .10514 
AvG "ESP .97506 ,°5o38 .93083 ,b892b .63044 .75**3 .66971 
3 AVG CP D 2.13051 ,?3o57 .15423 .13074 .12318 .12i44 .40311 
AVG "ESP .75981 .P2478 .89216 .90221 .39144 .67u36 .63683 
4 AVG CP D .11457 .69x73 1.25370 .74854 2.94627 .*l3o2 1.11141 
AVG "ESP .90561 ,68u32 .7145.3 .b32l5 .49004 ,53o*0 .00IOI 
'j AvG CP 0 1.55893 1 ,O8j03 .93683 .68230 .37348 ,91i*4 1.04130 
AVG "ESP .b9P94 .69537 ,6°272 .o895l ,o8623 ,08*08 .b9103 
o AVG CP D .0.?-»92 .?3j.52 " .l°500 .18849 .18745 .I800I ,lo973 
Avo "ESP .99999 .°9o58 .9°860 ,9983b .99611 ,99/o9 .99859 
MLL AvG CP D .65f;62 ..^9D85 ,45463 .37186 .76173 .48oi6 .52098 AVG "ESP .68575 .05492 .8605° .02907 .77001 .72*26 .62lbO 
UNIFORM PKEC T5l0*> COr-'D̂ 'iA FlON pcSiGN! s RADIAL Ai.L> 5 INNER VERTICES R*/nl= .170 
•SURF ACE\E <R ST OEV fl . 0 0 0 .03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 Avo cp 21 .03624 ,o5f14 .08521 .12917 . 19405 .00133 .10320 
AVG "ESP .93733 .o7i98 .93972 .88079 . 73673 .07332 .8/3o8 
2 AvG CP 0 .03500 .05^93 ,07807 .11270 .16219 .23*15 .11340 
AVG "ESP .98731 ,°7i23 ,9400° ,o8o96 .60755 .70034 .66361 
3 AVG CP D .05567 ,05ol2 .06500 .08335 .11183 . 15*o8 ,06078 
AvG "ESP .96967 ,"7i54 .96754 .95176 .91310 .o3o*7 .93532 
4 AvG CP D .11227 1 .14i79 .45981 .tOOOO 1.25323 2,y7i40 1.07147 
AVG PESP .93272 ,77j66 .77095 .74146 .00873 .49*38 .72502 
5 AVG CP r, 1.02 08I 1 ,05o94 I.1«675 1 ,o44o0 21,4o473 l.o43/l 4.oo943 AVG "F.30 .u V.93 .63*66 .62°39 .o2411 .ol083 .olJ34 ,o2o74 
6 AVG CP D .02^21 ,13iQ5 .17056 .16*36 .17072 . 17313 .140*9 
A,o "ESP ,yoo96 ,99^',0 .90041 .99*42 .99937 .99**9 .99948 
ALL AVG CP r> .21459 .<J2J48 .34 107 .43792 3.09313 ,9l3i.l 1.03754 
AVG "For .91949 ."3/03 .3745? ,o4 742 .794 39 .72u*6 .640o4 
Ui.Ir Oh'-i PKEC T510" COMuIf.'Al'lON TCIC.N: 8 R.»plAL Aju b INNER VERTICES R*/,U = .280 
SU-.F ACE \ERi-' ST f- cV 0. uo 0 .03 0. 06 0,u9 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 Avo CP 9 .0 3724 .05 760 .08898 .133/6 .20128 ,31o36 .13924 
A,G ,98:-,0* ."6/48 .93207 ,86808 . /7209 ,o5**7 ,6o297 Avo cp -1 . 0 3734 , p5/2? .08587 . 12331 .18310 ,27JO1 .12747 
AvG "Esn .9 <f 0o .C608I .93]84 .O72J7 .76497 ,o7*36 ,6/OOb 
3 AVG rP 1 .04^91 ,04o72 .06276 . u8a/9 .13390 ,21io2 .09883 Avo "LSP .9A -43 ,9,8j89 .97654 .953*6 ,9031b ,oloo2 .93551 
4 Avo CP CJ ,lOnby ,r-6*57 ,4°327 ,4605b .0526* 4 .OO*J2 1.19502 
Avo "I.3P .92867 .78486 .75061 ,722o2 ,olo53 ,4O3*0 .71120 
5 AvG CP ? t.04117 ."8*02 1.03502 1.22659 2.34o43 2.10H*0 1.43752 
AVG "ESP ,6*̂ 264 .64o35 .64105 ,o35*b ,o2944 ,o2oo2 ,o3614 
o AVG CP rj .0,"UO .17*41 .16680 ,1637b .Io300 ,103J6 . 14408 
A vo "f •>!» , Ol.lOjJ , "°*41 , >)<ini| 0 .99*49 ,9994 0 .99**6 .99955 
..I.L AVo Cp ;> .21 .73 . T1o n? ,3?;>t 1 , 37j U> .o4o /3 1 ,,.6*30 .52703 
Avo "EJP ,92^29 ,09i42 .97197 .64*31 , /04ol . /0407 ,83b24 
"|,Ir Op ' 1 P.M. C'.K.'i , 'VI . ' i A 1 i Oi 1 rrsir.H: <>. I"| IM A.iU / It IN l.i( V..RTH .LS I'*/«A = . 3.57 
S'lhl- \CL\CPP S r PL.V n . lei 0,0^ 0.06 0 . 0 9 .1.12 0 . i \J AVLi<<»0E 
1 AvO SI n . (1 ' -<4u fr'io7't .00 734 .12/70 .lo73b .*6-J9 .10070 Av j "i ,p .)",; 'Hi ,"6u 39 . 9 4 5 ? ,079J3 . /936o .66-13 .67-60 
Avo <-p p . u .' j .0',o57 .00460 .110/1 . lo491 ,23ii.6 .llo2b A vo "1. ji- , 'f'-;-ric> ,°6b26 .9'.370 .68298 .61049 .72^40 .6o29b 
3 AVO r|. . U '. -99 .04x55 .0566.1 .08bb9 .12667 .16-/9 .0o9bb 
Avo n('SP ,9'"ibO .°Ro9B .90173 .962 78 .92458 .65ol9 ,9o096 
4 AVo SP D . in,<44 ,"̂ 4114 1 .25144 ,49b0l .7 7310 3.029o0 .99979 
AVG "FbP .92443 , 7 9 0 65 ,7432? .71831 .o252b .46io3 ,71490 AVO SP D I . 16499 1.00093 .9650" ,98 7o9 1.07769 1.02416 1.06774 
A v G "LP ,66 35b ,65772 .65108 .o4oo2 .04013 .03421 .04691 
f> AvO cp u . 02' 02 .18o?0 .17582 .17599 .17969 .18-*6 .10550 Avo °l. JP . <('•"-<<(.) ,n"934 .90030 .999 32 .99916 ,99o93 .99937 
MLL AvG •"P D .2 V,57 .23*36 .ll'.fcflR .33179 .41657 .67-01 .42993 
Avo T-jP .9?,!67 .0 9-72 .37407 .64807 ,79687 .73uu7 .64bll 
UNIFOR'1 PKLCTSIO'I COML)I'-ATION psSiGN: 0 RADIAl AND 3 INNER VERTICES R*/.U = .374 
SURFACED RR ST 'JEV o, on 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
I AvG CP n . 0 4 1 9 0 .06125 .00020 .1324b .19u97 .30oo5 .10023 
AVG "ESU ,90"94 ."6423 .93,] 8,? .674 34 .78339 ,0&4o9 .6oo57 
2 Avo <"P rj ,041 r.'4 .06066 . 0 o e 0 0 .11904 .lo*36 .22^-7 .11546 
AVG "LbP .9 or. 92 . r6*55 .970 76 .86067 .ol029 .72-43 .80148 
3 Avo r , J D .03lrO .0 34 34 . 05386 .u3 7/0 .12811 .17oo9 .06539 
AvG "F bP .903*6 ." 916 3 .00356 ,96bll .93125 •O7oo9 .93691 
4 AvG CP P .10 -Oo .33940 .57015 .49661 .03953 2.64004 .Oo700 
AVG "E oP .9?'" 34 .•'Oisg .73390 .71268 .00494 ,44oo0 .70167 
5 AvG SP D 1.50 30* 1.11*70 .9°11? .95091 .95284 .99io7 1.U6381 
AvO "EbP .67»ort .56740 .66169 ,o5594 ,ob017 .04406 ,03677 
6 AvG SP P ,0279o .18446 .17514 .17696 .!8o34 .19o-9 .16804 
AVG "ESP ,99o9y ."9935 .9n«31 .99912 .99632 .99o44 .99917 
ALL AVG SP D .2"?42 ,?Oo80 .3?706 ,327b9 .41103 ,79o*4 .40799 AVG "ESP ,9247b ,09bl3 •373S2 .84799 .79648 .72oo9 .84410 
UNIFORM PKECTSI0M CON'oI'jATlON pFSiGN: A RftQTAP AND 9 INNER VERTICES R2/iM = .401 
SURF ACE\ERR ST U£V 0.00 0.O3 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG SP j .04450 .06755 .10224 .15598 .24789 .444J9 .17704 
AVG "ESP .97912 ."5680 .9182.9 .64215 .71521 .55o26 .62664 
2 AVG SP p .04 iibl .O6o05 .0°5S9 .13607 .19258 .28uX7 .13588 
A VG "ESP .97910 ."5711 .91790 ,o5420 .76112 .04/05 .85276 
3 Avo SP p .02331 .02967 .06554 .11368 .17734 ,*6o/0 .11254 
Avo °ESP ,9946b ."9208 .98142 ,956ol .90o77 .ol/xl .94146 
4 AVG SP o .10014 1.30456 ,4"729 .o8693 6.0b530 O.o3/o0 2.05030 
AVG "ESP .91D49 .74136 .70740 ,b5 764 .5294b ,42-o3 .6o279 5 AvG SP D 2.97ofaO 1.'9ii3 .97458 .91900 .93177 1.01^49 1.33478 
A VG "ESP .60]SB ,67o26 .6709S ,o6bo4 .oo03b ,65OJ7 .66831 
6 AVG cp n .0 279o . 1 6403 .16457 .17964 .20236 .23IO5 .lol74 
AVG "ESP .99999 ."9946 .9°920 ,993o6 .99745 ,99o/0 .99839 
ALL AVo cp n .53,'--0* ,47u50 • .31663 ,36bo5 1.30*38 ,9 7oo5 .oo205 
AVG "ESP .92319 .08760 .86537 .62915 •7ol73 ,b8^0l .82539 
UN If OKM PRtCTS lO'l C9M1JI'.ATI0N P^SIGN: A RAPIAL AND 10 INNER VERTICES R2/iM= .420 
SUPFACE\EPR ST ' LEV 0.00 0.03 0 . 06 0 . 09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
I Avo SP p .04714 . 06o70 .10241 .1S564 ,24b24 .43o/9 .17597 AVG "ESP .97744 ,"5ol0 .9.1902 .64492 .72062 .56006 .63091 
2 AvG cp n .04713 .06374 ,0"209 . 12710 .17496 .24p/3 . 12546 
AvG "ESP .97742 ,°5b94 .91917 .66067 .77662 .O7xo0 .6o025 
3 AVG CP p .02o0o ,03o32 .06280 .10145 . U058 .20JO3 .09359 AVG "ESP ,99(»6o ,°9046 .978n0 ,95b2l .91738 .66/03 .94911 
4 AVG CP p . 10,T57 ,c6252 .43100 .72974 3.7ol93 7.64**3 2.247o8 
AVG "ESP .91209 ,75oh5 .70203 ,o5058 ,blo4b ,41/o8 .03975 
5 AvG cp p 5.27343 1.08x2.2 1.1«146 .99822 .92732 .90412 1.6D096 
AVG nESP . o8°22 ,68431 .670.38 .o7445 ,oo952 ,b64o3 ,o7o91 
b Avo CP p ,0279b .16j49 . 1575? .16278 .17124 . 18xi3 .14402 
AVG "FSP .90099 ,T94Q .00040 .99916 .99083 ,99o4l .99921 
ALL AVo CP p .92*71 .46*00 ,3"6?3 .37914 .90471 1.o34o9 .77461 
AVG "PGP .92[,27 ,09u32 .86632 .631o3 .7oo90 .o9o/9 .82936 
UN I FOR -1 PhECTSlO"' C9Mi;i'.,". I'ION LrSx .̂N: 0 RAPIAL A,,j 0 INNER VERTK ES R*/IAX = .217 
SUUr \CE\ERR ST L'EV 0.00 0.0 3 0.06 0.0° 0. 12 0.1b AVEKMGE 
1 AVG cp p ,U3̂ 0u ,o5l?l .07246 .10 0 4 4 .13764 .18949 .09788 
AVG "*-bP .90,-51 , r7275 . 9 u c 5 a ,909ol .00141 .77*o6 .90b95 
2 AVG CP P .OVCb ,05o23 ,0"537 .161o3 ,2906o .o7oo6 .21975 
Avo "i oP .90,,51 , "7J06 ,04050 .0684b .7bu4o .b2oo5 .04622 
3 AVo Si1 U • O'-̂ o/ ,1lo?6 .31560 .459bH .70479 .49uo4 .36584 
Avo "r. SP .'•>7;;SU ,"5909 .37080 . /8ol2 .60902 . /9oo7 ,8oo63 4 AvO C|' r> . 1 o>i06 , 14o76 .24 173 ,b4Jo4 ,49o53 •99^o5 .42*03 
Avo nEbP .S'37-'0 .03x03 .771"6 .o5b20 ,o2628 .59-oS .743bb 
S AVo rP D 1.01700 1.0«265 2.640 5A 1.35231 1.27287 27.23002 5.7o971 
AVG nE JI' .04* 'tl .6So^S .6.'"282 ,o2o90 ,o203o .0I4 /6 .o2973 
6 AVG SP D .02317 ,??ol0 .22083 .28821 ,b318o 1.77^41 .51*60 
AVG "ESP ,90n«H ,"90Q4 .9"8 30 ,9044b .94056 .78 Job .9o25b ALL Avo CP p .21.̂ 39 .28037 .00043 .48432 ,0723o b.22o49 l,229b4 
AVo nl bP .9^141 ,^043° .86100 .01012 .7oo54 .o6i*9 .82402 
UNIFORM PKLCTblO'l cni'Mi'A 1 i Or, ncSiGn: n RAP I A! A (,u / lUNI K VLl<TiCLr P*/nl= ,29b 
SUPFACE\LRR S r ['i_v n.un o .03 0.06 u.09 ^.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 Avo CP \'j . 0 *7f'.u ,06j55 , 074 29 .10054 .13426 .17940 .0 J665 
AVO " f 3P . 'j^ti'A , n7ul4 ,9Uf 82 .90931 .05423 .76*u4 .90767 
2 AVO r P D .0 3784 .05*04 .09692 . 159*4 •*668b .334J5 .19250 
AvG "EbP .98451 .97312 .94 661 .383 jh .7 7571 .59/01 ,6o099 
3 AVO CP D .04772 ,nflu45 ,6*685 .0 Udb 1 .o9542 .o7»60 .00168 
AVG "ESP ,9M<,93 .97977 .85444 .77*71 . 760 70 .74^37 .64965 
4 AVG CP D .10733 .14*98 .21413 .90691 .66651 .72902 .49782 
AVG "rsp .9?8.o9 ,P7*67 .78709 .0794 3 .ol634 .OOvil .74898 
5 Avo CP D I. 06J-61 ."8799 1.22469 4. 1019.1 1.21356 1.36o93 1.63918 AVG "EbP .65', 19 .64957 .643°0 .03319 ,o3241 .O2o37 .04097 
6 AVG CP D ,0?*-0U .21747 .21671 .254 t>) .3539o .73oo7 .30028 
AVG "ESP .99996 .99903 .99855 .99o*4 ,9048b .o3o*5 ,9o627 
ALL AVG CP 0 ,?.\<-bl .25791 .41394 1.02bo6 .75677 .70*32 ,5o302 
A KG "ESP .9.2 .'30 ,°0655 .36277 .61402 .77113 .o9o/8 .8*942 
UNIFORM PRECISION COP.aii.A 1 I Ofj DrSiGli: 9 RAP I A1. Ar-jU 0 INNER VLRTICCS R2/.vi = .342 
SU9FACE\ERP. S r L.c.v n. on o .03 0.06 0 . 09 0, 12 0 .15 AVERAGE 
I AVG CP D . 0 3"H3 .05*76 .08651 .12149 . irj9')0 .*3o/0 ,11923 Avo "ESP ,93 26b .0-6444 .9 3269 .30119 .60410 .70*J9 .6/786 
2 AvG CP o .0398* ,06041 . H437 .20170 .40334 3.97I*2 .79944 AVo "ESP .9^264 ,°6764 .93075 .04234 .05721 .37x/3 .79205 
3 AvG CP D .04261 .88374 .67052 .oobrfb 1 .0455o ,94«o3 .57069 
AVo "ESP .99162 .ne339 .81854 . 72 736 . 7470* .71oj3 ,6306b 
4 AVG CP o .10652 .15P98 .37669 .97544 .78196 1.6600I .70974 AVG "ESP ,92'»'.i 4 .05318 .73065 .61395 .39457 •'36008 .71548 
5 AVo CP o 1 . 13 M o ,"5j99 1.13735 3.10815 1.14740 1.75o*3 1.54867 
AVG "ESP . b6'*64 .65940 .65418 .64696 .o4374 •b3o3l .03157 
6 AVG CP o .02802 .19440 .23977 .44490 4.49454 1.*2i96 1.10393 
AVG "ESP ,99o9b .99904 .9°603 .96047 .o3026 .66o*5 .90901 
ALL AVG CP D .24 033 ..''5*55 .43754 .92009 1.34032 1.66o38 .80962 
AVG "ESP .9244 0 .90435 .94 331 ,779o8 .o7949 .044*2 .79611 UNIFORM PRECISION COMblNAriON DESIGN: 9 RAEIAL A,vJ 9 INNER VERTICES R*/nl= .374 
SURFACE\ERR bT LEV 0,00 0 .03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP o .04197 . "59"7 .08243 .11062 .14738 .I9oo2 .10656 
AVG "ESP .93091 ,°6395 .93624 .89359 ,d3190 ,75ui4 .89279 
2 AvG CP • .04196 .06^31 .1056? .17171 ,29o59 .o3J30 .21920 
AVG "ESP .98 091 ,"6o99 .93607 .66962 .73903 ,52o96 .63660 
3 AVG CP D .0 3652 .07127 .28619 .35449 .96117 1.76**7 .bl244 AVG "ESP .99399 ,93ol7 .86296 .77152 .69015 ,o649l .02662 
4 Av'G CP 0 .10627 .14o95 ,24511 3.35342 .50938 .oO135 .82711 
AVG "ESP .92116 .86377 .76017 .65746 ,59459 .57x02 .72816 
5 AVG CP D 1.50412 ,95o92 .96385 1.45332 1.59617 1.12348 1.2o664 
AVG "ESP .67307. .660I8 .66334 .O53D1 ,o5371 .o4o93 ,6o096 
6 AVG CP 0 .02793 .19117 ' .20122 .25339 .38o80 .93/39 .33b37 
AVG PESP ,99099 .99922 .9°8,4 1 .99430 .97315 .70o94 .94475 
ALL AVG CP D .2934 7 .?4o66 .31408 .98239 .04960 .67*o2 .5ol39 
AVG "ESP .92500 ."0o38 .85953 .60758 .74742 .64395 .81531 
UNIFORM PKLCTSIO'I COMBINATION PCSI'?M: 0 RADIAL A;.J 10 INNER VERTICES R2/.<1 = .398 
SURF ACE\ERR ST PEV 0.00 O .03 0 . 06 0 . U9 0. 12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG cp o .0442* .05771 .0739Q .09 365 .11773 .14/97 .06921 
AVG "ESP .97929 ."6487 ,94299 .91149 .06635 ,ol*o5 .91327 
2 AVG CP D .04422 . 06*59 ,0q175 .134dl .1999o .30ol2 .14024 AVG "ESP .97929 .C6756 .94 424 .90110 .02713 ,71o31 .88961 
3 AVG CP 0 .0347 / .06157 .13818 ,572o9 .98762 1,o0to2 ,5o653 
AVG "ESP .9948I .°9ol4 ,95 044 .78929 ,o7b01 ,52o92 .62010 
4 A VG cp o .10^3/ .13337 .17875 .27328 3.4bo38 .o4o/5 .79915 
AVG "ESP .91769 .07720 .81008 .73050 ,oo418 ,ol494 ,7o910 
5 AvG cp n 2.62010 1 .04156 .01534 .960 33 1.26793 3.34o*2 1.77870 
AVG "ESP .63066 .67j30 .67096 •o6ol4 •o613b ,o5o37 ,oo858 
a AVG CP 0 .0?79o .20*70 .10202 .17308 .l773o .179*5 .13798 
Av'G "ESP .99999 ,99925 ,90039 .99940 .99938 ,99*34 .99946 
ALL AVG CP 0 .4 7"6l . ?59"2 .26374 .36362 1.03791 1.12**2 .56864 
AvG "ESP .92r-29 .91**7 .08635 .83299 .73257 ,7*u45 .64335 
UnU'ORM PutCTblOM COMbT'-A 1 UCSIPN: 10 RADIAL And 0 INNER VERTICES R*/K1= .129 
SURF *.CE\ERR ST JtV 0.00 0 .03 0 .06 ci. 09 0.12 0.15 AVtRAGE 
1 Avo CP p .03904 .04946 ,0 7690 .11335 . Io340 .23t*0 .11214 
Avo "ESP .93776 ,9814Q .96425 .9309o .0741* .78ool .92120 
2 Avo CP 0 .03905 .04429 .07861 .14111 .2o*77 •o0*oI .19407 
Avo "EsP .98779 .°89?6 .97684 .94069 .03017 .55^39 •60011 
3 AVo cp D ,0'vua . 09 jt,Q .6?05fi .28383 .33016 .37/38 .3347b 
AVo "EbP ,97n7o ."6o31 .37470 .65323 .84 loo .Olo34 .6/983 
4 Avo CP n ,lll2o , 10340 .12213 .15329 .19394 .24oo2 .13543 
AvG "ESP ,93u54 .92461 .69235 .64610 .794 82 .73331 ,8349b 
b AVG CP D l.0?obb 1 .1So73 2.346?0 1.b0548 1.19491 1.30ol8 1.44051 
AVG "ESP .63713 .63314 .628°6 ,o?437 .ol997 •01310 .o2b49 
o AvG CP D ,0232b .•*6o58 .48491 ,30 735 .2oo72 .24393 .34921 
AVG "ESP ,99<ioa .°?ol8 . opp2fl .99131 .9*354 ,y«->4 4 7 .96095 ALL AVo CP p, .21.^0 .u?477 .434*4 ,40o32 ,33o/0 ,43103 
AVG "LsP ,91<H)0 ."0*52 .8 7988 .664 94 .02571 . /bu n ,0372b 
'.'nil OK r'KLCTSlO'l ,,.']',';•. pjA [ I f>U ;rsii-;ti: 10 I'M TAI t-:,U / INI «L" Ajdli. , S R*/m = ,?4o 
SUPF ACE\LRR SI r i>i_v i) , LP) 0 .03 n, 06 0. u9 0 . 1 2 0. XS AVERAGE 
I A Vo cp n . li ',t !.o .0 54 26 ,0O>-?9 .13/35 .211S3 . 34c-l . 14509 
AVo ,90'/.<0 ."7o79 .952 33 .90134 .61069 ,b7-.-.4 .60386 
Avo n- o .0 3̂ 56 ,05j,04 .0°5«4 .19 3U6 ,4b437 77.43o/2 13.04627 
AVO "E SP .9''P>90 ."8368 .96793 .o072« . o4bbb .21933 .70381 
AVG CP D .US]39 ,07ol1 1,27000 1.16205 3.20394 .343x3 1.33174 
AvG "ESP .93 ltS9 .07300 .83702 .639*4 .03540 .02936 .86325 
4 AVo CP D . irmfa9 . 10o?7 .13197 .17169 .23144 ,32oo2 .17985 AVO "ESP .S312S ,nl*S2 ,3706q .61233 .74179 .06**3 .62163 
A v0 CP rj 1 .0?l9o 1 ,04j?7 1.67755 1 ,S6u2l 1 .14 /02 1.32-01 1.32760 AVG "'• Sn ,64 779 .64420 .64042 . u3o42 .o3221 ,o2//8 .03814 
fa AVG CP 5 . 02'-l4 10 . r 2 / 1 1 .34014 ,*59ob .23644 .2*008 1.90b23 
AVO "ESP .99')96 ,6 4o31 ,9°112 ,994o6 .99563 ,99oo7 .90783 
ALL AVG SP n .213-39 1 ,n7701 .600]3 .58J i4 1.2492b 13.364o5 2.99766 
Avo "f:sp .92509 .05/23 .87674 .04 /oO . /770o , 060 _>0 .02475 
UiUFOKM PKECTSIO'I GOPOIPAT I0?J ,rSlGN. 10 RACIAL A,JU 3 INI LP VERTK ES R2/«i= .306 
5U:'FVCE\ERP ST OEV 0.00 0 03 0.06 0 . O'1 J. 12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvG SP c .0 3̂ 23 05j91 .00420 . 12g02 .16374 .27/^6 .12773 
AVG nESP .934 13 "7D03 ,95494 .91JS4 .04153 .733*9 .90059 
AVG SP ?, . 0 V 23 05x06 .00003 .16o44 .34126 1.06x34 .34126 
AvG "F. si' ,934 13 "8304 .9713^ .9*005 .73306 .00-44 ,ol940 
3 AvG rP !, ,04534 "6*95 .71481 .61432 . 3429o .41x^9 .39661 
AVG pESp .90"26 "8316 .81321 .64j /b .61941 ,o09o6 .67611 
4 AVo SP o .10 736 '0u91 .1278Q .16 364 .21245 .26*36 .Ibbb3 
AVG "ESP .92773 °lo88 .87350 ,b2iul .76283 ,o93/3 .63228 
5 AVG SP D l.D7fa60 "7/30 1.10304 3.20335 1.32930 l.llox6 1.4o662 
AVG "EsP .66717 65393 .65053 .64o97 .04324 ,o39-»3 .04653 
fa AVG CP rj .0230 / 1 77J37 .39085 .27506 .24489 .23xo6 .49063 
AVG "ESP .99996 66u83 .98790 .99373 .99510 .99o70 .93887 
ALL AVG SP o .22239 K0408 .41929 .75018 .47612 .oloo3 .49695 
A Vo "ESP .92157 06x99 ,37524 .b5o34 .60300 .o9-/2 .83598 
UIJ IFOR 4 PRECISION >_0MP I[|A I'iON DESIGN: 10 RADIAL AND 9 INNER VERTICES R2/*x= .346 
SURFACE\ERR ST LEV 0.00 0 03 0.06 0.0 9 0.12 0.16 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP o .04003 05159 .07437 .10519 . 14246 . 18999 .10069 
AVG "ESP .9324 7 °7b87 .96211 .9339b .09479 .O3OJ5 .9bl21 
2 AVG CP D .04003 04o47 .07473 .12236 .20333 .36xo5 .14176 
AvG "ESP .9«24 7 "8344 .97806 .95107 .08546 .73094 .91954 
3 AVG SP D .04137 05335 .12566 .68165 .73016 2.w2**0 ,b4574 
AVG "ESP .99211 "9ui6 .96666 .74202 .75474 ,74JO6 ,6o489 
4 AVG cp o . 10<-7i 1 0x37 .11Q67 .14o78 .17918 .*lool .14534 
AVG "ESP .9?431 "1307 .30477 .64038 ,o0o46 .76x06 .63039 s AvG cp o 1.20R37 "8450 .96521 1.08690 1.03b8b 1.93006 1.33541 
AVG "ESP .66553 66230 .65895 .65548 .o5189 .o4o!6 .63705 
fa AvG SP R . 02"'02 "5o35 ' .70496 .344 17 .23357 .25902 .34515 
AVO "ESP .99^96 "3o27 .96262 .98923 .99260 .99395 ,90b45 
ALL AvG SP D .2441' ?8i69 .34410 .44 /o4 .3b594 •o3o*6 .43235 
AVG "ESP .92446 °lo02 .90219 .65302 .83101 .78oo2 .6o926 
UNIFORM PKEC TSIOM COMBINATION DcSlCrlt in RADIAL AND 10 INNER VERTICES R2/Kl= .374 
SURFACE\ERR ST CEV 0 .00 0 "3 0.06 0 . 09 U. 12 0.15 AVERAGE 
I AVG SP C . 04 j 9o 05x55 .07260 .09077 . 12875 .16400 .09295 
AVG "ESP .93:92 °7ol7 .96332 .94100 .90994 ,o6o>7 .939b8 
2 A Vo SP o •04i9b 04t>59 .07168 ,11121 .17193 .27x35 . 11945 
Avo "ESP ,9*o92 O8490 •97Q0' .95030 .9111* .01332 ,9362b 
3 AVG CP D .0 377o 04o74 . 10446 .57225 1.0 392/ •bOobS .40151 
AVG "ESP .90^16 "9*32 .97808 .79236 .o7059 .07332 .85040 
4 AVG CP 0 .10o49 r^jh2 .11746 . 141o5 .16069 .19o/9 .13879 AVG "EbP .92101 "1x83 .80677 .653/1 .62094 .78427 .8o342 
s AvG SP 0 1.SOuCb 1 O3o23 .04673 ,96495 1.11303 1.92ool 1.24926 
AVG "ESP ,o7.j07 6960 ,o6(,04 .u62 38 .00O6U .064/2 ,6o407 
AVG CP [) .02 799 !"64Q8 1 ,n?4A3 ,4l30l ,3219o .*8/ol .30702 
AVG -ESP yooOJ "80<S3 .8 307? .93423 .99019 .99^22 ,9o434 ALL AVG CF' o .2"350 "7323 .40057 .350o4 .4 9061 ,o09O4 .4161o 
A Vo "ESP . 9̂ 50 1 °?Ofa7 .30414 ,o63/9 .02o90 ,79i-o7 .6/003 
OHTMOOONAL C "'•jr'rtT TON rESir,M : 5 RAOIM. Arp 6 Ir.Nt.R VERTICES R2/K1= .204 
SUrFACE\ERR ST DEV 0.00 0 03 0,06 U.09 0, 12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVo CP p .(W,97 ,o5o78 .0 5O64 . 0O941 .0074b .llooS .U /o39 
AVO "ESP .9b34u ,"8*56 .00751 .98337 ,9737o ,-96JOO .9/579 
2 Avo CP [1 ,0fa??4 ,06X5? .0723? .O"030 .11385 . 14oo3 .09185 
Avo "'ISP .97J59 ."7o07 ,06(400 .94oo9 .92040 . 08440 .94338 
3 AVO CP o . lou02 1 'U'U .10^54 .1190b ,22271 ,14OJ0 .13221 AvG "L'SP .95ono ."5143 ,946°7 .93345 .0/980 ,90uo5 .92040 
4 AVo cp IJ .74723 .40/25 .24 335 .2 59 74 .33523 ,27o*9 .3/602 
AVG "L'SP .77*00 ,P2Or>0 .3^082 ,b7u94 .69246 ,06o4G .63097 s AVG cp o ,3<>536 ,40 16° ,42009 .44109 .4b337 ,49o94 .40459 
AVo "ESP ,70bfal ,^0138 ,6Q?So .08323 .o7329 ,ob*o2 .68716 
fa AVO CP o .03]24 .16138 ,4C371 1.54 7o6 1.10167 ,42o*0 .b2035 
AVo "f SP ,nnoflb , 00̂ ,1 f. ,of,s60 .66909 .76264 ,9o(15 .92407 
/,LL AVG S< U .2^ •'35 . ' s.07f, .22661 .42125 ,30o03 •2ooo9 .20090 
AVo "LSP ,30570 ."0317 ,90128 .66I20 ,6490o ,b7/o7 ,b0497 
OKTII'J ,9NAL C^I'IJI' „ i r oi i ; i ', I'-N: 5 RAPUi A»i|, 7 T; ti JL R VL"TI .PS R2/F1 - ,*oo 
LUI'h ACLAERP ',T 1 LV II. IP' 0 .03 0 ,06 U . 09 9.12 0.15 AVLKAGE 
I AVG rP I") ,06305 ,07157 ,o9o.;2 ,12ol3 . 19u*3 .10216 
Avo >P .99470 ,"7ol0 .98160 .973t2 . >4 72 3 .061*6 .9544 7 
2 Avo CP f, . 0'. 9 54 ,06o87 , 061 or) .111 JO .15390 ,*U->3 ,llo77 
AVo °E',p ,9M79O ,06340 .94977 ,91rK,u .07414 .Oloo9 .91590 
3 Avo CP 0 .1"380 ,1 i486 , 10658 .10940 .11484 .12 Jib .11923 
AVG "ESP ,92154 ,"4u63 ,94 19ft ,9 3'toO .92207 .90438 ,92 763 
4 AVG CP :J 1 . U 6766 .83331 .27129 .33/02 .*o365 ,2l9o3 .40293 
AVG "ESP .76784 .00953 ,87776 .65640 .07513 .69ol7 .63665 
lJ AVG c p n . 3'.p.7t> ."0*4 3 .41770 .43500 ,4 34 6o ,47/*0 .42929 
AVG °ESP . 7:^73 ,66940 ,60)71 ,u03o9 ,o7539 ,OOo93 .60731 
6 AVG cp o . CI3l2u . 1Qi02 1 , 18481 2.36515 .40043 ,33/uO ,7ol69 
AVG "Ejp .90099 ,°Oo30 ,60011 .563 70 .93914 .96til .9J289 
ALL AVG CP D ,2.'o49 , 18904 ,3C66 3 .373*6 .26*60 .*6o*6 .32205 
AVG "ESP 74 / ,09057 ,38215 .02531 .0735* .65/39 .6/114 OKTHO GONAL C^-'aV „i ioiJ r,L5iGu: 6 RAP I *«L AND P IHNLN VERTICES R2/nl = .304 
SUPFACEsERR ST DEV n, o f i 0 .03 0 .06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG C P D . 0 7,-4,9 .05948 ,MC714 ,063u7 •U8730 , 12**4 .0/765 
Avo °LSP .96159 ,°8167 ,98864 .9334 1 .97*37 ,95u39 .97343 
2 A V o r 1' u .09-53 ,06o°l . 00465 .104 39 .12759 , l5*i6 .10135 AVO "ESP , 964 79 ,06o?7 .9C674 .93.9 73 .91077 ,b3oo5 .93884 
3 Avo CP o .15383 .16*23 .11158 .11212 .12739 ,3l*o2 .19497 
Avo "Esr .97258 ,"lo31 .934 78 .92734 .90780 .07137 .91349 
4 AvG CP 0 I.47964 ,"2o76 .37581 .34341 .30659 ,42oo5 .55314 
AVG "ESP .73648 .00139 ,32740 ,03o.>8 .85715 .o5302 .02219 
5 AVG CP D .3'i?73 .41*50 .43552 .46,: 37 .4944* ,33->o3 .43521 
AVG nE_,p .70403 .69420 .68338 ,o73l9 .66235 .o5io7 .67622 
6 AVG CP o .03l3u .14o79 .25957 .33/36 5.94251 5.01342 2.12182 
AVG "ESP ,9999o ,oQy09 ,90526 .97941 .7oo01 .51/o6 .87627 
ALL AVG CP D .3657o .21146 .21403 .27078 1.18130 1,26uo2 .58403 
AVG "ESP .834 74 .89326 .80770 ,690o6 .04717 .78oo3 .80707 
ORTHOGONAL COFdl' r\T ION CES IGN: 5 RAP ML AND 0 INNER VERTICES R2/K1 - .33u 
SURFACE\ERR ST DEV 0.00 0 .03 0 .06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP D .071+82 .06*59 .05927 .06482 .08037 . Huo5 .07542 
AVG "ESP .95^79 ,o7o28 .98664 .98610 .97751 .96u73 .97467 
2 AVG CP o .07119 .06851 .08073 .09680 .12050 .143/6 .09760 
AvG °ESP ,96l9y ."6532 .95860 ,y4465 .92537 ,90u 79 .94282 
3 AVG CP D .11597 .13375 ,41736 .13401 .11882 . l2*->8 .1/372 
AVG pESP .93780 ,°2*04 ,90308 ,903*8 .91372 .903/0 .91409 
4 AVG CP D 1.93767 .33*30 .27756 .27492 .32545 .38038 .57.986 
Avo "ESp .74315 .78332 ,82823 ,641o7 .82636 .oOs/9 .80592 
AvG CP D .39750 ,41415 ,43292 .4 54 33 .47904 .30oJ3 .44766 
AvG "ESP .7IU47 ,69363 ,60540 ,o7 713 ,oo663 ,ooo*l .OdllO 
6 AvG CP o .03134 ,13041 , .23163 .40371 .7 7928 3.70i.92 .80139 
AVo "ESP ,9C996 ,°9yl9 .99623 .98/32 .95739 .75*41 .94876 
ALL AVG CP o ,42°76 ,19170 ,24QQ3 .238/6 ,3l/2o .O2o22 .37594 
AvG pESP .86470 ,0.9u63 ,80320 .69006 .67o50 .03o*7 .87789 
ORTMO :-OMAL ĉ Mrii'-'A rron PESIGN: 5 RADIAL AND 10 INNER VERTICES R2/K1 = ,34o 
SURFACE\ERR ST DEV 0 . UO 0 03 0 06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP c ,07f,8o 06480 ,06238 .06933 .09034 ,lloo2 .00046 
AVG "ESP ,95fc31 ,°7o32 ,98440 .98355 .97439 .95oo0 .97194 
2 AVG CP c .07^56 <*6y22 ,07659 .09690 . 12083 .14933 .09811 
AVG "ESP .93950 O6480 ,95877 .94455 .92332 .69339 .94109 
3 AVG cp o . 11 510 1 loOl 12696 .17O50 .16918 .*4o->8 .lo273 AVG "ESP .93549 O3008 91934 .07332 ,8005o ,o7oo8 .90265 
4 AVG CP r, 1.9C748 32333 .30031 .39835 .77336 2.54u98 1.0o089 AVG "ESP ,74]57 77/32 32215 .77930 .7604u .74416 .77093 
AVG CP c . 40253 41 o50 4 7665 .45717 .46077 .30032 .43067 
AVG "ESP .6°o0* 69*03 60481 ,o7/40 .oo99u .oo*43 ,o6093 
6 AVG CP rj .03]37 1 3372 22695 . 40bo3 .64100 5.15337 1.13238 
AVG "ESP .90990 "9921 oof 26 ,9".o3 7 ,94801 .45/i9 .69787 ALL AVo CP p .44 263 1 "o70 20f.oo 1 74 .4159* 1,45->*5 ,49587 
AVG "E-JP .6 <1°8 PQ0.;i4 39470 . 6 7 4 15 ,o394 3 . 76-I-+2 .8o090 GRTl iO • ONAL C^f)I" a TON PESj ~N ; 6 PAOHL AND 7 IIJULR VERTICES R2/M = .189 
SUi-FACE\LRP ST DLV 0 , ()o 0. 03 0, 06 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP o .07710 04161 06663 ,u00*4 .13341 .179*0 .09153 AVG "ESP .9'(709 "8*4 6 98268 ,96o04 .93o74 ,69o*9 .93872 
> AVo CP p ,0'»0L,3 06o16 0669n .064 jo .10107 ,llo35 .0 /o91 
AVG JP ,O/9'P'0 '-810 3 97216 .96935 .94 261 ,92*o7 ,9o030 
3 Avo CP' o , 17"U9 1?5M 1007? .08/31 .08170 ,u8*i7 .10944 
AVo °EsP .99T.13 07*06 975 86 .974 36 .9/U60 ,903JO ,9o907 
4 AVo C-P p . 11 90 7 16012 404 05 .06bo2 .48081 1,loo9o .4 4927 
AvG "ESP .92770 "to40 37536 .65334 .62961 ,74oi3 .65080 
5 AVG CP p I 1 .3700/ 1 06939 OOJftO 1, /53o8 1.2l26o 1,Uooo4 2.9097b 
AVG "ESP .64 (,4 6 64t>01 64 738 .64780 .04035 ,o4oo5 ,647b3 
0 AVG CP n . 0206V 3 36308 0666? ,40io3 .40109 ,3o*.44 .93559 
AVG "E,P . 9<)o00 071*0 8CO03 .930 07 ,9dol4 ,99uo3 ,94825 HLL AVo P̂ D t.9-130 00166 •»3?co ,47932 ,40180 .4̂ >J33 ,7o*00 
AVo "I• SP ,"1,.88 0<>3 3° 8787c .69 7*4 .OOoOS ,OO045 ,Oo913 
92 
jOfiAL C.OP:,I" , f T 0 f J It Si ON: 6 RADln. APD 0 I,,U.R vLRTlCrb R2/.U = .250 
S'JRi .'.C.I. sLCR S T o, ii" 0 .03 0 . 06 u,u9 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvO 5F 0 . 0 V -5 7 .04452 . 06349 . lOuol .13967 .16909 .09649 
AVo "1-bP .9'.,. 94 ."8/21 .98004 .90193 .929 34 .67/15 .93343 
2 AvG re u . O'tpVb .PSo63 .06650 .0 8J06 .10 120 .119O0 .07734 
AVG "ESP ,°7o67 .96950 .95599 .93b12 .9l0o6 .9bb/8 
3 AVG SP D . 1 77,2a . 12b50 .10086 .ORoob . 03052 .Ofcu/0 .10792 
AVG "LSP .96?bb ,°7o97 .98244 .98106 .97o6b .969o8 .9/521 
4 AvG SP D . i 154a .1 So 16 .53678 .4019b .50377 1.30uol .b0279 
AVO "CSP .9,'? 3b ."1020 .814 02 .b3cib6 . 0 0 4 0 u . /lo*7 .80365 
5 AVG SP D ?. 0.-O.44 ."8757 .96]64 1.65oA I.0I3S2 .99008 1.30b65 
AVo ,os:-,A3 .65036 .65893 ,b59o4 . 0 592.0 .85909 .bo904 
b AVG SP D S/ 3 ,r4.}94 .90062 , b l ^ 7 .4*^24 .37^J6 .9/789 AvG °EsP .9'}p9o ,05184 .36195 .97obb . 98702 .969/3 .94485 
ALL AVG SP p ,4034a .OI0O6 .45280 .4 So 3b .42082 .51oo7 .51135 
AVG "ESP .91Pbo .09429 .87781 .69s06 .68239 .85425 .60719 
Oi<Tl!ObOIIAL COM,3ri;,T TON rtSiON, 6 RADIAL AMD ° INNER VERTICES R2/R1 = .28/ Si)RHACE\ERR 3 T PEV -1 . (i'l 0 .03 0 . 06 0.ii9 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvG SP 1, .0 <p6o ,"4^36 .06713 .09/34 .13639 . 16o/5 . 09477 
AVo "fop c<4 ."SoiS .90030 .96309 .9338b .6cou3 .9obbb 
2 AVG SP p . U'.4 'O ,05o64 . 06572 .08245 ,u9953 .11 /o9 .0 7664 
AVo "ESP .9 '.'.by ."7/63 .96035 .SSuOO .94013 .91>*1 .93/30 
AVG CP 3 . 17 i 54 .12452 . o<-/ 65 . 0 3 3,, u .07/59 .07/ol • lob63 
AVG "EbP ,967?4 ,°3o56 .9PU50 .98304 .97o20 ,97ob2 .9/bbb 
4 AVG SP D .llf-,23 .14507 .54322 .53390 .7196b 1.16*02 .64635 
AVG "ES" .91741 ,°1744 .80292 .782*2 .76 360 .724*4 .61610 
b AVG SP D 1 .33979 .°2o29 .967Q4 2.560JO 1.10702 .96oo0 1.31111 
AvG "ESP ,66'<43 ,6 690b .66385 .o6d/l .obo6b .u6oo9 .bo691 
6 AvG SP D . 0?{-52 1 ,35J16 17.02896 .76549 .04697 .47oo5 3.3o696 
AVG PESP ,9999b .02425 .46171 .920 4 3 .97192 .90oo8 .8bll9 
ALL AVG CP u .*9p03 .44034 3.12861 .b9bbl .44002 .49995 .91/08 
Avo PESP ,9139b .09255 .81129 .O30L>2 .b/o07 .8boo5 .87295 
Ok ri IOGONAL C f̂-.i!" , TTOM • ESIGN: 6 RADIAL AMP 10 Tl.UER VERTICES R2/r<l = .014 
SURKACE\ERP S r CEV 0 . 'J f. 0 .0 7. 0.O6 0.09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG SP p .0 4?Hb . P4092 .06770 . 09oo4 . 1400b .19442 .09847 AVG "ESP .93104 ,"8b31 .97955 .96199 ,92o3o .87<ill .95139 
2 AvG SP p ,04609 ."5161 .06729 .03511 .10349 .12*ol .07937 
AVG "ESP .97377 ,°7o02 .96744 .95411 .93ol3 .91oo2 .9b430 
J AVG SP p .17 300 .1?b38 •0°611 .08067 .07390 .07o/8 .10347 
AvG "ESP .95997 ,°7964 .984 56 .93345 ,9 7o67 .97J91 .97b20 
4 AvG SP p .11711 .14767 1 . 1632o .bOoOl .o6924 •b79^6 .54723 
AVG "ESP .91;:7b ,°lx54 .7""75 .77998 .75036 .71ol6 .81293 
b AvG SP p 1 .IO7O4 P8H7 1 .00788 3.3 79/1 .9753* .97^14 1.72171 
AVG "ESP ,o7f92 6 7035 . .6 7793 .677ob .o7751 ,b7/43 .8 7/97 
o AvG CP p .02340 1 1 2o42 10.37646 .7 4,-j 09 .51490 .43oo2 2.26083 
AvG "ESP ,9bo90 °4u33 .53002 .92003 . J7130 .98o90 .89192 
ALL AvG SP p .25244 79o20 2.20645 1.14o36 .41282 .41430 .80618 AvG "ESP .91857 °1136 .324 54 .07907 .07507 .o5499 .87745 
ORTHOOONAU CO.VJI'I *rTOM PESI^N: 7 RADIAL AMD 8 INNER VERT ICES R2AU = .17o 
SURFACE \ERR ST DEV o.on 0 0.3 0 . 06 0 . 09 0. 12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG SP p . 0 3b4d "5166 . 08315 . 12724 .10993 • 28L>47 .1*916 
AVG "ESP .9«633 O7o83 .95731 .91328 .03o5b .72o45 .90012 
2 AvG SP p .03blo 05154 .07160 .09492 .12240 .15o*l .06081 
AVG PESP . 93(,3o "7075 .95245 .920 10 .07498 .81 /o3 .92079 0 AVG SP p . 143flo ?3o71 .12631 ,09o3b .09095 .09*o3 .13087 
AvG "ESP .92752 O6o72 •94?96 .95so5 .93743 ,91o28 .92333 
4 AvG sp p .11.084 72016 .40320 .452o6 ,o335b 2.blooO .85670 
AvG "EiP .92399 77474 .70706 .70440 . 00OI6 .49944 .74180 
5 AVG SP p 1.on?0j 1 04x4 1 1.15375 1.4o273 3.36972 2.49oo3 1.7b235 
AVG "ES" .o459a 64^74 .6394? . oi ,99 .o324b •o2ool .60756 
AvG SP o .0231 / ?3b29 .21031 .2ob34 .20o/8 .1O230 
Avo rT. SP ,9;)«93 ,9°P75 .990o9 .99044 .99oo2 .99080 
ALL AVG SP } . 2.' .So .342?' .4Ooo4 .7bo98 1.00oo2 .52370 
AVG ''r.aP .9I.H9 0 7^53 .80137 .667 )?. .62467 .76o/2 .6b373 
OR rno * T I Oil '-.ESi ON:' 7 RAP ML AMP 0 iN'Jt.R VERT lC"b R2/R1 = .23o 
SÛ h ACE \ERR ST OiV n . 0 "> 0 0 3 0 .06 0 . 09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AvG SP C . 0 3 ;> 1 / 05j23 . 0«466 . 1294b . i94Ul .294/3 .10238 
AVG "EJP .9 ''444 " 7 7 0 4 .95533 ,9lUo4 .03242 .72**0 .69/01 
> AvG cp p ,0.v'6b 052 70 . 0 7 2 8 3 .09ol2 •123S1 .lb/o3 .09001 
AVo "E jp ,9 '4 4,., " 7 x 4 4 .94076 .91732 .0723b .6I01O .916*40 
Avo SP p . 1M70 lo 4 1xfV • lt"M .0"oll ,09o39 .094il 2.63312 
AvG "LsP ,90.<0o 0 7b" 3 ,0503? .95424 ,93o84 ,91oo0 .92264 
4 A v o SP p .11012 1 77ol7 .44483 ,b3bl0 •o9o53 3.87909 1.24120 
AvG "EJP ,92;>70 75/13 .78974 .77330 ,ob4 10 .47937 .73000 
r) AvG SP p .90709 1 08u59 1.35174 3.01/33 2.28994 1.30-95 l.b/178 
AVG "EsP .65701 65j64 .65016 ,O4-JO7 .04280 .b39o9 .o4623 
() AvG sp p .11 ">Al0 24/76 .21447 .2OO0O .2U73o .20/42 .10bo2 
A »G "ESP ,9>i"i'-M "('0r,,, ,')«A61 .9904 4 ,9902b .90ox4 ,99oo7 ALL AvG SP p ,23134 3 27o V> .38 135 .o3l,;9 ,b9979 .93944 1.02bo8 
A VG "ESP ,9il<>4b 0 72?° 11^231 ,067o2 .02281 .76u/7 .0b254 
93 
0,. 11,09 )NAL C^r.ji-i,, 1 I UIJ 'libit N: 7 IMHI /\| fit p 1 ri I;jUL C Ji " 1 ICr > R2/i(l = .*7J 
','JI*V ACEU.RR 51 uu-J 0. u'l 0 ."3 0.0' 0.0 9 0.12 0.13 AVLXAGE 
I AVG CP ') . OCôO .0"l06 .143*4 .23*67 .40O30 ,lo0*2 
AvG "f. J" ,9';-bu ."7„66 .9') 76 7 ,C90'J4 . /6J55 .020^1 ,6o773 
? AvG CP f) .0 V<63 .06401 . 1) 7r ' 7 .10178 . 13377 .17J44 .0*688 
Avu "IS" «9 1267 .96/59 ,94;> 3'̂  . '.'0 jol .04943 ,7 7o33 .90354 
3 AVo rP 0 .22*53 1 .01471 .17669 . 1 104 1 .10346 .10**0 .41629 
AVG RESP .63214 .06319 .92954 .942*8 . 9266U ,*0346 .90863 
4 AVG r-P n .11790 , r 2 /60 .44546 .672So .o9411 21.33ll5 3.99313 
AVG "ESP .913 73 .76*81 .77306 .72J16 ,o032b .43435 .70360 
5 AVG CP D .9^173 1 .10^19 1.30 4 99 2.o62'*0 3.4349o 1.493^3 1.84411 
AVG "EJP ,6G67o ,66 ,̂50 .660 14 .o5o70 .o531o ,o4*33 ,b3630 6 AVG r-P 6 , U?''03 ,21290 . 1oon1 .183/9 .I60O0 .18/05 ,lo480 
AVG "EJP .99093 .°9o93 ,96P80 .99,1/1 .99353 ,**033 .9*690 
ALL AVG CP D .24110 62658 .33719 .944 70 .o3o82 3.94o/4 1.11352 
Av.j nESP .90549 "7i95 .37527 ,b53o2 .60257 .731O0 .04012 
OKTMÔ ONAC C^'M'h., TI on •••ESICN: 8 "AD I A|_ \' D 0 !,J,-L.R VERT ICES R2/jvl = .16/ 
SURFACE\ ERR ST PEV 0. 00 0 .03 0 .06 0 . o9 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP D .03 991 .05*30 .07988 . 1 1 J<>4 .17602 . *o*94 .12220 
AVG °EJP .9r>5 69 .97*10 . on;-*?. .6896* .00450 .o6**3 .63088 
?. AVG CP n .0 V-0 3 .05322 . 0 7 771 .1109/ .1571o .*2oo9 .11028 
AVo "tjl1 .9 9.6/ .97H4 .94197 ,o92u4 .01783 .72oo3 .86648 
3 AVG CP 0 .05'.61 .053O6 . 066.2 7 .08499 .11371 ,15o/l .06672 
AVG "ESP .97494 .°7o66 .97331 .95970 ,*2b4o .06*21 .94554 
4 AVo CP r> .1172/ 1 ,7 0*31 .508 39 .49ool 1.33200 2.53*/8 1.09656 
Avo "E3P ,93f4o .76900 .77634 .74o21 .o7653 ,54/o4 .74119 6 Av'G CP 0 1.0003 1 .03724 1.153°2 1.31320 6.45670 1.05o*l 2.17139 
Avo "EiiP . 64 4 5 5 .63*33 .63421 ,o2903 ,o238b •0I008 ,631b2 
6 Avu CP Q . 02°.20 17127 .15827 .15497 .15393 . 15302 .13b74 
AVG °ESP .99n9b ,99y47 .99955 .99936 ,9995o .99*35 .99961 
ALL AVG CP o .21223 ,44o48 .35406 .413*1 1.43192 ,o6/*7 .62098 
AVG "ESP .92055 88779 .87803 .65*34 .8084o .73*o6 .34789 
ORTHOGONAL C^'-.iVU TI0N PESIG N: 8 RADIAL AND 10 INNER VERTICES R2/RI = .223 
SURFACE\ERR ST U£V 0.00 0 03 0.06 0 . 09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 AVG CP 0 .03742 ,05381 .07964 .11617 . 1O913 .25*42 .11810 
AVG aESP .90504 ,°7o79 .94 295 .993 73 .61521 .70039 .86605 
2 AvG CP 0 .0 7752 05*13 .07711 .10735 .14791 .20336 .10493 
AVG "ESP .93502 ,96y55 .94184 .o9oo8 .82980 .74*91 .69430 
3 AVG SP D .0 4«3U ,05u21 .06010 .U7522 .09ol6 .124*6 .07583 
AVG "ESP .93374 ,"84 38 .90025 .967o8 .94210 .09/31 .95932 
4 AVG CP o .11276 2 ,41228 .92084 5.32147 .o79l7 3.96o47 2.2o883 
AVG "ESP .92669 ,79209 .7726C .74308 .06133 .55o33 .74240 
5 AVo CP o ,98388 °8205 1.01569 1.101/9 1.29710 1.91oo4 1.21707 
AVo °EiP .654 39 64*77 .644 34 .639*9 .o3424 .O29A3 .04180 
6 AVG CP L) .02813 1 7J00 .16153 .15391 .15676 .15939 .14032 
AVG "ESP .99998 00943 . ,90959 .99*3 1 .99947 .99943 ,99956 
ALL AVG CP 0 .20884 62125 . 3^82 1.18015 .42472 1.10431 .65418 
AVG "ESP .92238 , 8O42/ .83026 •65oo9 .01371 ,75oo3 .65391 
ORTHOGONAL COMDINATION DESIGN: 9 RADIAL AND 10 IlMiMtR VERTICES R2/R1 ~ . 15o 
SURF ACE\EPR ST D£V 0.00 0 03 0.06 0 . 09 0. 12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 Avo CP o .0 7693 04o94 .O60°O .07815 . 09925 . 123O3 .07448 
Avo "ESP .9 4685 °7oQl .96 090 .93703 .90353 ,659*0 .93741 
2 AVG CP Q .0 3592 04*06 .0747" .11238 .16087 . 25*38 .11680 
AVG "ESP ,98685 °8o04 .96451 ,93335 .67o54 .783/3 .92087 
3 AVG CP o .05567 09/16 .30759 .38834 .55337 .39403 .29936 
Avo "EsP .977H3 963.36 .37211 .79283 .77357 .78307 ,6bll5 
4 AVo cp p .11123 1 2384 .14 514 .170*3 .*0575 .25/31 .lo937 
AVG "ESP .932lb n0o80 .87369 ,9317o .7793o .71*12 .84048 
5 Avo CP 0 1,0 0"63 1 OQ*iT7 1 .70573 2.102o3 1.24641 1.32435 1.41601 
Avu "ES" ,r.'>339 63ol2 .67278 ,o2738 .o2191 .olo37 .b*999 Avo CP o ... -V?l 2°004 .27725 .22330 .21967 .21*98 .20316 AVo "ESP t 90090 °9047 ,9«)37 3 .99657 .9982 7 .99/09 .9*665 ALL AVG CP o .21276 ?8H6Q .421°l .31274 .4158* •43ol8 .37970 
Avo "ESP . 9 ? 1 12 91103 . 38 379 .66 332 .62553 ,79336 •tio476 
»!,.'• i •: >TI J i >:. :> !?• ;: 5 ,<i\. , I •••.. A 1 •> -1 r'-j-y VE •IT ICES R2/R1= ."-81 
.R-V -r >.-.. 9 . tU> i), 03 o.l? o.l5 AVER\GE 
I . •.' 1 n 0 6 3 3 c.' .>3307 .03433 .05431 .05:, 3o .06350 
.n,. <•..,-> . • » . > / 9 7 7,ll . •l*79-i . J'->0 6? .9;i383 '•°3 c 2 2 .97975 ,,v„ ) •> ') .l1' .-33 0 6-) '3 . 34 3 7 . 1 7150 .03lOo .0^37 .07719 ' 1.1 •' . •>-. ..J 7 •16-5"* . '7240 . 17,18.'> .9D753 •9373 7 .96599 ... V . i 5 J . 1: >'>"> W H' . 2 7-13 .t 352" .12151 .1272? .254'>7 
.V > <._>-' .<'.' .'»•) 83- I'- . -.ir-oi .',-'837 .94663 .04798 .92>96 
>V •.• T ' j • 1' > •? 1 tO..';. . .' 301,4 .39316 .61279 .73^40 .50460 
-«V.. i { j J .(.".: 3 > 74154 ..• t in .30341 .73717 ,77--67 
. 1 7 1 ?'> 62-.7 3 . 'i',07 .•V'310 .8*1151 1.74 149 .3?'. 29 
htj '<---•<-' .1-7 LSI O6 ::>*!' .94344 .̂ 7080 .60678 .43-92 3 .61797 
t\v j SP J .03120 11345 .12338 . 1260 9 .12783 . 1 2 '37 .IO044 
»»V.j •<-. ,3 .1-. .14 ' 10379 . "1976 .OOH74 .6 9*72 • c ' 171 .99970 
A u._ ».V . .2\-W> 2 3̂  >3 . •, 112 , 2 W4 .31432 . 4 3 13 " .30315 
,,VJ 'P. .. » .."•...•>! 473 > * . (4;.-, . 4 >,)•> « . '».6>9(i . 'V> V',9 . 97-*60 
94 
J > -) i •• , L w 11  •' 1 1 1 y si ' ,: 5 JJ.A A' I r.7 < j- TI'.'S 92/' 1 = .597 
i \r. ;< < b 1 )- , 11 . U '• 1 0.03 0. Mi " . 1 2 0 .15 AVE" V>E 
1 A: o S ' J .'.)•• /'»i . 07 5b'. . '. 0791 .06097 .0 788 3 .09133 .0 7-4 34 
hj:> ;<:.>3 . '*3..i<>4 .97J',!5 9l-,2Sb .03 MS . 9 76 3 7 .96615 .97199 
AVS b •1 - .lib o ;l ,97 5SS wilbl . 0''-. '2 .11071 .12631 .09560 
AVS •}."._,;-> .9S.5S.3 ,9S127 °572b .94 30 3 .9361., .92543 .9464 7 
3 AVS S3 'J . lu'i 19 . 10 4!'l> 11314 . 1 4 93 '• .12699 .1268° .12156 
M/j A -J .9i>l 53 .9b *49 960 06 . 9 VV59 .94879 .96 5b7 .954 64 
4 A V S L, . 9 7 b 6935? .41433 .34 60 3 .32607 .55573 
AVS •>." J .v/:bb .7407S 767V. . 3 1 1 39 . 3 5361 .3465? .73512 
•_, IWJ b 3 J • S J/S5 .711S4 '•4 3bS b .974b' 2.'13 332 1 .21091 2. 15506 
n v o ':i.. •' .bb.'l.) .64 2 IS 6 5497 .57') 55 .51553 .50371 .53739 
•J A; J jR J . ;3 JSO .13-4 ol 157-54 .19219 .25291 .39135 .19314 
AVO '<•!-."' .'• > OH .99 >S3 '-9925 .99-. 35 .9960 3 .93760 .99682 
H'ij Si" J .L'bi 3'» .33121 34293 j. . 14 i3l .SboSo .54o90 .53324 
A J o . fib3 0'4 .8BJ40 6710 .37507 .36364 .36413 .37374 
71 ii VI J V J i •! 3 Ci • 51 ;'»ri J 1 .v-: jis : s <A L .0 7 :s 7" ' VLL •'-TI'-CS '-2/?1 = .607 
_ \IL -t < S r ,... 0,03 0. 0 0.12 " . 1 5 AVE-'AGE 
K v 5 . :• 9 11') s .07 957 754 3 i'7 7S3 . 0 364 3 • 1 0 544 .03543 
. 9't •..';) .95/bO • 7614 07551 .97094 .95741 .96608 
»i * j b ' i • 0, ". . .13 .Oo593 ' 94 31 114 3. . 13448 .15467 .11168 
11 V J . 3 I :i 7 . 95b 54 •.•50 I 3 . •l'.̂ 45 .92430 .90716 .95010 
j « V a . 11 .10353 1 0 2 4? .10 925 .12693 .17450 .12'12 
.'.-3 1 a* . 95 *V4 '.-6 bo.5 , 9.', O ! • .OS0 25 .9230° .95362 
4 (1 w 0 . li .75 6.19 52e t.64 5 7 . 4 5 <, < 1 .59227 .35726 1.314 16 
M / 5 * :I ̂  3 . ,->/6--i .71104 74974 . r/6-i ."0 372 .82410 .75547 
'j A.'b >3 J .71^42 .35 i9M 1. 19 7rj3 4 72 30 2.33101 3 .01084 2.93191 
.64J32 .64293 L3°54 5334 8 .53835 .54039 .5°951 
o A V 'j S" L3 .03u43 .13 433 17139 .22825 .52472 .49:149 .23128 
«v s j J ,9999S .99950 99852 .99522 .99116 .97954 .99415 
A__ /.JO S3 J . 30 93 8 1.57676 36433 1 74427 .56598 .71537 .88276 
« V j R£ j ' J . Bu'.)9b .67549 S7996 37321 ,36314 .95620 .86782 
v. t • < t A S C 0 '• L3 1 JA no 1 DE. SI3;: S RAblA L A90 3 IM'J£'< VE 2TICES K2/R1 = .613 
5JR-AC E\ : R< S r i). 0 0 0.03 0. 06 <> .0° 0.12 0 .15 AVENGE 
1 M '• b 3 > J .09191 .05JD7 L5691 . 'H,?3b .07397 .09787 .07578 
)•> J 3 ?ib j . 94 /49 .97506 98727 .93436 .9A371 .97583 .97646 
2 H • 5 S3 J . 0 9.J9 7 .07132 Oo325 .0 9567 .10743 .11388 .09468 
rt V S Li b -> •9SJ21 . 96229 9b371 .96067 .95556 .94 941 .95697 
3 A V' S 5 5 LL, . t\2 i74 .10730 I06u9 .13361 .15832 .1503" .24391 
it v'b <E:>3 .92 92 3 .950 99 9ol64 .93735 .O3020 .92^23 .94131 
4 Avb S3 j 1.27J73 .52081 2. bA753 .0 9471 . 43702 .33429 1. 12419 
n V J <-"_I;' , 6 S /"i 0 .67515 . t.657,1 .7.3015 .75934 .73733 .71612 
J n v 0 .94 329 4.23092 2. S0375 2 .65251 2.3450 7 1 .63677 2.39470 
lilrj ? ;:s j • 64-,'j4 .n3135 ':5?77 .54369 .53046 .51093 .57062 
b >l V J - > J .03O32 .13494 17622 . ?i)729 .23157 .25100 .17189 
;A V j "<Eb- . •" b ,<y,\ .99913 5 9792 .nr>674 .99570 .99480 .99738 
ALL. n V .r S'5 j .34 199 .65541 L3647 .57519 .55959 .44120 .63503 
HVS VLJJ .334 79 .35775 -̂•5322 . 3594H .35919 .85944 .85981 
I «i > Cb U i.'.TI 0 1 DLL .-.r? : s RAJIAL A JO 9 •J'J-b VE -'TICLES R2/A-1 = .618 
.-. J-<- .\C E\E -? < s r .ii,- :». n 0 0.03 0. • ry 0.12 n .15 AVERAGE 
i. v'G 53 J .0 936J •06^26 : S72 0 (5^43 . "623b •07293 . 06'i48 
>,V o .U4 >2b .97141 c 34 14 °391 3 .93926 •9e333 .97775 
MVS '>'•* -1 .0 9̂ 04 .07413 (.7405 "8432 . 09433 •10S05 .03758 
>iv3 :<:: s * .94 >90 .9643b 9/22 5 97415 .07276 .96030 .96705 j »i v 5 S3 J .30:,31 .33^75 1.1313 10201 .11031 .12525 .19096 
M \ 0 7LL  j3 .91 126 .93S34 l;-.,lb3 "46646 .06218 .0524? .94320 
4 t\ V b S3 J S.U9..70 .333-37 31031 21534 .18838 .17472 1.30360 
,1 V b J•"> .(/> /,»; .65375 '/ 521 0 ^'4 59 .30091 .02.143 .73396 
M v S 2.39jHo 3.72.51 34. i.67 3 7 6 OS 68 2.24639 1 .°9503 7.37033 
«v Li r 64309 • 3 C 2 -\ 9 l-.7:.3!l '••5 '•>•» .56433 .55463 .53606 «i/b •<:-J>J .03:.i22 
. 1 2-07 
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J . )•' J .11.'.. 5 .10 »'+7 1 ".,11 146/4 . 17002 .12.06 . 14247 
* v ̂  '<;'s J . '">-,3.» .95 7 07 •'4 31)3 0 5i 7n .02041 .O5',o7 .oun42 •t lU V ̂  ' J .is 1 .31'.22 . :: .'• 7 7 "'7 331 .21015 .20104 .35h27 
HV J '<w3 •'» . >3/24 .bS315 75 On 3 32S30 . 05389 .87654 .760&5 
J AV'j Sr3 J 2. 3b si 6 2.23092 2. L0030 2 15 542 I.08775 ? .14395 2.23*25 
«Vo < LL: s j .s7 / '9 ,59'^2 5 A3 0 3 5AS9H .579 39 .67560 , f>n42Q 
U ll V 5 • • .'••3.11 3 . Ic36;1 U,317 10790 .23021 .?5o7-> .lt<782 
hV .• . 1 i-n . <4U '"'3 7 007.15 .09537 .001, .9071*0 
A _i_ II ll o . '̂ 9 ,b3372 :u271 4 3 0 3b .44/23 .48045 . 5(>5rtb 
iU .i <.:.>•' . '>4 5 . :',si'»2 ' 72 lb 3 34 1° . 03533 .39071 .37^77 
95 
I . i ,i f, xA î/ i. A 43 9 I'.'•!• ( J: •'T \Z: r> H '/i'l= .560 
J -l7 >'- - <•< - r ii 0.IJ3 0. ••6 9 ,(9 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 n V 9 . , , / , . l)6V»9 V.<4 7 .12017 .17671 .24 0 07 . 12644 
A V j ->•• • 97>i39 •r.73 7 . 'Pi •• 1,9 ."9391 .3209? •9?96l 
* h v j S J J . Tt 3 I-» .0571U i'764 4 .99-30 . 1 1 794 .13383 .09016 
AVG iv'-" .9 / »'-ri .97045 93354 .9414 9 . 41932 .39337 .94305 
3 /.V 3 5P J . / • '*r'j .5195? 1. ',5299 .16521 .13616 .12696 .49616 
M V 3 -. J j - 7 '. i Pi .76o72 7 7645 ,9,V. «: .96291 .9^407 .35704 
4 H 7 3" S J . 1 1 /; i 5 .lbt>30 614 4 6 1 .64002 1.2 7436 1.04577 .30315 
H V 3 J-* . Vi:,.'"» .90 9 3b 71119 .71040 .68 782 .58255 .76126 
3 hVG s •' J . •'; '•' • i 'J -) ?.51312 1. i 4 0 60 i .360 1 5 .984 8 0 .30916 1.31632 
hVi ,>. • ̂  ̂  ,r-,l • 67>24 : 8.169 .68 4 59 .66 734 .690 15 .68 332 
b 'A V J V J •'} y. : 0 !j 2.73109 •-6022 . V*-33 .29271 .27243 .704 14 
A V 3 '<£_.J . •-• .• P>) .94-,83 96490 . 9<0 3'i .99474 .99560 .9323a 
ALL. M V 3 S ' J . •» il j 3.U0 72'i 02236 .572 0 4 .49711 .43903 .590 31 
A V 3 •'.r J J .-"J 7 7 1:1 .87520 !.. 4 3 72 . 86".0 5 .35776 . °2444 .357 76 
! •! )'•' ... I.'..; C 3 • j I p. TI - . 3L si? : r, ,<A-.,I; - A ' J 6 i ;:-: •: ;E -TI:-:3 ?. 2/91= .501 
J r'»- •:\T- < i; . i; 11 0.03 J. .09 0.1* 0.15 AVERAGE 
1 ', -' . ;•• O'j .C7o21 1 0 32 8 . 1504', .21554 . 30829 .15730 
„ . J RE J- . .' f .<0 S .9714 7 9 5490 .9 168 9 . 34 30 0 . 74449 .90147 
* 4'. j S:i , 0 9 / '\ .06216 •:.ol?j . 19 'VI .12 701 .15138 .09729 
nVj ' : .J.J . ' i n n 701 •94 92 . •'',•','.9 . 9 1 0 4 1 .37395 .97641 
3 ,i V J v - . 71,71 .72'40 -i 5 0 3 4 1 . ' 4 215 .52464 8.30333 1.99660 
l< V 3 v.~ s . 7-> v - 1 .7631A 79634 .78126 .75654 . 74760 .76352 
4 hV o J .11.4b .15303 39656 1 . 4 3543 11.09452 t . 78619 2.50210 
n'/ 3 "t£3'J . .' • .-.y.i .39315 72462 . 3 7 r, 4 f.i .58002 .49139 .70771 
3 /i V j r,J j 7 .(Pi .'74 1.02749 ',6795 . H''6 7 1.33097 1.22 700 2.15045 
/-. v 3 •< - 5 . bVjJ3 . 69->36 7004 0 . 70 '•. 4-, .70754 .71115 .70221 
b liV J 52 J . 0 3 1 b 1.76397 51032 . .!') 10 4 .72070 .30332 .54 767 
nVb MS3 . 9 3 •') J .80 3 76 98187 . 09 739 .99525 .99387 .96155 
i'\ V j S:' J 1 . 3." 7 J - .63722 4 0 4 9 3 .7050 4 2.35223 2.01375 1.24174 
4 V 3 . 83*7 7 .85024 •'5214 .32302 .30113 .76157 .32964 
v'i 1 A 3 : 3 31 no i -j£ SI3J : 5 A DI A AND 7 '-TICES R2/R1- .595 
E\E 3\ 5r ~)z. ; .:) i 0.03 I. ' 6 . 0 9 0.12 ">.15 AVERAGE 
i ,,7 0 S . 0 3 .<? :, .05441 .. 9118 . 12509 .16320 .2046° .11976 
•i V J R •__>-' .97.173 . 97-,,0 7 '•6 755 .94829 .9 1969 .88237 .94411 
2 9 v 3 SP j, .U-S173 .05377 9 7110 .08761 .10394 .11997 .08352 
A v 3 I-)-1 .9b 393 963 30 .95162 .93669 .91893 .95184 
i\ v 3 5 3 j .3-753 1.30334 37615 .61316 .18516 .13330 .58445 
,* j RISJ . 7 . •;.)•> .31101 "1935 .73330 .91b9M .94304 .84463 
-t H V 3 s? J . 1 ! ,17 .13o33 L0461 . 32 725 .50036 .77076 .34300 
,iV3 3 S .92 ••21 •'13 70 . 34'-or, .69327 •54569 . 30494 
3 'A V vJ S-J J 1 . ?-•> .'34 .33J03 1. .".15 7? .92 3 39 .83195 14.96005 3.39032 
V ~> C:S'J .7) Ln4 .7039{ 7j630 .70 131 .71146 .71420 . 70772 
D AV j S3 . •': .' 1 3 •423Q0 1. 1 33o 3 3. :? tO 79 24.61333 6.98337 7.02238 
M v 3 «-:s-j .9954* 95603 .33939 -.08 4 44 .25179 .57642 
A ,_ _ a'w'3 SP J . 'J 0 j o .47091 i-.̂ l: 7 1 •72l75 4.399ob 7.86369 1.92 399 
rtVj S J . T..-.3b .39764 -3771 .762 29 .68311 .71017 .80495 
VI , i -1JV V. TIJ-., ) : MI 3 •: 6 X\\j\i\- A'JJ b I'KJ~<. -TICES R2/R1= .b04 
-. \i ̂  sr J-i • j • 0 • i 0. 33 0 . u . '19 0.12 0.15 AVER 4GE 
I ilVJ b" .0 7335 .05499 i 7712 .10097 .12731 .15429 .09970 
MVS PEo'J .93:J62 .97^2 6 9 7397 .96547 .95403 .93759 .96266 
A V C-SP :j .Oo ,99 . 0 5 4 8 7 93024 .07H23 .08200 .09509 .07124 
i\ ' .3 <£J 3 .3-, - o* .971^3 '' 704 1 .9652? .95735 .94731 .96339 
.-•V 0 'j'' • obr.ri'j .33103 2. 90663 .?956u .91761 .3457? .90 321 
nVo <~.S-' . 7;.. -0 J .83409 '.253 1 .34736 .32025 .30374 .81946 
n J 3 . leVl 3 .12'40 16450 .2192 3 .27754 .33592 .20796 
iiv 3 ?-I:. • ..-0/3 ) .92 20 3 ••2633 .91444 .R8997 .35537 .90104 
J ,,v 3 .'<• ,61 . 31 3 9 3 r 1200 3 . 89 7 74 .99 102 .79739 1.40010 
A v 3 < -: J .7,1 ,9.) .710M1 71121 .71 ?30 .71389 .71537 .71198 
H V 3 r, 1 J .02.-11 .25340 4l3ol . 56 V) 3 .69D11 .82015 .46757 \ _ .> . c ' < »9 .99'-14 • r,;»Sl .99 471 .98432 .97365 .99089 
,.7 j •3 > ^ .3r.x3i .27311 l'b;)32 .33 73C .61527 .42475 .52513 i. v 3 ̂ J • * . • -'..0 3 .''0193 '0)037 .89937 .83ob3 •37709 .89157 
VT ,l •' )v j i •> ', :. r 13 . j -. 3 I 3 : o •< 6 J 1 A -  J3 9 IT!:: < VI -;TI2ES ^2/Pl= .611 
. \ E. J •; s r J .. 0.0 3 i'6 i .04 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 
I • • v 3 . J „• • / ,, • • o.) J3J • 7 ' 71 . 19.', 6? . 125 73 .15559 .09936 
n V • 1 >-/7 > .37^,1: • 7t>l0 . •13'59 . 99.,Of, .9.3 )H3 .964 00 
>, V ,J ; )., 7 17 .'i3-,'.,4 . 9 7 c- 7 . 0.VM1 .0 7974 .09441 .07037 
V <: J -' >4 ) .97317 ' 732 0 . ''9 48 4 .9609(5 .95031 .66549 
- , • .., l 7 .63-*62 ; ->74 4 .35-117 .25935 .47095 .55505 
„ V J "'. •-.>•' 7:1 .344 O 4 , '7509 .•'*,,95 .37178 • 0 ? 2 4 .7 .34165 
..V J 1 } ; 1,'...'M .134 73 t 70 12 .2 3067 .?83o0 . 3 4 "> 9 7 .21640 
rt V 3 .39 353 .91473 '•'08 76 .834t>9 .34 746 .80076 .374 99 
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< r. , r JE v 0.0 0 0 . 0 3 0 .' o 5.0 9 0.12 n . 15 AVERAGE 
1 ( l J 3 ..3 J .9344.3 . 04441 .'• 7042 . 11 21 3 .13033 . 30 796 .12495 
,sV J ̂EbP .93 .4 2 .98 ,4 5 . '74 99 .9.'4 1,94 ."898 3 .76596 .92577 
2 1 y U J b .03.5 7 .04 313 . :,-.,9b3 . 1 150 3 .20273 .40183 . 14464 ,.7 > :o p i, J .93 911 .98 74 3 .97939 .9542b .88403 .69575 .91604 
3 lA V J 5 P 3 .06 10 I .06 320 .10830 .84 961 .32095 1.74756 .60077 
A V O •<E3P . 90u91 .96 9'14 .94 806 .795 79 .7ij9t>t> .774 8 8 .36 324 
4 A V o 3P J .1144) .14 30 5 . 34960 .40546 .4265-s .49502 .35622 
AVo 3E33 .93 .20 .90274 .30591 .760 50 .76025 .69610 .80995 
b A v'b SP J 1 .04-.70 1 . 12335 1 .36031 2.54071 2.65521 1 .41958 1.69223 
AVo REbP .63343 .63063 .b2767 .62461 .62144 .61316 .62600 
o hV j GP 3> .02.523 .16411 3 , r.7543 .43012 .30683 .27100 .71680 
A V J •̂ EbP .99 49̂  .99445 .66354 .97880 .9390 3 .99187 .93962 
ALL AVG SP j .22006 .26912 .-7231 .74201 .76577 .77333 .60727 
A V 3 REbP .91756 .91014 .63659 .34382 .81905 .75745 .84744 WU-'d'-' 31 AS CEMTRAL COMPOSITE 3ESI34 
JX"..CE\:2, ( r 3LV 0.00 0.03 0.143 • .09 0.12 0.15 AVERAGE 1 .', v 5 3P j .0 344 3 .06073 .17996 .7.09128 1.07653 .37-92 .80764 
»•, V 3 VES° .96 ,4 2. .98056 .92013 .23972 .4 0555 .70 796 .71H56 
2 A V 3 SP J . 03456 .06110 .16138 .68915 .7.62677 .79314 .33«93 
hVO 3 ESP .98 o'+o .96017 .90996 .54328 .13015 .47425 .67104 
3 AV 0 SP J . 06u01 .07293 .17092 .41630 .41307 1.53562 .45314 
,3 V J i<E3J .93 .)90 .96169 . -9524 .73936 .77157 .75136 .85514 
4 MV • 5P j .11440 .33977 .33277 1 ,99«,02 .71739 .40207 .65040 
A V .3 PE3J .93420 .814.37 .79556 .65761 .50631 .73003 .75677 
b Hv J SP j 1.0 4-!D4 1 .06312 l.i. 387 3 I.11071 1 . 13432 1.15987 1.10174 
M V J 3£o-> .r,3 3 50 .62 956 .62559 .62157 .61753 .61343 .62753 
6 A . 3P .) .0 2;: 23 1.51)92 .28613 .24254 .23035 .22479 .42135 
A . 3 3-E3=> . 99994 .35459 .-9212 .99549 ..99631 .99667 .97319 
LL ,. V 3 SP J .22006 .51973 .37006 1 .25216 f. 19974 .75740 .71987 
.-- hiESP .91757 .3716:3 ..-.5644 .64 4 54 .58832 .71170 . 76504 
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